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EXECurIVE SUMMARY

TITLE: U.S. Air Force Doctrine: A Perspective AUTHORS: James E.

Andrews, Colonel, USAF; Allen B. Bowser, Lieutenant Colonel, USAF;

William R. Johnson, Jr., Lieutenant Colone., USAF; Steven J. Redmann,

Lieutenant Colonel, USAF; and Richard H. Ze.met, Lieutenant Colonel, USAF.

-. A changing threat, increased competition for scarce funding, and

differing perceptions of the role of tomorrc,.:'s .2litary may radically

change the way the Air Force is structured and employed by the turn of the

century. Sound doctrine could be the cornerstone for the Air Force's re-

sponse to the future.) This effort takes an in-depth look at air power

doctrine 7 -ome changes are required to ensure we are ready for these

/challenges.

Cthapter I begins by examining definitions of doctrine, tracing its

history, analyzing the three sources of doctrine and its purposes, and

identifying shortfalls in each category. The next chapter, while reviewing

the Air Force's doctrine development process, asserts that air power

doctrine has not been developed through a rigorous process. It needs to

be The author proposes requisite elements and sequence of a rigorous

/doctrine development process founded on a model to ensure the best doc-

Sti efort futut-eA-.> Chapter III explaans where the responsibility for

air power doctrine has been, .,here it is today, and where it should be.

Today's responsibility needs to shift from the Air Staff to the Air
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University Center for Research, Doctrine, and Education (CADRE) to guaran-

tee the "right" people, in the "right" organization, at the "right"

location develop air power doctrine. Next, Chapter IV confirms that the

Air Force sustains, trains, and equips along doctrine lines. The assess-

ment shows, however, the Air Force lacking in organizing according to

current doctrine. Finally, Chiapter V highlights some controversial

doctrine areas of combat support, close air support, and space) These

subjects require specific attention in the doctrine arena.

Air power doctrine is crucial to the future of the Air Force.

Failure of the Air Force to refocus the purposes of doctrine, address the

fundamental areas of the doctrine development process, the responsibility

of doctrine, and the current doctrinal issues could undermine future

success required in a dynamic and rapidly changing environment.
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INTRODUCI'ION

"Basic doctrine evolves through the continuing analysis and testing of
military operations in the light of national objectives and the changing
military environment . . It is probable that new interpretations
will continue to be needed if Air Force doctrine is to be responsible to
changing national policy requirements, the potential military threat,
and developments in military technology."*

The world as we know it is rapidly charging. Ie Berlin Wall has

come down. The Warsaw Pact is no longer an effective military alliance;

and, the Soviet Bear has transformed its world image to that of a cuddly

Teddy Bear. These changes give more credence to those arguing that the

most horrible war - a war between the two great superpowers -- is perhaps

the least likely that we will fight. Add to the changing threat: a change

in the enemy's capability; the success of Intermediate Nuclear Force

reduction agreements; the likelihood-of conventional force reductions; a

surge of nationalism around the globe (including among many of our allies);

and further political pressure to reduce military expenditures, then the

current way the military finds itself employed and structured may see a

radical change by the turn of the century.

The "threat" although changed has not disappeared. 'ie breakout of

peace and nationalism throughout the Warsaw Pact has brought a period of

uncertainty and instabi]ity. At one end of the spectrum of conflict

remains, albeit remote, the possibility and capability of our major

adversary to initiate a nuclear war. Events in Panama, which resulted from-

"a flexing of the United State's military muscle" and our declared war on
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drugs proves yet again that the United States military is an instrument of

national policy that can be used at a different end of the conflict

spectrum. In the past, emphasis has been on focusing on military threats -

will tomorrow require a yet broader look at all threats to our national

interests?

As change continues to take place, we believe military doctrine

takes on increased importance. Political leaders, faced with competing

demands for domestic spending will press the military to justify the need

for its present force structure and arsenal of weapons. The American

public may perceive a reduced threat as we continue to battle the budget

deficit and restructure our forces. It will be up to the military to

articulate not only its raison d'etre but convince the American taxpayers

that we are spending their tax dollars wisely. Sound doctrine could be the

cornerstone for the Services' response to the future. Will Air Force

doctrine provide the basis for how best to project airpower in the future?

Can it help decide what weapons and forces will be required to meet today's

threat and those of tomorrow's? Will quality equipment and quality forces

be possible to find given constraints on developing technology and future

recruitment and retention of forces?

This effort takes an in-depth look at basic Air Force doctrine. We

present an analysis of what doctrine is, how it evolved, why it is impor-

tant: then we discuss how it has been developed and how it should be

developed; look at -who has had the responsibility for air power doctrine

development and who should bear that responsibility in the future; inves-

tigate how the Air Force implements its basic doctrine; and, final-lly,

examine a few of the major issues confronting its currency.
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CHIAPTER~ I

BASIC AIR FORCE DOCMINE

by Lt Col Allen B. Bowser, USAF

Introduction

"Any Air Force which does not keep its doctrine ahead of its equip-
ment, and its vision far into the future, can only delude the nation
into a false sense of security." 2

What is doctrine, how did it evolve, and why do we have it? This

chapter examines each of these issues in greater detail. We will look at

the problems encountered when-one attempts simply to define doctrine. Then

we trace the evolution of doctrine from the early beginnings to the present

time where some suggest that we face a dilemma. We then analyze the three

sources of doctrine (historical experience, technology and professional

insight) in order to determine if current doctrine presents a proper

balance of each, Finally, using AFR 1-2, Assignment of Responsibilities

for Development of Aerospace Doctrine, we present the five stated purposes

of basic aerospace doctrine and allow you to determine if it is serving the

purposes stated.

Defining Doctrine

We believe that any discussion of doctrine must begin with a

definition of doctrine. It is important to keep that definition in mind

for we found that subsequent discussion of the subject can quickly digress
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into discussions of strategy and tactics. While researching the issue we

found that we weren't alone; not only did such digressions take place in

our group preparation for this product, but also in our seminars. Even an

Air War College study in 1951 cited the same problem that doctrine was

easily confused with strategy, tactics and techniques.3  So then what is

doctrine?

The word doctrine has been around since the 14th century. It

originally meant "the action of teaching" or "that, which is taught or laid

down as true concerning a particular subject or department of knowledge;

usually in the realm of religion or politics."
4

In 1943, an Army Air Force staff officer defined doctrine as "a

body of fundamental principles expressing the logical possibilities and

objectives of air warfare, as well as its general limitations."5  It wasn't

until the United States Air Force achieved its own status as a separate Air

Force that Air University got the job of developing Air Force doctrine. By

1948, Air University accepted the definition of doctrine provided by the

Joint Chiefs of Staff:

-A compilation of principles and policies, applicable to a subject,
which has been developed through experience or by theory, that repre-
sent the best available thought, and indicate and guide, but do not
bind in practice. Its purpose is to provide that understanding within
a force which generates mutual confidence between the commander and his
subordinates in order that timely and effective action will be taken by-
all concerned in the absence of instructions. 6

Currently. the Joint Chiefs of Staff defines doctrine as "FTMida-

mental principles by which the military forces or elements thereof guide

thein actiors in support of national objectives. It is authoritative buxt

requires judgement in application."? Fbllow1g continued acceptance of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff definition, the United States Air-Force used it to

2



develop and define aerospace doctrine as:

. . . a statement of officially sanctioned beliefs and war fighting
principles which describes and guide the proper use of aerospace forces
in military action. The Air Force promulgdtaeu and teaches this
doctrine as a common frame of reference on the best way to prepare and
employ aerospace forces. Accordingly, aerospace doctrine guides how
the Air Force organizes, trains, equips, and sustains its forces.'

The Joint Chiefs of Staff adopted definition becomes a point of

departure for controversy from those studying doctrine. -Major General I.B.

Holley Jr., in particular, writes a great deal on the subject. [-! sees

doctrine as "what is officially approved to be taught - whether in a

service school or an operational unit engaged in training - about what

methods to use to carry out a military objective." He goes on to say that

doctrine is more than just that, it is "the point of departure for virtual-

ly every activity in the air arm.""

Others attempt to even further simplify the definition by stating

that "military doctrine is what we believe about the best way to conduct

military affairs. Even more briefly, doctrine is what we believe about the

best ways to do things."'

A second source of controversy is that the definition says very

-little about war. If we compare definitions of doctrine to that of our

primary adversary - the Soviet Union, then the absence of war becomes more

obvious. The Soviets define military doctrine as:

A nation's officially accepted system of scientifically founded views
on the nature of modern wars and the use of Armed Forces in them and
also on the requirement arising from these views regarding the country
and its armed forces being made ready for war."1

Soviet military doctrine answers the following five basic questions:
(1) What kind of enemy will the USSR have to deal with in a probable
war? (2) What is the character of the war in which the USSR will take
part? (3) What will be the USSR's aims and tasks? (4) What forces
will be necessary to fulfill the tasks, and what direction will
military development follow? (5) What will the means of warfare be?2
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It appears that another source of the controversy comes from trying

to relate doctrine to principles. Principles often denote a checklist men-

tality and doctrine by its very nature needs to be more fluid. Looking at

two diametrically opposed schools of thought, we find those that want to

apply either Jomni or Clausewitz thinking to doctrine. The Jominian view

emphasizes a precise definition and presents the case for a formalized

process or methodology to formulate doctrine.' The necessity for a system

or a formal process for developing doctrine is addressed in depth in

Chapter Two. On the other hand, the Clausewitzian concept insists that a

formal definition of doctrine that captures all particulars can't be given.

They see doctrine as a set of shared assumptions and beliefs providing a

collective response to war as it unfolds.14

Perhaps some expect too much by trying to get a precise definition

of doctrine? Part of the problem may result from an expectation of

doctrine to provide a process that allows for war to be handled in mech-

anistic terms. Jomini argued that clear definitions must exist to avoid

flawed military practice.1" But his thinking proved wanting when applied

to battles such as the U.S. Civil War, where "commanders waited in vain for

the ideal battle based on Jominian assumptions."'"

The important point when defining doctrine is not to confuse it

with strategy. "Doctrine is however, related to means. If strategy is

concerned with what is to be done, doctrine involves how it is to be

carried out."1' In other words, doctrine should influence strategy and the

results of strategy provide experience - a source of doctrine." Ihen one

might agree with (General Holley that the best definition holds doctrine as

"that mode of approach which repeated experience has shown usually

4



works. 'acing the evolution ot Air Force basic doctrine, provides us

with a better understanding of the problem we find ourselves facing today.

Evolution of Doctrine

It was for instructional purposes, that in 1921, Brigadier General

William Mitchell prepared a draft of what could well be called the Air

Force's first doctrinal manual." His first book, Our Air Force, The

Keystone of National D fense, is the first attempt to develop a unique air

doctrine separate from that of the Army."' Yet the War Department in its

doctrinal manual of the period, Fundamental Principles for the Bnployment

of the Air Service, War Department Training Regulation (TR) .440-15, 1926,

declared that the purpose of air units was to assist ground forces and the

decision of how to employ and control air assets belonged to Army cc.-

manders. 2

It wasn't until 1935 that a compromise for those seeking an

independent Air Force resulted in the revision of War Department Training

Regulation 440-15, lpployment of the Air Force of the Army, and establish-

ment of a centralized General Headquarters Air Force that same year.'

During this decade, air power thinkers of the Air Corps Tactical Training

School articulated the strategic bombing doctrine. Parts of that doctrine

later proved to be flawed because it didn't accept the need of fighter

escorts. Yet, the basic doctrine that evolved drove technological require-

ments. It set the goal for a great bomber fleet and provided the framework

within which the Army Air Force adapted to the realities of war."

In 1940, another revision of TR 440-15 provided a further step

toward independence for a separate air arm as the title changed to Employ-
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ment of the Aviation of the Army. Here, for perhaps the first time, the

Army acknowledged the importance of strategic bombing.3

The title of a new Army field manual, published in 1942, Aviation

in Support of G(ve Forces, Army Field Manual 31-35,*' reflected a return

to the importance of ground support. Later that year, the war in North

Africa allowed for the Air Force's doctrinal separation from the Army. As

a result, the War Department in July 1943, published FM 100-20, Command and

Employment of Air Power." This document provided the independence long

desired by proponents of a separate air force. It recognized the role of

air superiority as a requirement for the success of land operations and

recognized the need for central control and employment by an air com-

mander." This theme of an indivisible air arm became a common thread for

all future editions of aerospace-doctrine.

When the Air Force became independent from the Army in 1947, Air

University got the job of developing the Air Force's doctrine. It was a

group from the Air War College evaluation staff, led by Colonel William W.

Momyer, who produced a proposed Air Force manual. They forwarded it to

Washington on 14 July 1951 seeking the approval of the Air Force Council. 
2

It was the Council's desire to expeditiously produce and disseminate the

new Air Force doctrine, but the Air Staff moved very slowly.3 On 25

October 195i, the Air Staff returned the Air University's draft of the

basic Air Force manual without approval.3' After many rewrites, Air Force

Manual 1-2, United States Air Force Basic Doctrifie, a seventeen page pocket

size edition, received approval on 1 April 1953.32

The Vice Cbief of Staff, USAF, sent AFYI 1-2 out to each major aiLr

commarvier for comment. Only the Commander, Far East Air Forces recommended
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substantial changes - he wanted an elaboration of the principles of war, as

they pertained to the employment of air forces.3 3 'Though his comments

didn't appear sufficient to require a revision. a new nineteen page pocket

size edition of AFM 1-2 was published on I April 1954.

A change of personnel and thinking at the Air War College EValua-

tion Staff in July 1954; combined with the Air University Commander's

(Lieutenant General Laurence S. Kuter) concerns that Air Force doctrine did

not sufficiently stress the capabilities of air power in the entire

spectrum of international conflict, brought yet another revision. The 1

April 1955, AFM 1-2 represented a codification of experience from World

War II and the Korean war bearing on the subject of air power and air

warfare. Additionally, a clear discussion of the area between the two

extremes of conflict (general war and full peace) added value to the

manual.3 It was an unclassified, ten page document that received praise

for its clear discussion of the role of airpower across the spectrum of

international conflict and clearly established the worth of air forces

without "denigrating" the other services.- However, other Services did

not necessarily share those sentiments and the 1955 edition of AFM 1-2 fell

victim to inter-Service disagreements on doctrine and technology.3' Army

doctrine saw land forces as the decisive military component. Similarly,

both the Army and Navy favored decentralized airpower. Whereas this new

doctrine required that "all command arrangements must be in accord with the

precept that neither air forces nor their field of activity can be seg-

mented and portioned among different interests."3'

Space, the development of new weapons, the Defense reorganization

act of 1958, and the transfer of doctrine responsibility within the Air

7



Force were the next events to influence Air Force doctrine. On 25 April

1958, the Air Policy Branch, proposed a revision of AFM 1-2 to incor--

porate new thinking on "aerospace". 3 Later in 1958, within the Air Staff,

the Air Doctrine Branch, located under the Aerospace Policy Division of the

Plars Directorate, Headquarters USAF, was designated as the single point of

reference for the review of basic air doctrine prepared at the Air Univer-

sity and for operational doctrine prepared in the major air commands.'

Fol low.ng an Air Force Directorate of Plans recommendation, Air University

lost responsibility for air doctrine and the Air Doctrine branch inherited

the job.

The revision of AF14 1-2, issued on 1 December 1959, resulted in a

thirteen page manual that consisted primarily of changes in terminology

than substance. The manual stated:

The aerospace is an operationally indivisible medium consisting of the
total expanse beyond the earth's surface. The forces of the Air Force
comprise a family of operating systems - air systems, ballistic mis-
siles, and space vehicle systems. These are the fundamental aerospace
forces of the nations.4

Several false starts in trying to revise Air Force doctrine took

place after 1959. 4' It also appears that confusion existed on just how to

keep doctrine current because an additional vehicle for relaying doctrine

appeared in 1961. Air Force positions, developed on a variety of subjects

by the Aerospace Policy Division, and published by the Secretary of Air

Force Office of Information appeared in the Air Force Information Policy

Letter for Commanders and the monthly Supplement to the Information Policy

Letter for Commandes.42

The Secretary of the Air Force in 1961, &agenc M. Zuckert, believed

that some Air Force leaders were approaching current problems with decade

8



old methods.3 Additionally, as late as 1962, the United States Air Force

Chief of Staff, General Curtis E. LeMay, voiced his concern that American

airpower doctrine hadn't charged since 1935." lhese concerns resulted in

the establishment of Project Forecast in 1963 and the prepdration of an

entirely new doctrinal manual designed to support national policy and

strategy and simultaneously look forwari.* Project Forecast provided a

comprehensive study and analysis of the Air Force structure projected into

the 1965-1975 period. A draft of this manual, completed in the winter of

1963-1964, was published on 14 August 1964, as AFM 1-1. United States Air

Force Bsic Doctrine. With the publication of this nineteen page document,

"the Air Force had adapted its doctrine to the concept of national security

that had emerged from the new strategic situation in which thermonuclear

weapons and an assured delivery capability in the hands of potential

enemies had altered the use of total military power." " Thus, while

focusing on the concept of deterrence, it introduced the policy of flexible

response.4 The 1964 manual suggested that nuclear strength could deter

lower level conflicts. Yet the Air Force needed to be prepared to fight

either a general nuclear, a tactical nuclear, a conventional, or a counter-

insurgency war." It also was the first Air Force manual of basic doctrine

to-omit any reference to the Principles of War."

The next revision took seven years to produce. The 1971 manual

reflected lessons from the Middle Edst War of 1967, the Soviet invasion of

Czechoslovakia and Air Force involvement in Vietnam.50  This revision

showed how those lessons disproved the 1964 suggestion that nuclear

strength could deter lower levels of conflict and recognized the need to

deter with general purpose forces. It also replaced the general and
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limited categories of war with conventional, high intensity and low

intensity war. Additionally, an entire chapter devoted to another category

of war - special operations appeared. "lt was also the first edition to

include subelement tasks of airpower: search and rescue, electronic

warfare, air refueling, airborne command and control, psychological

operations, and supporting functions, such as logistics, communications,

intelligence, weather service and installation security.51 Although

previous editions discussed aerospace forces this revision listed a series

of operational responsibilities in space."2

Four years later, the 1975 twelve page edition of AFM 1-1 em-

phasized the philosophy of "sufficiency". It also introduced the Depart-

ment of Defense Total Force Policy and reintroduced the Principles of War.

Eight operational missions replaced the operational tasks of airpower.

The 14 February 1979, AFN 1-1 again emphasized the need to sustain

deterrence. The levels of conflict took on new definitions: localized

war, theater conventional war, theater nuclear war, and strategic nuclear

war.53 Basic operational missions increased by one - space operations, and

a collateral function appeared - support of naval operations. This

seventy-five page "comic-book" style document, complete with quotations

from prominent individuals of questionable doctrinal competence, detracted

from the professional nature of the subject and resulted in criticism from

those who study doctrine.54 Others cite that this edition "said virtually

nothing about the employment of airpower and even managed to do violence to

the venerable principles of war."'" Still others criticize the manual for

losing sight of its goal arl doing nothirg more than "tell iryj the Air, Force

story. "5
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The current, 16 March 1984, AFN 1-1 has four short chapters con-

sisting of forty-three pages and is the primary subject of this effort.

The manual begins by emphasizing both the relationship of the military to

the nation and the inter-relationship among the services.57 It goes on to

examine the specific employment of aerospace forces w'ith an in-depth exam-

ination of missions and specialized tasks. The manual covers each mission

in terms of how it contributes to the achievement of the air component

commander's objective. It returns to the theme of interrelationships by

discussing the employment of aerospace forces as part of a unified military

organization to win in war. Aerospace maritime operations replace space

operations as an Air Force mission. The final chapter addresses the

organization, training, equipping and sustainment of aerospace forces.

Defense of the United States, deterrence and war in support of national

policies remain the cornerstone objectives of the Air Force. A general

reference to a wide spectrum of warfare "from low intensity combat to

strategic warfare for national survival" replaces the levels of conflict.

Currently, there are two separate revisions of AFM 1-1 in the field

for review and coordination. The United States Air Force Directorate of

Operations sent out for coordination a draft manual in March 1989. The Air

Power Research Institute at Air University also received direction from the

Air Force Chief of Staff to research, write and produce an updated doc-

trine." Part one of their 3 Uctober 1989, draft is expected to be signed

out at any time.
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Sources of Doctrine

Now that we have an idea of what doctrine is and how it evolved

lets look at the sources from which we get doctrine. Headquarters United

States Air Force Directorate of Operations declares that there exists three

sources of doctrine: (1) Historical experience, (2) technology, and (3)

professional insight.59

ExDerience

Experience is often quoted as the principal source of doctrine

because doctrine is somewhat "a compilation of those things that have

generally been successful in the past."" Unfortunately, for airmen there

exists only limited experience of airpower as it applies in war. World War

I forced the rapid development of combat aircraft and produced future

airpower pioneers but produced little upon which to base doctrine."

Combat experience grew from World War II onward and included d variety of

experience across different parts of the spectrum of conflict - causing the

evolution of the number of doctrinal manuals that we've depicted. Ex-

perience from training, exercises and evaluations of unit performance

produced another valuable source of lessons learned and many found their

way into doctrine as it developed.

Yet the question remains that if experience is crucial to the

development of doctrine have we properly applied it? Colonel Dennis Drew

of the Air University Center for Aerospace Doctrine, Research and Education

perceptively points out that:

our doctrine since the days of the Air Corps Tactical School at Maxwel-
. . . has emphasized two assumptions: wars are fought to destroy tht)
enemy's ability and will to win via intensive attacks on the enemy's
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homeland; and the enemies of the United States will be modern in-
dustrial nations. Yet, since 1945 we have found ourselves fighting
much different kinds of conflict - limited wars in the third world.'2

'This brings us to two interesting points concerning the "current"

1984 edition of AFM 1-1. First, have we indeed learned from history and

applied its lessons to our doctrine? For example: "Episodes like Eighth

Air Force's costly failure in October 1943 to penetrate German Air defenses

unescorted demonstrate, flawed doctrine can cost lives. '°3 Yet if we look

at page 2-6 of AFM 1-1, under offensive, we see that even though "defending

forces" are assumed to be surface forces, we still believe "aerospace

forces have the power to penetrate to the heart of an enemy's strength

without first defeating defending forces in detail."'" Similarly, where

are the lessons learned from Vietnam, Grenada, the Falklands, or Libya?

Technology

The second source of doctrine, technology, provides another area

worth examining. Historical examples abound where military technology

outstripped existing doctrine. In 1957, technology outpaced doctrine. A

group of officers in Headquarters Air Research and Development Command

concluded that the science of warfare lacked development. They found

weapon systems conceived, developed and produced "without consideration of

the manner in which they might or might not affect the enemy and without

regard to the nature of the military influence they were expected to

wage. '! Later in 1961, Air Force Secretary Zuckert observed that "

adjusting to new hardware still seems to be easier than adjusting to new

ideas and new methods?"" He went on to suggest that "New hardware was

welcomed with more enthusiasm than were new ideas in the realms of strate-

gy, concepts and doctrine" 7
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Even today, critics suggest that we have the cart before the horse

in the case of the B-2. James W. Canan, writing in Global Powers makes the

point when he stated:

USAF trusts that it will be better able to justify its need for the
controversial, costly B-2 by weaving into its updated airpower doctrine
all the things that the bomber can do, thus making its prowess indis-
pensable to that doctrine. However, the revolutionary capabilities
offered by the B-2 have made it possible - indeed, necessary - to
update the doctrine in the first place."

Perhaps a lesson or two could be gleaned by looking back at experiences of

Nazi Germany during the World War II when it didn't match technology with

appropriate doctrine.

Because technology tended to outstrip doctrine, the German research and
development process was critically fragmented and isolated from the
operational and planning world. What good technology did exist - such
as the first operational jet fighter the Me 262 was often badly managed
and operationally wasted."

One has to wonder if lessons such as this contributed to Air" Force Systems

Command removing itself from the advocate position of developing weapon

systems and requiring the using command to take on the task?

What about the Advanced Tactical Fighter, the C-17, and a variety

of smart weapons? Will our doctrine drive these requirements or will they

drive the need to update doctrine? Is the threat changing? If so, is the

interplay between technology and doctrine responsive enough to reflect

realistic requirements? Dr. Richard Hallion says it best:

If doctrine lags behind technology, projects that are wildly fanciful
may result, projects that are unrelated to the realistic needs and
requirements of the service. If technology lags behind doctrine,
planners and decision makers will likewise discover that their actual
capabilities cannot meet their needs and expectations."0
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Professional Insight

That brings us to the third source of doctrine - professional

insight. Where does it come from and how do we institutional it? We saw

that back in 1961, the Air Force Information Policy Letters for Commanders

tried to serve the function of keeping doctrine current by relaying current

policy and positions on a variety of subjects to the field. 'Ibis procedure

opens the possibility that professional insight is limited to that of

policy makers. What could follow are contradictory interpretations and

confusion. Major General Dale 0. Smith, another student of doctrine,

cautioned that: "The idea of letting our doctrine drift from the whim of

one operational leader to another, or from one ad hoc measure to the next

will never provide us with a comprehensive, dynamic, understandable, and

salable doctrine necessary to save the Air Force. "7, So where can we

capture this professional insight and simultaneously evaluate divergent

opinions to keep doctrine dynamic without fear of crossing policy lines?

If we accept the premise that the development of doctrine must

begin with an in-depth understanding of war; then military history provides

a foundation for the professional insight required to develop doctrine.

General Holley reminds us that following World War I " the Army Air Service

courted just one fashionable viewpoint despite the expression of diverging

opinions. The combat experience (professional insight) of qualified fliers

was not assiduously sought.72  Ignoring the combat experiences of a war,

first to use airpower (to any great extent), provided an interesting start

to our doctrinal development. It should not surprise us that failure to

apply valuable professional insight delayed the emergence of a coherent

doctrine.
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Later, we found a home for the development of doctrine in what is

now Air University. From the days of the Air Corps Tactical School, our

lest ideas and professional insight about employing airpower surfaced and

(.'ateyed at Air University through lectures, research projects and semi-

Dars \llegedly, the "best and the brightest" of the Air Force gathered

here. Away from positions subordinate to policy makers they contributed

solutions to problems of Air Force interest and also formulate basic

doctr3 ne. 73

If Air Force doctrine is to: represent the judgement of our senior

leadership, reflect national policies and technological advances and show

compatibi)ity with other armed services, it seems appropriate that its

development start at Air University.7'4  Air University offers superb re-

search facilities, access to both historical records and senior policy

makers, divergent opiniors and some of the best Air Force minds available.

Purpose Of Doctrine

We've looked at the definition, evolution and sources of doctrine.

Perhaps the real answer- to the question about whether or not we have a

dilemma with our doctrine is to examine if it achieves its stated purpose.

Although AFM 1-1 accepts the Joint Chiefs of Staff definition ard goes on

to define aerospace doctrine, one must turn to AFR 1-2 to find the purpose

of aerospace doctrine:

U. S. Air Force doctrine: (1) Describes aerospace missions and tasks;
(2) Guides combat commanders; (3) Guides weapons development programs
and force planning; (4) Guides relationships with other services and;
(5) -Provides a point of departure for every -activity of the Air
Force .'

With changes taking place in Europe, along with the perceived re-
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duction in the Sovi-t threat, it is no wonder people such as Senator Sam

Nunn and his colleagues ae'k the Air Force to provide the doctrinal jus-

tification for current acquisition of major weapon systems. One then must

ask if our current doctrine achieves the purposes as stated when defining

aerospace doctrine? Does basic aerospace doctrine provide our airmen with

definitive guidance on the United States Air Force's missions and employ-

ment concepts? Does it outline unique applications of military power?

Does AFM 1-1 give us the framework that will be used to maximize the

effectiveness of aerospace forces?

Let's examine each of these stated purposes beginning with missions

and tasks.

Missions And Tasks

TIhroughout the development of our basic doctrine the subject of

missions and tasks, better known as roles and missions, provides ammunition

for opposing views. The limited experience of World War I provided for the

air power pioneers a vision of a separate service. Once that became a

reality roles and mission battles increased as competition for funds became

scarce. As early as 1947, the Secretary of Defense indirectly encouraged

inter-service battles by giving the mission to "whoever can do the job

better and cheaper ... '

A growing Air Force inventory brought with it dedicated advocates,

ready and articulate to defend or promote their functional aircraft at the

expense of others. As a result, individuals foLud themselves aligned to a

command; and, there developed vested interests and allegiances that fueled

the intensity of the roles and missions battles. In June 1952, the
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Commander of Air University, Lieutenant General Idwal H. EIwards, almost

prevented basic doctrine from getting involved in such controversies. He

insisted that "current aecisions on matters of organization and roles and

missions . . are not basic doctrine."" His preference of relating the

role of the Air Force to national objectives and policies proved successful

with the publication of the 1 April 1953, AFM 1-2. Unfortunately, the

manual didn't identify (a Pentagon decision) those objectives and policies.

Although subsequent revisions retained the theme, roles and missions

started appearing with the publication of the 14 August 1964, edition.

In August 1964, five clear missions appeared: counterair, close

air support, interdiction, aerial reconnaissance and airlift. Added to the

chapter discussing missions but not itself identified as one - command and

control.

The same five missions appeared in 1971, but air reconnaissance was

subdivided into tactical air reconnaissance and strategic air reconnais-

sance. Similarly, airlift was subdivided into tactical and strategic.

Command and control disappeared but reappeared with & different title of

airborne command and control as one of six sub-elements.

In 1975, the missions grew by three: strategic attack, aerospace

defense of the United States, and special operations. Air reconnaissance

took on a new name - "aerospace surveillance and reconnaissance".

Space appeared as a mission in 1979, but disappeared in 1984.

Strategic attack changed into two missions: strategic aerospace offense

and aerospace defense of the United States. Maritime operations became a

"col lateral mission".

This axea ot roles and missions allows for the greatest source of
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continual disagreements, especially from the major commands and more

increasingly from the joint arena. A most significant controversy comes

when trying to define the role ard mission of space. So significant, we

address the subject as a major issue affecting doctrine in Chapter Five.

Briefly, the foundation for the issue originates by a belief that "real

space doctrine remains unrecognized, undocumented, and unaccepted"; though,

"it has been practiced, proven, and implemented at mission and operational

levels of space organization for over twenty-five years. "'

Other significant arguments arise over a belief that "power projec-

tion" should take its place among the list of missions. The historical

experience includes the 1961 Berlin crisis, the B-52's role in the Cuban

Crisis and the Middle East airlift of 1973. One only has to look at more

recent experiences, such as the attack on Libya, where our allies opposed

some of our policies in the Third World. The future bears the possibility

of other policies where either our actions are not approved of nor our

presence any longer welcome. Accordingly, we may be forbidden to use

bases on foreign soil and may be denied over-flight rights to carry out

military action.7' Een the chief of the Air Force doctrine branch,

Colonel Warden accepts that power projection is gaining in importance:

"Indeed, range is now, more than ever, the name of the game. As we think

about what our doctrine and our operational principles should be, one thing

that we're emphasizing more and more is the fact that we have simply got to

have range, range, range."'0 His argument is strengthened as one looks to

the current conventional force reduction negotiations that wi-ll signifi-

cantly reduce the size of our forces in Dirope. Further support for his

argument exists as we ponder the fate of our installations in the Philip-
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pines. What about the size of our force in Korea? Thus, shouldn't we

consider power prouecLion a key mission or operating principle of future

doctr i ne?

Not only mLust our doctrine function in the present, it must "be ap-

propriate for the, near future, possess flexibility and adaptability to meet

changing conditions , "'i Limited wars and a low-intensity war en--

vironment will most likely prove commonplace for the next decade.'3 In

fact, the Joint Chiefs of Staff concluded that "deterring or waging low-

intensity conflict in those parts (Third World) of the world will be the

most demanding job for U.S. military forces in the foreseeable future."63

Beyond the near future is the question of space. Will it take on

an increased importance? Our doctrine must be cohesive and tie together

all the missions of strategic and defensive warfare (to include strategic

defense initiative operations). power projection and airlift, special

operations, and space.

Guiding Combat Commanders

The second stated purpose of aerospace doctrine is to guide combat

commanders. Obviously, the word combat denotes war. Thus, development of

doctrine should begin with a thorough understanding of the art of war.'

Past versions of doctrine received criticism simply for the absence of

words like war, combat, battle and the offensive.* Common themes recur

from revision to revision that focus of defining Air Force missions,

describing Air power's special characteristics, -and the need -for an

iixiependent Air Force. It is an understanding of war that unifies these

themes." Although the latest version of A1M 1-1 added combat related
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words there remains some definite shortfalls when it comes to providing

commanders combat guidance.

First, AFM 1-1 fails to adequately address the corduct of war

across the spectrum of conflict. The document tails to address the Vietnam

war; shows little interest in low-intensity conflict; v-iews special

operations primarily in terms of conventional warfar-e; and, makes clear a

void exists in the counterinsurgency arena.

Secondly, it gives overwhelming emphasis to the offense. " Comment--

irx on the latest draft of AFM 1--i Headquarters Air Force Progrdms antd

Resources Directorate highlights the problem:

Historically, the USAF has only rarely had to fight from a position of
qualitative or quantitative inferiority to an aerial opponent. 'Ibis,
coupled with our geographic location has certainly, and quite properly,
colored our doctrinal perception. Yet, we should still be doctrinally
prepared to fight defensively, when necessary, at least until such time
as regaining the initiative offensively makes sense."

Ihirdly, there is a lack of understanding on how to relate our

doctrine to the principles of war. The original draft of our first

doctrinal manual did not include a list or discussion of the principles of

war. A committee in Washington inseited a section with eight principles

titled "Air Forces and the Principles of War."go The principles of war,

originally published in 1903 by Marshal Ferdinand Foch, concerned strategy

and tactics or the use of weapons.'1 lbture editions of AFM i-i could not

only agree on the number of principles but frequently changed the defini-

tiors. In the April 1955, and December 1959, editions, the principles of

war took on a new name - "principles for employment of aerospace forces."

Both principles disappeared in the August 1964 edition and then seven

principles of war along with three principles for employing- aerospace

forces emerged in the 1975 edition. Could trying to include principles of
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war in AI'N 1-1 be tlie source of confusion that Colonel 'Thomas A. Fabyanic

fiids when he stated tnat "another unfortunate aspect of AFM 1-i is its

continuation of the artificial, illogical, and confusing distinctions

between strategic and tactical operations"?'2  Another source of criticism

com.es from the Army-Air Force Center for Low Intensity Conflict as they

comment on the current Air Staff draft. They suggest that any discussion

of principles should be "synchronized with JCS Pub 3-0."'3  Unfortunately,

that publication has not yet been written. Yet others, particularly Army

officers, see principles as the cornertone of doctrine." The Air Land

Battle is the Army's basic doctrine znd uses principles in relation to

strategy, tactics and operations. Thus, are we trying to provide too much

guidance, in the form of tactics and strategy, to our combat commanders?

Are we struggling to find a place for principles of war in our doctrine

just because those principles form the fouU..ion of Army doctrine?

Finally, if we intend to guide combat commanders should we not

include a discussion of the Law of Armed Conflict? The Air Force Staft

Judge Advocate believes that such an addition would "remove any question in

the minds of those reading this doctrine concerning the extent to which the

law of armed conflict will be observed.""

Studying war lays the foundation needed to guide combat commanders.

Applying lessons learned across a clearly defined spectrum of conflict;

and, recognizing employment concepts and limitations imposed by concepts

such as principles of war and law of armed conflict may not be enough.

Doctrine is important for both planning and performance. It must also be

based on a sourd appraisal of -the operational problems that will- -face

United States torces in a future war." So then, should this be a purpose
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of basic doctrine or should it be a function or professional military

educdt.Lon: Uc; :e expect too much by asking basic doctrine Lu guide combat

commanders?

Guide Wedpons DevelopmeriL

The h1ard stated role of doctrine is to guide weapons development

and force planning. As we develop guidance for oui- combat commanders for

future wars we make certain assumptions about the environment in which our

military forces will operate. Based on those same assumptions doctrine

also guides the weapons acquisition process, organization and operations."

A major attempt to do this came with Project Forecast that identified ten

national policy objectives. Future weapons systems and force structure

were to be developed to support these objectives. "One Forecast panel

identified more than 40 different future aircraft systems that could be

developed."" Included in the list: requirements for the CX-Heavy Logis-

tics Support aircraft, the Short-range attack missile, an anti-intercon-

tinental ballistic missile capability, and a vertical take-off and landing

aircraft. Obviously, cost of weapons and political factors often overrule

or modify force structure and weapon system procurement recommendations."

Air Force Systems Command recently completed Project Forecast II.

'Me challenge remains the same: the Air Force by its very nature will

remain wedded to technology, and the danger is for technology to make our

doctrine obsolete.10 Now more than-ever, as large cuts in funding, and

ultimately people and equipment, loom on the horizon our doctrine must be

sound. It must lay the foundation for the Air Force so it can build and

articulate the specific -requirements needed to defeat threats across -the

spectrum of conflict.
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Guide Relationships With Other Services

A fourth stated purpose of doctrine is to guide relationships with

the other services. "ITe notion of jointness represents the historicdl

truth that neither air power nor land power nor sea power wins wars by

ittell."'10 As dlctecdy mentioned, there are soae who believe joint doctrine

should come first. "The question remains about how doctrine achieves this

stated purpose. Wathout reterence to the Army's Air Land Pattle and the

Navy's maritime strategy, how successful can AFM 1-1 be in guiding those

desired relationships?

Point Of Departure For All Air Force Activity

Finally, the catch all purpose - that basic doctrine provides a

point of departure for every activity of the Air Force. Quite a task for a

doctrine that is the subject of so much controversy. Evaluation of just

two areas, arms control and the war on drugs, may provide the answer to how

successful we are in achieving this objective.

First, arms control. While negotiators are bargaining away weapons

and force structure, it is imperative that doctrine be the binding force

that not only justifies our future technological research and development,

rationalizes our acquisition strategy, governs our employment of forces;

but, it also must provide for the arms control process.

Then there is the war on drugs. Should we assume that Air Force

doctrine guides actions to fight this war from the drawing board to actual

employment? Where does this "war" fit on the spectrum of conflict?
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Conclusion

Some say we have a dilemma at various stages from development to

application of our doctrine. Are we experiencing a repeat of the problem

experienced by General William W. Momyer when putting together the first

edition of AFM 1--i? In the early 1950's he wrote: "We find ourselves

constantly in a dilemma as to whether we have become so terse the meaning

{of doctrine) is clouded and darkness descends upon the reader."102  "Has

our doctrinal quest become entangled in abstract questions of definition

that lead nowhere, while the practical problems of actual war fighting are

neglected. "'03

Do we expect too much by asking basic doctrine to define roles and

missions, weapons acquisition, relationships with other services; ani, then

serve as a point of departure for everything else that the Air Force does?

Once established doctrine, like roles dnd missions, develops its

own supporters, adversaries and institutional constituencies. It then

tends to take on a life of its own. Doctrine can be a servant or a master.

We can use it to study the past, plan for the present and guide us into the

future. We can allow it to be innovative or we can allow it to stagnate.

We can ignore the tough issues and let it be incomplete. When incomplete

we can cause it to raise more questions than it will answer. It can guide

or it can prescribe. We can fill it with so much material that it fails to

obtain its purpose. We can develop it from senior officers down; or, we

allow all levels to participate in its development. The decis]ons are

ours.
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CHAPTER II

AIR FORCE I)XmINE DEVELDPMEUT: PROCESS OR SERENDIPITY?

by Lt Col William R. Johnson, Jr., USAF

Introduction

"Doctrine is an institutional choice between competitive ideas."

The above quote by Major Paul H. Herbert, USA is from his 1988 book

chronicling the United States Army's far reaching mid 1970's reassessment

and revision of basic doctrine led by General William E. DePuy. His

assertion goes to the very heart of our thesis: that in spite of over 40

year- of insLtutjonal longevity and succeeding versions of basic doctrine

beginning in April 1953, the United States Air Force does not have a cohe-

rent doctrine development process with which to make institutional choices.

Is our institution's basic doctrine developed in a reasonably logical

manner or process or do we inherit our doctrine through historical seren-

dipity?

'Tis chapter attempts to illustrate the need for an effective

doctrine development process (hereafter shortened to "doctrine process").

We will provide insight into oLu current Ai Force doctLinal conuridrum urdd

how we arrived by examining our doctrinal heritage. Next, we will analyze

cind assess models of doctrine development used by the United StdLes ,rmy

adrx Navy, and ow chief adveisary the Union of :5ovieL Socialists Republics

(USSR). Followirig this, we will synthesize a set ot principlue for a-
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doctrinme procesoJ dIKI W~en finsh with a notional Air Force doctrinal~

development model.

Air Force Doctrine Development Conurxnrm

"Manpower and equipment alone do not produce an effective military

establishment any more than a well-stocked operating room and a man provide

good surgery."2
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Me Problem

Just as a good surgical tool and a person "do not effective sur-

gery make," nor, would we assert, do historical experiences (war stories),

cosmic technology, and visionary, dedicated, -and loyal airmen, good

doctrine make! General Charles A. Gabriel, Chief of Staff, US Air Force in

his foreword to the March 1984 AM 1-1 states, "Dusic aerospace doctrine

has evolved." The Annex A of the same document, which presents the

evolution of basic doctrine, states that, "this manual represents the

latest iteration of a gradual process of development that began after World

War I.0'  From this authoritative source, we would like to focus on the

two operative words regarding doctrine-"evolves" and "process." Radical

doctrine changes are in fact rare, with typical doctrine changes occurrirg

in a gradual or evolutionary manner. Therefore, it doctrine generally

evolves by a gradual process of development, one should expect that within

the Air Force, there would be a recognizable formal process by which we

logically develop and promulgate Air Force war fighting doctrine.5

The Random House dictionary defines a process as "A systematic

series of actions directed to some end, specific continuous action or

series of changes.6  The operative words are "systematic", and "specific

continuous action". However neither within AFM 1-1 nor within AFR 1-2,

which assigns responsibilities for the development of aerospace doctrine,

is there the vaguest reference to a process, the "how", to develop Air

Force doctrine.7  A&T 1-2 lists responsibilities and administrative pro-

cedures, but it provides no doctrine development methodology. In fact

there is no Air Force regulation manual or pamphlet which describes or

explains how the Air Force formulates doctrine.' A review of 11 versions
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of AFM 1-1 from the initial issue of 1 April 1953 through March 1984,

reveals minor evolutionary changes but little or no explanation of the

doctrinal changes, the reasons for change, the process of change, nor the

rigorous support for a change.

General Holley frequently addresses the need for a doctrine

process in articles dealing with Air Force doctrine. His classic study of

why the doctrine of cavalry charges persisted, in the face of disastrous

casualties, and the flawed early air power doctrine developed by a "small

band of zealots ani true believers" struggling for independence, illus-

trates vividly the results of not having an institutional doctrinal

process.' He further suggests that maybe we should not be surprised

because institutionally "military organizations are not ideal instruments

for use in the search for truth."10 He, along with a few others, argue in-

creasingly that we should be as concerned for the process by which doc-

trine is derived as for the doctrine itself, and that we need a "rational

scientific approach," and "some means to study and analyze air power suc--

cesses and failures."

Ilhe concern- for a doctrinal process is as contemporary as recent

articles in the Air Force Magazine. "A new doctrine is taking shape" barks

out in the headlines of the October 1989 issue which discusses the global

power projection capabilities of the new B-2 bomber.13  The article

proudly proclaims, "Air Force is moving to endorse indivisible air, power as

official writ;" "is updating the doctrine...for employing air power;" "the

Yovolutionary capabilities offered by the B-2 have made it possible--in

deed necessary-to update the doctrine;" "Air Force puts 3-2 in a class by

itself and has given it superstar status billing in the streamlining-of air
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power doctrine;" and finally the bottom line, "USAF tiusts that it will be

better able to justify its need for the controversial, costly B--2.." 3

The B-2 is another', albeit a more sophisticated strategic bomber, and we

have had a strategic bombing doctrine since the 1930's. Why therefore are

we "updating", "streamlining" doctrine? Since there is we bel.ieve, no

doctrine process, could this be another adhoc exercise led by a "band of

strategic air power zealots?" If the Air Force developed doctrine in an

orderly, rational and rigorous maier, would it have been possible that (1)

the budget-busting B-2 may not have been doctrinaliy or operat onally

necessary, and (2) the acquisition justification-based doctrine may not

prove to be operationally sound. Yet another indicator of the search for

docLrine is found by surveying professional Air Force and defense journals

within the last five years. A review will reveal an increase in the number

of "doctrinal" articles, and doctrine debates. Mhis is a healthy sign, but

is it prcxluctive in the sense of contributing to a professional oax power

doctrine dialectic within the framework of a formal process, the product

being effective Air Force war" fighting doctrine?

Why Do We Need a Doctrine Process Now?

On 18 October 1989, a senior Air Force leader responded to a ques-

tion from the Air War College class of 1990 regarding the state of Air

Force doctrine by asserting that "we don't have a doctrine problem." ' We

would argue that there is evidence to the contrary aixi that the transfer of

the task to write basic doctrine from the Heddquarters US Air Force's

Director-ate of Pldcns to the Air UnversiLy's Ceittr for Aerospace Doctryine

and Research (CADRE) is a quiet acknowledgment that serious institutional

doctrine evaluation and development is needed.'" We would further argue
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that we need a formalized doctrine development process now because of two

reasons. First, historical and contemporary events are converging profes-

sional opinion regarding the value of Air Force doctrine, and second the we

need a means to manage the inevitable challenges to Air Force doctrine due

to such forces as budget and weapons cost reduction, changing threats,

military reform, and jointness.16

Traditionally, the Air Force has behaved more as a doctrine

preserver or protector than a doctrine innovator. Lt. Col. Barry Watts and

Major James Hale asserted that, "since 1947, the keepers of U.S. air power

doctrine have viewed their inheritance as holy writ more in need of

protection than of evolution or change." T' There has been a persistent

loyalty to established doctrine, with constituencies which openly oppose

innovation and reform. Moreover, as traditional doctrinal thoughts and

action persist, they become more comfortable, difficult to abandon and

eventually become articles of faith, or dogma. "' Therefore, since we have

not regularly subjected our doctrinal conventions to re-evaluation, we have

become "doctrinal prisoners" of our own history, and consequently doctrinal

innlOvdtiorn has become a "neglected" area of military planning and organiza-

tion. "19

However, the glare of historical analysis andi growing professional

doctrine debates are calling the doctrinal scriptures into question. The

research of many pi ofessional Air lo-ce officers, defense dnalysts, and

even congressional staft experts attacks the very basis of Air Force doc-

trine alleging that long held beliefs regarding air power doctrine from

Woi Id Wa Il to Vietnam are iii fotnded. For instance, doctrine experts

assert that the dcXisiveiess of strategic bomhbirg is arguable, at best, arK
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at worst characterized as bankrupt and a fai lure in Korea anid Vietnam. °

"lhese analyses have helped fuel recent military relormers dod even fo;used

them on looking specifically at the American approach to war-our doc-

trine.21 Moreover, Air Force doctrine experts assert openly that doctrine

published since 1965 reveals an institution that is so "unsure" of it's

doctrine that, "there is some doubt that we can adequately articulate and

defend the basic tenets of air power." 2' Therefore, some would argue that

for the Air Force to participate in the development of joint doctrine would

be premature and unproductive because we don't understand our own service

perspective and biases and its influence on our own doctrine.Y Finally, as

a contemporary testament to our lack of a doctrine process, we continue to

struggle with space doctrine. After some 30 years of space operation

during peace time, crisis and war, and gaining considerable operational

experience, we continue to have deficient space doctrine.24

Having answered the "why now," what is the argument for a "pro-

cess?" In 1984, Colonel Cliff Krieger, former director of HQ USAF doctrine

development, stated, "Since there is no best doctrine (only a better one)

Air Force doctrine will never be completed of tinished. "2 There are

several driveys of or influences on doctrine, which are discussed-speciti-

cally later, that necessarily compel doctrine to be dynamic to be rele-

vant. 2  Moreover, the future conflict -environment promises to be more

complex with regard to what combat leaders and managers have to command and

control. For example, General William E. DePuy describes an astouxlirng

growth of battlefield functions, such as intelligence, reconnaissance, man-

euver, from 11 in the days of Clausewitz to 30 projected in dl) Airland

Battle scenario.7' With this magnitude of synergistic complexity aryd to
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preclude future operational failures, a distinctive process for developing

doctrine must become an institutional part of our Air Force culture.U0 A

rigorous process is the only answer to the charge by a Rand Corporation

report which describes US doctrine to be, "more of a play it by ear

approach."3' Finally, better doctrine notwithstanding, what benefits would

the Air Force accrue from a doctrine development process? Lieutenant

Colonel Price Bingham of CADRE argues correctly that we could expect four

pay-otfs. First, a process would ensure more science and logic based

doctrine versus inferential or assertion based doctrine. Second, a process

would highlight potential and actual doctrinal inconsistencies, assump-

tions, and contradictions. Third, a process would promote doctrinal

dynamism and responsiveness, And finally, a process should establish

.irstitutional credibility, and therefore loyalty and harmony among the

professional airmen war fighters.30 As a capstone benefit, we believe a

doctrinal development process would ensure institutional management of a

dynamic and vital aspect of our preparation for the application of air

power in future conflict.

Air Force Doctrinal Development Heritage

Doctrine Origins

The concept of d war fighting doctrine can be Lrdced back to the

Roman legions. Roman commanders followed training anyd organizational

standards and executed "tactical recipes" thdt had worked lor several

centuries. The recipe or doctrine was known and understood by every office

cual :oidler aund evenituaily was cediiitd In an "ideulized' form iII Uh

fourth century.31 Later, great generals such as Frederick the Great and
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Napoleon conducted war using doctrine, but it was a personal doctrine

distilled through individual thought, reason, and experience." As ve

recall from Chapter I, the v,0rd doctrine has been around since the 14th

century. In the 19th century, doctrine was tirst linked to Prussian

military schools where academic discipline specified that "before there

could be good 'practice' (that is doctrine), there must be a good the-

ory."3  Nevertheless, the terminology "military doctrine" is relatively

new, not entering the military lexicon or dictionaries until 1950. By

the late 19th century, the political and bureaucratic complexity of war and

the rapidly intensifying weapons tech-nology diminished the ability of a

great captain to dictate a personal doctrine for war for large armies.5

Thereafter military doctrine became a subject for theorizing and debate.

Air power theory first emerged in 1921 from an Ital'ian Army artil-

lery officer, General Giulio Douhet, who had comuanded one of the first

Italian army air units. He formulated his initial theories by 1915 based

on experiences in World War I(WW 1). Although much of what Douhet pro-

fessed was not original to him he is credited with believing that aircraft

altered the fundamental nature of war. In fact. "he argued the case at a

level of abstraction and gereralization that elevated argument to principle

and the body of thought as a whole to theory. "6 Douhet therefore was an

extension of the past great generals who personally developed and executed

doctrine. He developed d doctrine but then was compelled to sell it to a

consumer. As Kohn and Harahan posit in their introduction. to Douhet's The

Comiand of the Am," he synthesized ari articulated a body of thought that

occurred in whole or in part -to many others' that 'his theories had a

sweeping boldness and grandeur that his critics could not match.'"n
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Douhet further introduced a view of war which based success on technical

means.

flns predilection, of one man's theory equals doctrine, continued

unabated into the 1930's led by airmen such as US Army's Brig. Gen. Billy

Mitchell and Britain's Maj. Gen. Hugh Trenchard. They accepted Douhet's

notion of the fundamental importance of air power and extended doctrine by

approaching it as an engineering science. Ihey tended to be optimistic

about future aircraft capabilities and based doctrinal arguments on hope

arxl imagination. Flurther, they preached air power theories and supporting

doctrine based not on concrete historical analysis or evidence from WW I,

but rat&tv on their assertion of what air power could do it properly

applied.3 General Holley describes Billy Mitchell as "a romantic in an

era which called for disciplined analysis in an increasingly complex high

tech field."3' In summary, the Army Air Service in the late 1920's did riot

have a doctrine process.4 The early air power heroes and prophets tended

not to develop doctrine using any rigorous process but rather take up and

proselytize a concept cr theory which supported their agenda-a separate

air service.

Air Corps Tactical School (ACTS)

The year 1931, marked a turning point for doctrine development

when the ACTS was moved from Langley Field, Virginia to Maxwell Field in

Alabama and was designated the center for air power doctrine.4 Ihis

sepcxatioi trom mainst"edm operations provided an almost ideal academic

setting for stimulating creative thought.3  Starting with essenLially a

clean doctrine slate, a small statf of air power experts labored diligently
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between 1931-1941 to develop doctrine for the modern Air Corps. Using

creative imagination andI theoretical extrapolation and Billy Mitchell's

bombardment concept, the ACIB formulated, in their minds, the fundamental

air power concept that strategic precision bombardment could swiftly

destroy a nation's means and/or will to wage war." This concept shaped

our basic Air Force doctrine well into WW II and beyond.5 However,

creative genius not withstanding, the early air power enthusiasts developed

doctrine from theoretical extrapolations based on a very narrow WW I

historical base." Further they formulated doctrine, which has hence been

proven to be flawed, by a means which ignored three principles of a sound

process. One, -they based conclusions on erroneous assumptions (fast

bombers will always elude fighters); two, they developed conclusions which

lacked substantive WW I combat experience corroboration; and finally, they

lacked a process which had adequate built-in mechanisms foi" rigorous

evaluation and professional criticism.47 The results were doctrine dev-

elopment in isolation without adequate grounding in historical experience

(lessons learned) and without adequate checks and balances which challenge

ideas and theories.

Nuclear Age

in the years following WW 11, aerial warfare doctrine evolved lit--

tie. Following the establishment of the Air Force as a separate service, a

series of doctrine manuals (AFv 1-1 Basic Air Force Doctrine) were writ--

ten. These doctrine pronouncements preserved ACY3' conclusions and

essentially reflected the thein (and now) American petceptLon or wa --war

which resembles a predictable physical phenomena which we approach as an
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engineering project hoping that better technology will make the dif-

ference.4 In essence, the advent of nuclear weapons of mass destruction

was viewed as the ultimate validation of both the bombardment and technol-

ogy theories.4' Airpower doctrine languished and as Watts and Hale noted,

"Air Force doctrine went stale during the 1950s," and "even by the 1970s we

had failed to perfect 'semantic thought patterns' encompassing the total--

ity of its rationale."50

As evidence for the lack of significant doctrine development, one

only needs to reflect on the statement made by General Curtis LeMay at the

1961 Air Force Association Convention, "I think we have been consistent in

our concepts since... 1935. Our basic doctrine has remained generally

unchanged since that time."51  Lt. Col. Watts further laments doctrinal

progress in his seminal work on the foundations of Air Force doctrine, "The

early assumptions underlying mainstream US doctrine for conventional air

warfare have not evolved appreciably since Air Corps Tactical School (ACTS)

theorists elaborated their theory of precision, industrial bombardment

during the 1930's.",52 Our latest version of AFM 1-1 was published in March

1984, and as Colonel Drew of CADRE asserts in a January 1990 article about

the American air power doctrinal dilemma, "Although things have improved

significantly since 1979, basic American air power doctrine remains quite

unremarkable. ,13

To attempt to highlight the need for and the benefit of a doctrine

process, we will next look at three other military institutions, the United

StALes Navy and Army, and the USSR which have varying degrees of a

doctrine process.
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Military Doctrine Development Models

United States Navy

We start with the Navy because admittedly it is the easiest. The

Navy has no comparable doctrine to our AFM 1-i.54 Nor does the Navy have a

doctrine development system, although it claims to have a process as

depicted in Figure 1 In point of fact, the Navy does not publish its

basic doctrine in a single source document. However, it does have "dis-

tributive doctrine", that is, doctrine which is spread throughout the

service is Naval Warfare Publications (NWP) but is not labelled as doc-

trine. However, these NWPs fall under the purview of the Chief of Naval

operations for review and approval55 There is apparently a move to cod-

ify Navy doctrine at the "macro" level (Air Force Basic Doctrine level) and

publish it in a NWP I-A. 56  Essentially, the Navy views its basic doctrine

as derived or being drawn from the following: existing weapons systems. the

maritime environment, politics, maritime law, and to some extent joint and

allied doctrine and tactics.57  On the level of tactii al doctrine, the Navy

delegates development to "cel-ls" devoted to tactical development such as

the Surface Warfare Development Group and to Fleet Commanders.

United States Army

The Army shares a doctrinal development heritage with the Air

Force in as much as the Army did not view doctrine development as an

integral part of planning for future wars. In the post WW 11 years the

Army expended little effort An developing doctrine, choosing instead to

husband the traditional European, indust ial enemy nations with large ar--

mies scenario.59 Army doctrine became rigid and dugmaLc and the iist.itu
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Joint Doctrine
Joint Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures

Envimnment
Politics Allied
Lawaval Doctrine
Weapons

Figure 1

Source: Chief of Naval Advisory Group, HQ Air University, -Maxwell
AFB, Al: Undated letter (received November 1989), with attachments, pp. 11

tion suffered tro 'doctrinal blindness."'0  US nuclear doctrine of

detenence and strategies such as massive retaliation arid mutual assured

destruction further exacerbated the Army's doctrine dilemma. With the Ai"

Force's virtual monopoly of nuclear delivery means, the Army's contribution

toward future wars appeared to diminish dramatically." Nevertheless, the

Army attempted to deal seriously with the development of doctrine in June

1954 when it established the US Continental Command (USCONAR) whose mission

included developing Army doctrine.'2 Although this was a start toward a

process or system, there was more smoke than fire because doctrine develop--

ment became more of an organizational development effort than doctrine

research and development. The 1960's found Army doctrine trapped in a

1944-45 time warp, a western European continental war concept, in spite of

US, Korean and Britisn and French southeast Asian experiences.' Moreover,

durjr the post WW II decades, the Army focused a greater emphasis on new
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weapon. systems development than on the developiment o'2 doctrine for the

employment of existing systems and the new systemo being developed and

procwed. Consequently, during Vietnam, the Army attem, ted to graft new

weapons employment onto old doctrine and attempted to fit dated doctrine to

a people's war and insurgency conflict in a fog-shrouded jungle environ-

ment. '

What followed in the post Vietnam perial can be viewed as trauma-

tic and exciting. The Army embraced the notion that its doctrine must be a

living body, not a writ of immutable laws because it was the most impor-

tant product of their attempt to prepare for future war.65

Army leaders undertook a harsh reassessment of their doctrine in

the early 1970's based on the following:

1. Experiences and lessons learned in Vietnam

2. A reorientation from an infantry and air.-mobile structure used

in Vietnam back to a more combined arms large scale strategic theater war

3. An acknowledgment that the Army was still firepower or attri-

tion dependent versus maneuver oriented

4. 1973 mideast war lessons regarding the lethality of modern

weapons and the effectiveness of combined arms

5. And finally, war gaming analysis which consistently projected

failure using current doctrine."

What emerged was the establishment of an Army institution known

today as the Trainirj and Doctrine Command ('IRA[=) whose mission included

the formulatlon and promulgation of Army doctrine. (7 Uyer the leadership

of Generals William E. DePuy and Donald Stary, 7ALOC developed organiza-

tions, established principles, and set the basic approach which weie used
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to develop new doctrine. These include:

1. Doctrine must be taken out of the abstract and be developed

with cold, hard facts."

2. "Operational concepts" (such as deep attack) must be developed

first before doctrine is formulated.6

3. Operational concepts do not become doctrine until tested, ap-

proved, and accepted.T°

4. Doctrine derives from objective analysis of missions and

threats. 7

5. Examine most recent military experiences? 2

6. Develop weapons effectiveness data?3

7. Balance historical experience with equal emphasis on the tech-

nolcgy, missions, and environments of the near and distant future.

8. aigage in a continual and deliberate study, critique, analysis,

and refinement of doctrine.m

From these begiruiungs, by 1974 TRADOC developed a management

system for the Army's doctrine program and attempted to institutionalize

the doctrine development process.76 This system further evolved into the

curx ent Concept Based Requirements System (CBRS) which was supposed to

integrate the development of doctrine with the Army's development and

acquisition of material and weapons systems." However, the CBRS i3

primarily the Army's system to blend all relevant aspects of land war

fighting, from an abstract fighting concept to weapons employment, to

develop logical force structure, employment eictrine, and to rigorously

support the acquisition of new required weapons systems. TRADOC Reg 11-15

describes CBRS as:
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• . a systematic and flexible approach to determining future Army
needs and resolving deficiencies in current battlefield capabilities.
As the name implies, a concept of what the Army must do on the bat-
tlefield drives the process. What must be done is derived from
challenges for the Aimy of the future. CBRS is based on an in-depth
examination of the current umbrella concept, current and future
missions, current and projected worldwide threat, historical experien-
ces, and technological forecasts. The CBRS is a comprehensive, front-
end approach to attain the Army goal of a balance among readiness,
modernization, sustainability, an~i force design."

Figure 2 depicts the Army's CBRS. It is composed of four phases: develop-

ing a war fighting concept, determining capability deficiencies, developing

corrective actions, and fieldi-b and evaluating results. Within this

rather comprehensive and we believe very effective approach to ensuring

ready and capable combat forces, doctrine development appears as an initial

step of the "corrective actions" phase: Coordiinated Development of

Doctrine, Training, Organization, and Materiel." flowever, the process or

methodology lor developrij or revising the doctrino component of this CDRS

is not prescribed in like detail. Nevertheless, in spite of an elegant

process with an effective organizational and development structure, ITVA[X0

regulations and manuals do nut present a coheren process which guides the

actual development of the war fighting doctrine. There are identifiable

doctrine staff functions with mission statements, management and super-

vision responsibilities, and precise administrative procedures, but no

clearly articulated process.60  To illustrate, T"IXj% C Pamphlet 350-8,

TRADOC PRIMER, portrays the doctrine development process as field manual

development, with standard procedures from outline of final product.0'

General Holley gives the Army credit for institutional:.zing doctrine

development within an organization, TRADOC, but with regard to a rigorous

doctrine development process he laments, "TRADOC doesn't have a 'sy-

stem' .,,2
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Figure 2

Source: US Army li~qA1YJC Regulation 11-15, Concept Bsed Require-
ments System. (Depar~tment of the Army, Fort Monroe, VA: 4 Aug 86): pp 2-
13, Fioure 2-10.

Soviet Union

IWhy exam'ine the doctrine development process of the Soviet Uniorn?

Regctrdless of what one thinks about the Soviet Union's Comm~unist system,

one must admit that no state in the world today rivals the Soviet Union in

its combination of size, sophistication, and command and control of

miltary forces.83 The Soviet military is proud of their forces and their

sophisticated military/ doctrine and theory development. Soviets consider

their doctrine to be a great national asset representing a concentration

and distillation of military wisdom and experience, constantly beingj

refined, amende and amproved by experiwment ,, exercise, and reevaluation. 8 '

Some experts credit Soviet military theory as being the force behind a

"tent rate econ~omic power encumbered with obolete political doctrine to

become a militaury superpo~wer. 'e  The Soviet Army, holds dear' the convic-
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Lion that they possess a fundamental ddvdItage for havitng superior m 1itary

doctrine, based on a deeper and more correct understanding of the laws and

principles governing warfare. ieir thesis is that the better one under-

stands the meaning of the principles and laws of war, the better one can

apply them to greater military advantage."

To understand the Soviet doctrine process, you first must under-

stand the social-political-military context-in short you must appreciate

the fundamental underpinnings of Marxism-Leninism. Marxist-Leninist

political theory postulates that violent armed class struggle is an

ilherent part of historical change.'7  Lenin extended this political

philosophy beyond the ideological struggle, by borrowing from Clausewitz

when he asserted- that, "war is a tool of policy."' Soviet writers firmly

link the political-military philosophy when they assert, " 'the most

important concepts of the Marxist-Leninist teachings on war and the army,

reflecting the essence and content of war, are an instrument in the

ideological struggle. '"a" Second, you must recognize that the sequence of

doctrine development is important. The intellectual process starts with

ideological assumptions and propositions about the-historical process of

class struggle and international relations, then evaluates the nature of

technology. lhen lastly makes judgements on forces, socialists versus

capitalists, as well as available soviet military, social and economic

resources. Therefore, at should not surprise us that it is nittaul for

the Soviet militdry profession to develop an infrastructure devoted to the

serious intellectual study of the theory arKd practice uf war arl armed

comLbat end the development of doctr.,e. Fiyu 3 deplcts the ielotion-

ship between doctrine and ideology.
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leadership of what they believe is best in the areas of military affairs,

and as such is "absolute" and "immutable. 03

We can more reasonably examine Soviet mii atry docLrine develop-

ment by separating the two components and looking at the milIitary--technical

aspect. However, before progressing, a point of clarification. Soviet

military doctrine applies across the board for all services and combat

arms. No distinction as made at this level of abstraction between Soviet

air power, naval or army doctrine. Furthermore, Soviet military doctrine

exterKcbs to weapons systems design institutes ard acddemic statfs as well.

Soviet military doctrine is not necessarily a regulation, rather it is an

all encompdssirxn, pervdsive military ~iailosophy which is applied to the

entire military system as the military component of Marxist-Leninist

Doctrine.

Since the Communist Party controls the development of doctrine,

the professional military establishment or "Kadre" has no authority to

furinulate military doctrine. However, professional military influence ain

the political arena is extended in-directly through the Minister of Def-

ense, who is part of the Politburo, various institutes arxi the science

academies populated with-military members, and by military members in the

Central Committee and in the Supreme Soviet." Left with only marginal and

indirect influence on the political level, how then does the Kadre develop

military combat doctrine of a nature that we recognize similar to our own?

The answer comes from recognizing that there are four main factors that

have historically contributed to the formulation of modern Soviet doc-

tri ie. They are:
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1. Marxist-Leninist ideolcgy

2. Effects of the Russian environment ard the Tzarist tradition

(harsh autocratic)

3. Experience of the Russian Revolutionary War and tile 1941--'45

Great Patriotic War,

4. Impact of Modern Technology

"The balancing of these four factors over the years has produced a remark-

able and consistent Soviet approach to war." 1he last three factors

represent the domain of the Kadre. "lbe study, analysis, and development of

military operational laws (doctrine) distilled from the Russian tradition,

the experience of two great wars, and finally the relationship and impact

of technology is accomplished through military science by the Kadre. As

explained by Wil-liam Baxter, "modern Soviet military philosophy.., is

governed by laws expressing its Luiique nature... a function of three

parameters: technology, history, and ideology."'" Military science is more

closoly related to U.S. mili tay doctrine. It is however very much

structuied aid scientifically based. The Russian perception of sciqnce is

nartuw, Lnd moro piaginutic than the west's concept of science as "theoret-

ical knowledge." ' Tu the Soviets, military science is the theory of

military matters, which relies on the analysis of objective laws and the

independent hLmian will, and on the practice of combat. It is also ax

application of knowledge.'° The Soviets define military science as "system

of knowledge concerning the nature, essence, and content of armed conflict,

and concerning the manpower, facilities and methods for conducting combat

operations by means ot armed forces, and their comprehensive support. "10

Wai is studied as a science, because war is considered a process governed
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in much the same way as natural phenomena. That is war is comprised of a

number of facts --some essential, some not-and the object of military

science is to recognize the essential and discard the irrelevant. The

methodology is a continuous process of examining and revalidating the

essential facts, and refining the "laws" '0'

The Soviet practice of military science is a process and a rig-

orous process at that. It is characterized by the interaction of four

elements: structure or organization, modelling, field exercise, and

scientific/technology foresight.103 Figure 4 depicts the structural aspect,

the unified nature of military science as a single discipline which

establishes an interrelationship between six principal parts of military

science. 103

MILITARY SCIENCE

Military Military Military Military Military Military
organization training art history geography technology

Figure 4. The Structure of Soviet Military Science

Source: William Baxter. Soviet Airland Battle Tactics. (Novato,
CA: Presidio Press, 1986): pp 20.

Of the six, the exhaustive study and atkalysis of military history and art

are the most important. The scientific interpretation of historical

experience provides the laws of war. Military art (nc¢ to be confused with

operational art) addresses strategy, operation-al ar and tactics and their

interdependence.'" Within military art, the study of operational art would
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appea- to be a major contributor to Lhe doctrine development process and is

divided into eight distinct tasks.

1. Investigate the rules, nature, and character of contemporary

operations (combat action).

2. Work out the means for preparing and conducting combat opera-

tions.

3. Determine the function of large units (fronts, armies) and

formations (divisions) of the armed forces.

4. Establish means and methods for organizing and supporting con-

tinuous cooperation, security, and command and control of forces in combat.

5. Delineate the organizational and equipment requirements of

large units of the armed forces.

6. Work out the nature and methods of operational training for

officers, and command and control organs.

7. Develop recommendations for the operational preparation of a

theater of military operation (TVD).

8. Investigate enemy views on the conduct of operational com-

bat.1 0 'The tasks are illustrated in a relational sense in Figure 5. The

Soviets use models much the same way we do-to provide understanding of an

interactive system and to capture the essential or important features in

something simpler than the complex phenomena. They model military opera--

tions ior study ard problem solving ari they construct weapons delivery or

fire models to study battle field effectiveness.'"
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Figure 5. Schematic Relationship of Soviet Military
Doctri nu and Science Technology

Sour u. John FHem:s luy, &)vieL lJ 'up Control, (Elmsford, NY:
Pergammon Press, Inc. 1982), p. 183.

See Figures 6 and 7 for examples of Soviet models which address piursujiniel

r'ecoi-stitution aind baittlefield ddvanIce problems. 'Ihey fwhuie LuS ULiaij-
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Figure 7. Soviet Model For Combat Advance

Source: John Hemsley, Soviet Troop Control. (Elmsford, NY:
Pergamon Press, Inc. 1982): pp 79.

Recognizing the need to look beyond today's war, the Soviets

employ science and technology (S&T) forecasting. 'Th'ley project where S&T is

going, expected breakthroughs, and potential applicatioris for both them.el -

yes and their adversaries. They use advanced methods of forecasting such

as:

1. Lxpert questionnaires ard interdisciplinary exchange between

highly qualified specialists

2. Extrapolation techniques such as probbility, gramirg and

statistical analysis
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3. Math and Logic models

4. Complex network planning techniques'"

The fourth element critical to effective Soviet doctrine is

realistic field testing or exercises. These may take the form of limited

concept testing or full-dress combined armies exercises which test and

validate not only individual concepts but the integrated and synergetic

effect of a single or multiple interdependent concepts.10' Results are fed

baci irito the structure for evaluation and the process continues. This

process of constant examination of failure precludes the Soviets from being

bliryd to deficiencies.'"0

in summary, the Soviets possess a doctrine development system that

is well recognized and structured to take into account both the political

and the military ard technical realities that confront them. Tlheir system

is based on extensive data collection, rigorous research and analysis,

creative modelling, realistic operational testing and a process structure

which ensures constant feed back and doctrine refinement.

Principles Of Doctrine Development

Why An Institutional Process?

Why should the Air Force establish a doctrine development process?

General Holley provides an illustrative reply in his discussion regarding

continuing the Schweinfurt raids in the face of devastating loses, "not

exactly a monument to the existing system for devising appropriate doc-

trine."'1 1 General Holley further argues persuasively for a doctrine

process when he recounts three sepai-ate historical examples which il-

lustrate how new doctrine either succeeded or failed because of the prese-
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nce of or the lack of a doctrine development process. Sir William Congreve

of the British Royal Artillery developed very effective rocket doctrine in

1805 which was used successfully on one occasion but which failed to be

incorporated into routine procedures and practices for British forces.

Why, because there was no process or mechanism to promulgate operational

doctrine throughout the British force structure.1lU A similarly sad example

involves brixtiLsh Colonel J.F.C. Fuiller who attempted to develop arx!

promulgate Aamy tank doctrine in 1914. Recognizing the need to institu-

tionalize doctrine development, he also attempted but failed to sell the

Army on a carefully structured staff system for deriving doctrine. Neither

the new tank docLtr'ne or a doUtrine system prevailed crnd British suffered

on the battlefield.*13  A third example illustrates a somewhat successful

system. Dhe Prussian Army's Kriegs Akademie taught not only the necessity

Ior standard doctrine but also the need for a systematic process for

deriving doctrine from experience. 'Their process consisted of:

I. Creating two independent commissions of able officers ropre-

senting all services.

2. immerse commission in self study of history, art of war', in-

structive campaign to understand the evolution of doctrine to date.

3. Developing a conceptual outline.

4. Solicit field unit critique or concept.

5. Distill ideas and feed back.

6. Test and experiment 4

Moltke the elder added to the Kriegs process by insisting on careful

recording of experiences, rigorous objective analysis and subjecting

doctrine to repeated trials."5 The Prussian system was 1rigorous and self
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critical-two important aspects of a process to develop viable doctrine.

Aside from a historical imperative, there are further reasons for

a doctrine process. For instance, wide differences in doctrine can be

derived from different people studying the same war. For example both the

USermars and the n-ench studied Napoleon's campaigns but came to radically

different doctrinal conclusions prior to WW I.116 The disastrous results

for the h-ench speak plainly. A process also provides a means to confront

institutional biases and political influences and enforce rigorous stan-

dards of objectivity.' Further, as Richard Hallion aptly concluded,

"...as warfare itself is an integrated and combined arms exercise-as is

aircraft design itself-so too should be the development of doctrine."1"

Finally, Lieutenant Coluriel Bingham argues that a doctrine process as

needed to:

1. Persuade--to establish internal Air Force loyalty, harmonize

consLituencies, and to establish operational credibility.

2. Identify potential or actual doctrinal iiiconsistericies, arI

contradictions.

3. Promote doctrinal dynamism.

4. Ersure objectivity - provide science/logic based doctrine

versus a "faith" or "inferential" based doctrine. 119

Influences For Change

To understand the dynamics of doctrine, one must grasp and under-

stald the influences or- drivers which compel doctrine to change. One

author suggests that simply put, "doctrinal concepts must charge as reality

changes." '20 Another author asserts bluntly, that the "Principal catalyst

of doctrinal change is military disaster." 121 However-, in addition to
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operational failure, doctrine is influenced by the following:

1. External Influences:12 2

a. Alliances

b. Spect-um of Conflict

c. Joint and Combined (Allied) operations

d. Location (jungle, desert ... )

e. Pace of" Technolcgy

f. Threat

2. Internal

a. Underlying assumptions

b. Budget

(I) Weapons

(2) Force Structure

Doctrine Development Theory

Having discussed why we need a doctrine process and the influences

and drivers for doctrinal change, we turn now to examine how to construct

an effective doctrine development process. We believe that doctrine

development must have an ethic or a spirit, and that spirit should be an

overarching principle which guides the process. That spirit should be that

doctrine development is " A search for the truth," which attempts to

determine the true nature of war (past, present, and uture) anrd to

determine cause and effect relationships for the phenomena in war .' In

addition to a spirit, a doctrine process should possess certain charac-

teristics which will maximize the probability that the process output will

be effctLive ductrine. The lollowing .s a list ol' uiocess characturist.jcs

which we believe are minimum and essential.
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1. Iterative/Feedback System. Doctrine should be in a continuous

state of study, critique, analysis and refinement.1  An analogue may be

the flying safety program. Instructor and student fly a mission then

review the flight. Since there are rarely any perfect flights, there is

feedback, adjustment and refinement. Result--skill should and does impr-

ove.

2. Intellectual freedom with external checks. Doctrine develop-

ment should be free of internal/external political influences and proce-

dures, but not free of external checks arid balances. Merit and valid field

tested success should be the judges. Political considerations and people

change -- facts do not .

3. Analysis. Critical analysis coupled with sound reflection and

rigorous testing will provide provable convincing evidence, irrefutable

logic and more likely correct insights.2

4. Debate. Public debate provides the medium to expose ideas and

concepts, involve many Air Force professionals, and promote competition in

market place of ideas. The Army credits "spirited doctrinal debates" with

playing an important role in their process to develop the new Airland

Battle doctrine.'

5. Institutional visibility. A highly visible doctrine process,

clearly articulated in official publication, which is accessible to

piotessional Air Force members should promote an understarding of the

pr uC(,.S.1 29  WiLhiii Ulh process, there must be a legitimatu "audit ti-Lul"

tQ ,aie participants to assess doctrinal validity from the fundamental

concept to current application. 11
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6. Responsive. A process must be respon-suve t~o change. II. must

be open andi accessible, deliberdte yuL :;t~ecwlinud, ciod kept LuL Of

ber-ceaucratic imped iments ."

7. Irnstitutional Consensus. A doctrine proc',ss should achieve

consensus through widespread participation. As Admiral Knox surmised,

"Human nature is so constituted that perfesL JoyaJ ty and cooperation is

almost impossible unless participants are inwardly conviinced of the

correctness of the plans and methods under which they are mutually ac--

ting. 1.3 2  Participation, consensus' and ult~mately individual ownership of

Air Force doctrine should make professionals more eftective.

8. A simple process or methodology. General Holley suggested a

three phase doctrine process of collection, formulation, arn. dissemina-

tion.'3' We would suggest four phases to include evaluation. These

phases could be described as follows:

a. Collect

(1) Study and ari;alys'e military hastury - - it is

reccgnlized as the preemnnent, source for doctrine. '*1 Watts and Hale assert,

"Any attempt to develop concepts, doctrine, or priniciples for the aGtual

practice of war that fails to ground itself squarely in concrete battle

experience risks outright dlsaster . "' In addition to our military

history, we must study and analyze combat experiences and military history

of other foreign and allied nation; combat SiMUlation1s, exercises, maneu-

vers; aid war games."

(2) Analyze. Wt !should condiuct cuir uwn iniliLary u~xerations

analysis because it provides a means to discern tiuths not discoverable

thlrough exper ience or trial andi error-. 137 Furthier WU. shcould review thle



analysio of other experts who can provide additional insights.1
3

(3) Identily Assumptions. We should unflinchingly identify

and expose all assumptions and biases which affect our conclusions.
13'

(4) T'heorize. Developirxg theory is the means to deal with

the future. A lack of combat experience or the need to forecast future con-

flict scenarios requires creative conceptual thinkers and theorists. The

combination of theory and experience provides the basis of synthesizing

effective doctrine.140

b. Synthesize. This is a challenging phase where doctrine must

be drafted, reviewed, debated, revised, and coordinated in a spirit of

unconstrained intellectual freedom and inquiry. 'The process should foster

a dialectic through the professional journals, symposiums and conferen-

ces, 141

c. Evaluation. The critical phase of doctrine development is

the testing and evaluation of the "goodness" of doctrine. Rigorous field

testing, war games, simulations, maneuvers, exercises in all scenarios and

through all appropriate spectrums of conflict and particularly in a joint

operatiorLs arena are necessary to validate th doctrine, discover flaws and

to feed back success and failure into the development process for analysis

and refinement.

d. Dissemination. Once developed, doctrine must be widely

disseminated to all military people through initial indoctrination and

oi ientatiort, technical training, Air Force technical and professional

pub))lcatons, ar d continuing education such as professional military

ducato
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A Notional Doctrinal Development Process

Ibis section attempts to synthesize a notional doctrine develop-

ment process which incorporates all the best features of lustoi.ical and

cura'ent U. S. and SovieL development processes. The concept is notional

since we do not ±ttempt to define specific tLn'f phases or out put products

or documents, or assign responsibilities to particular agencios. it is

graphic in nature so as to illustrate a flow and the interrelationships

that should exist. Figure 8 depicts the notional process.

Doctrine development cannot ignore two significant influences

which are front-end loaded: (1) National level defense policy ard threat

assessment provided through the defense department (OSD), and (2) con--

straints and capability limitations which are provided by the Department of

the Air Force, in the form of budget, force structure, and conflict

definition as derived from OSD guidance (global, theater, regional . )

The reason that there are two powerful influences up front that set the

bounds for airpower doctrine development as opposed to doctrine being

driven by the threat for instance, is because in our democratic culture the

public, through the executive and legislative organs of our government,

determines the "how much" portion of our military capability. The most

vigorously derived, tested and validated doctrine is of no value if (1) the

nation will not support it, and (2) if the national treasury will not fund

the implements to support it.

Moving to the heart of the notional process, we suggest that there

are four fundamental phases: collection, synthesis, evaluation, and

implementation. The collection, synthesis and evaluation phass con

stitute the process which should be managed by a doctrine development
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process manager -- an organization charged with the integrity uf the

process and the smooth interaction of the various elements which guarantee

an output of eft. yve doctrine. "Thiis manager functio i s identified and

defined in a subequent chapter. 1he core functiozu are depicted by

integrated circles of activities progressing left to right representing the

discovery or input of individual datum, to the creative and in.novative

functLion, arid finally a "goodness" validAtir g function. Note importdntly

that each indrividual cor"e function in subject to feedback from oier

tunctions, thus dssuring dynamism and responsiveness to change.

Thie collection phase is characterized by an attempt to collect,

analyze and assess all sources of data which affect doctrine. "Ibis

includes but is not necessarily limited to intellectual study and critical

cinalysis of military and airpower history's critical assessment of current

U.S. Allied and adversary formal and informal doctrine; evaluation of the

individual and integrated effects of weapons performance; and the potential

influence of current and emerging technology. The process manager could

organize professional committees of acknowledged experts to meet, review

and judge doctrinal literature and articles for use in developing a

doctrine data base. This is commonly done in other professional organiza-

tions to monitor a variety of sub-specialties. For example, in medicine,

the American Medical Association has a Oncology (cancer) or orthopedic

committee which stays abreast of technical developments and scrutinized and

evaluates specialty literature for innovation arid technical break-throughs

which are valid for widespread dissemination.

From a database or reservoir of doctrinal data, you move into the

creative function - to synthesize or revise a doctrine. This includes the
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actual writing and drafting of the doctrinal statement, the subitting for

review, the creating of opportunities for formal debate and dialectic and

finally the publishing of a doctrine statement for test and/or the feedback

to the collec'L function for new data.

Putting the new doctrine to the test is the last function. New

doctrine is now critically evaluated individually and in concert with other

doctrinal concepts in joint service war games, large scale exercises and

marieuvers, JCS simulations, and other realistic and "dirty" field test.

From these, a doctrine analysis is derived proclaiming either d suitable

dd effective doctrine or feeding back either into the collect or syn --

thesize functions or both a need to relook the doctrine. If effective

doctrin:3 is the result, the doctrine is then institutionalized through

dissemination from top to bottom. Chapter Four discusses further how

doctrine i. used to organize and train our air forces to win.

To summarize, th:is notional process focjses on the need to:

1. ucurpoiatv .national defense and Air Force influences at the

front end of the process.

2. Det3ane an ordetly progressive process of reinforcing and

interactive functions which yield a validated product.

3. Provide for, development functions which exploit all available

data, focuses creative energy to synthesize doctrine and rigorously tests

the product.

4. Provide feedback linkage between all development functions to

ei-ure dynamism and real world responsiveness.

b. Finally, provide a doctrine development manager which ensures

the integrity and effectiveness of the institutional development proctess.
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Recommendations

Implementing a doctrine development process on an institutional

level is a daunting task. However, the development of a notional process,

the concept presented herein, is a first step. The second step is to

convince senior Air Force leadership, through Air University and CADRE

specifically, that to create a robust process, the Air Force must first

revise AFM 1-2. AFM 1-2 already has the objective of assigning respon-

sibilities. It follows therefore, that as a "manual" it should also

provide an outline of the "how to."

We face a near term future of great uncertainty, not only in the

perceived threat from our historical adversaries, but also in the spectrum

of tlhreat ranging from narco-terr-orism to third.-world or regional con-

flicts. In addition, our own national goals and objectives and our

national security policy dnd rorce structure are changing or will change at

a breathtaking pace. Consequently, we face almost certainly the chalieinje

of developi doctrine which must be effective when using our military

instrument of power now and in the future. A robust doctrine development

process should ensure that we synthesize the best way to conduct air power

operations instead of relying on oLr eroding ability to "play it by ear."
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CHAPTER III

UNITED STATES AIR POWER DOCTRINE RESPONSIBILITIES

by Lt Col Steven J. Redmann, USAF

Introduction

At the very heart of warfare lies doctrine. It represents the central
beliefs for waging war in order to achieve victory. Doctrine is of
the mind, a network of faith and knowledge reinforced by experience
which lays the pattern for the utilization of men, equipment, and
tactics. It is the building material for strategy. It is fundamental
to sound judgment.

General Curtis E. LeMay, 1968

As General LeMay acknowledged, doctrine is not only fundamental,

but crucial to the successful art of warfare. If doctrine is so vitally

important, who has the responsibility for developing air power doctrine?

Where has the responsibility been? Where is the responsibility today?

Where should it be? These questions are basic, but the answers are not

readily apparent. The fact is that air power doctrine responsibility has

been a fragmented effort over the years. Even today's air power doctrine

development responsibility is misunderstood by many. To fully understand

the air power doctrine responsibility issue, an additional historical

overview is helpful.

Where Have We Been?

Although Orville , Wilbur Wright first demonstrated

controlled-power flight at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, on 17 December 1903,
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aviation wasn't established in the military until August 1907. The Army

placed the air arm in the Signal Corps' Aviation Section. The initial Army

concern with the air arm was an organizational one, the control and purpose

of the aviation component.' In terms of air power doctrine, the General

Staff of ground officers controlled the formulation and dissemination of

all combat doctrine, and subordinated the air manuals to suit their taste.2

At the beginning of World War 1, despite the opinions of air officers, the

Army had no notions of air power except to aid field armies.3

It wasn't until the autumn of 1917 that the first formal statement

of air power doctrine appeared. Colonel William Mitchell wrote and

distributed a paper entitled, "General Principles Underlying the Use of the

Air Service in the Zone of Advance, A.E.F."' He had no responsibility for

air power doctrine, primarily because the army considered air units to be

an integral combat arm of the ground forces, but he wanted a vehicle to

guide the air effort through World War I.9 Mitchell continued to espouse

doctrine through his writings, such as, "Tactical Application or Military

Aeronautics," and became a most articulate proponents of air power.o

The army gave the first assignment of air power doctrine

responsibility to the Air Service's Training and Operations Group,

commanded by Mitchell. By 1920, Mitchell's adamant insistence on the need

for an independent aviation corps resulted in the War Department General

Staff directing General Charles T. Menoher, Chief of Air Service, to bring

Mitchell in line. General Menoher subsequently relieved Mitchell of

command of the group and transferred influential members of the group,

Majors Thomas D. Milling and William C. Sherman, to the new Air Service

Field Officers' School on 25 March 1920. The group remained grossly under
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manned. These actions severely hampered any doctrine efforts from the

Training and Operations Group.'

Reorganization in the Office of -Chief of Air Service, by General

Mason M. Patrick on I December 1921, -resulted In a name change of the

Training and Operations Group to the Training and War Plans Division.

Although the division was to keep air doctrine responsibility, they

essentially passed i-t on to the Air Service Field Officers' School at

Langley Field, Virginia.$

The Air Corps Act of 1926 resulted in the Chief of the Air Corps

being responsible for preparation and issuance of doctrine -for all Air

Corps organizations. However, the War Department General Staff still

reviewed all reports.' Once again, because of small numbers of officers on

the Air Corps staff, the Chief of Air Service assigned the Air Service

Field Officers' School the doctrine duties. The Army Air Corps

hand-selected the Air Service Field Officers' School faculty, they were the

best of the best.10 This school became the primary source for many Air

Corps ideas, and taught a course named "Air Power.""' Subsequently renamed

the Air Corps Tactical School in 1926, "this school proved to be the only

common location of experienced Air Corps officers who had- enough time for

cteative thinking."' 2

Another reorganization of the Air Corps resulted in another

doctrine responsibility change. In response to the MacArthur-Pratt

agreement and the Drum Board Report, the War Department directed the Air

Corps, on 27 December 1933, to review and revise its training regulations

and to ensure principles and doctrines were disseminated to all units. The

Chief of the Air Corps assigned the Air Corps Training and Operations
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Division this task.' 3

Despite the MacArthur-Pratt agreement, upon Admiral W. V. Pratt's

retirement, the Navy -reopened the question of coastal air defense belonging

to the Army. As the discussions and debates ensued, General Douglas

MacArthur decided the Army should arrive at a unified position on aviation.

He subsequently directed the War Department General Staff to define facts,

principles, and doctrines relating to the Army Air Corps, not the Air Corps

Itself. The War Department General Staff printed their work as War

Department Training Regulation No. 440-15, Employment of the Air Forces of

the Army, on 15 October 1935.14

In December 1935, when General Benjamin D. Foulois retired as Chief

of the Air Corps and General Oscar Westover moved- up, General Westover

directed further doctrinal studies. Theoretically, as Chief of the Air

Corps he was responsible for doctrine, but in reality he relied heavily

upon the Air Corps Tactical School and the Air Corps Board to prepare basic

doctrine studies.'5  As a matter of fact, during General Foulois' absence

earlier in 1935, General Westover, as -Acting Chi-ef of the Air Corps,

directed the Air Corps Board to prepare uniform tactical doctrine for all

Air Corps units. Eventually, General Uestover expanded the Air Corps

Board's mission so they would be responsible for developing doctrine.'
6

The Air Corps Board critiqued the War Department Training

Regulation No. 440-15, and prepared a study, "The Functions of the Army Air

Force." Brigadier General H. C. Pratt, Commandant of the Tactical School

and ex officio president of the Air Corps Board, sent the study to the War

Department requesting approval. The War Department refused. rhey stated

that such strategic questions were not to be part of the Air Corps
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manual.' 7  These actions tyFified the doctrinal ionflicts between airmen

and the War F)epartment General Staff from the 1920s to the 1940s.16

In 1939, PresidEnt Franklin D. Roosevelt emphasized the need for an

air power itrategy to combat Adolf Hitler's advances. President Roosevelt

decided the Army Air Co.'ps' air pmv. r and not their ground forces would be

ahle to stop Hitler. Secretary of War Harry H. Woodring appointed General

Henry H. Arno!d President of the Air Board on 23 March 1939, and charged

him to recommend fundamental policies on strategic and tactical air power

employment to obtain President Roosevelt's desires. Lieutenant Colonel Carl

Spaatz urged General Arnold to first define the Air Corps' mission,

doctrine, and characteristics." On 31 March 1939, General Arnold agreed

with Lieutenant Colonel Spaatz. The Air Board completed their report and

Lieutenant Colonel Spaatz pushed for a rewrite of doctrine. This later

project, completed on 15 April 1940, was known as Field Manual 1-5,

Employment of the Aviation of the Army.'*

Early in World War 11 from 1939-1940, in light of the initial

Luftwaffe operations and the vulnerability of unprotected large bomber

formations, the Air Corps Board sought to "update" air power doctrine.2 1

As changes were being made, Major General George H. Brett, Acting Chief of

the Air Corps, pointed out that, "Army Regulation 95-5 charged the Air

Force Combat Command with the development of doctrines of air tactics and

techniques of Air Force." Brigadier General Spaatz, Chief of the Air

Staff, agreed in July 1941.22

Meanwhile, the Arcadia Conference in Washington between President

Roosevelt and Prime Minister Winston S. Churchill, to decide the Issue or

uniried command oi combined forces in theaters of operation, provided the
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springbuard for the next doctrinal responsibility change. Following the

sweeping War Department and Army Air Forces reorganizations that occurred

in March 1942, the Directorate of Military Requirements, led by Major

General Muir S. Fairchild, was the next air power office for doctrine."2

During the summer of 1942, the Arn,y Air Forces planned to open the

Army Air Forces School of Applied Tactics in Orlando, Florida. On 27

October 1942, the Army Air Forces opened the school. In further

developments on 12 November 1942, the Army Air Forces established the Army

Air Forces Board within the School of Applied Tactics. The Army Air Forces

Board was to determine questions of policy and doctrine.2 4

While the Army Air Forces expanded and reorganized their

Headquarters Army Air Forces in Washington, General Arnold remained

concerned that the Air Forces still did not have a compact body of

duoctrine. Furthermore, each combat zone developed its "own" doctrines,

based on its "own" experiences. To consolidate the Army Air Forces

positions, General Arnold charged Brigadier General Byron E. Gates, Chief

of Army Air Forces Management Control, to prepare a publication of Air

Force Theater operations and how to attain Army Air Forces objectives.

General Gates finished the project on I June 1943: The Air Force in

Theaters of Operations: Organizations and Functions. "This volume,"

stated General Arnold, "represents Air Force doctrine. It is not rigid

doctrine. It is subject to change when change is indicated." 25

Although The Air Force in Theaters of Operations: Organizations

and Functions was an ambitious and comprehensive doctrine publication, by

the time of its distribution, doctrine had changed substantially and most

of it was out of date. Therefore, on 9 June 1943, the War Department
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directed Colonel !lorton H. McKinnon. Commandant of the Air Support

Department of the School of Applied Tactics, Colonel Ralph F. Stearley,

Commander of the I Air Support Command, and Lieutenant Colonel Orin H.

Moore, Armored Force Liaison Officer at Army Air Forces Headquarters, to

form a board to revise "official" doctrine with respect to theater-proven

operations. The result three weeks later was Field Manual 100-20, Command

and Employment of Air Power, published 21 July 1943.26

Field Manual 100-20, a War Department doctrine manual, caused quite

a stir in the Army Ground Forces. After all, it had been written without

their concurrence. Additionally, it caused changes to the Army Air Forces

Board, Army Air Forces School of Applied Tactics, and the Army Air Forces

Proving Ground Command. In light of these developments, Brigadier General

Eugene L. Eubank, Director of Tactical Development, in Orlando, revised the

Army Air Forces Board. And, by a new Army Air Forces Regulation published

on 8 October 1943, the Army Air Forces Board was placed in charge of air

power doctrine.2' General Eubank organized an Evaluation Division within

the Army Air Forces Board, and the Policy Branch of this division reviewed

and determined requirements for doctrine manuals.28

Following World War II, General Dwight D. Eisenhower, Army Chief of

Stait, appointed a board of officers to study the reorganization of the

postwa-r Army and Air Force. On 29 November 1945, as part of the

reolganlzations, the Army Air Forces School was transferred to Maxwell

Field, Alabama. Also at Maxwell Field, the Air Unive.rsity was established.

with the Army Air Forces School designated as such on 12 March 1946.10

In Februaiy 1946 under further reorganizing, General Spaatz

directed the developmenL of an Air Board. While examining the Air Board's
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mission and in view of the fact the Army Air Forces School was at Maxwefl

Field, Major General Lauris Norstad suggested the Air University be

responsible for doctrine:

...at the Air University hundreds of instructors, spurred on by the
sharp analysis and questions of thousands of highly-experienced
students would constantly evaluate combat doctrines. They can
probably do a better job, resolve a greater amount of sound air
thinking into usable doctrine, than any other group of men anywhere.)0

On I July 1946, the Air Unive. ity received the responsibility tor

air power doctrine. They were to review doctrine manuals, research, test,

and develop the nation's air power doctrine. Air University specifically

employed their Evaluation Division of 18 offi *ors to the doctrine task.

With only 18 officers, the Evaluation Division assigned the Air

University's schools and colleges the revision and update of doctrine

manuals. The Evaluation Division oversaw the process.3'

As Air University reworked Field Manual 100-20 and began to draft

an Air Force doctrine manual, "The Commander's Guide," in April 1948, the

Air Force Publications Board rejected their work outright. Colonel Richard

H. Carmichael from the Air War College Evaluation Division, subsequently

learned the Air University was no longer responsible tor air power

doctrine. In fact, via an Air Force Regulation of 26 April 1948, Air Staff

agencies were made responsible for manuals on doctrine." Intermittently,

the Air Staff tasked the Air University to accomplish doctrine projects of

rewriting manuals and drafting publications. Also in early 1952, a

committee of two Air Staff officers and three Air University officers

assembled at Maxwell Air Force Base to develop operational doctrine

manuals.3 By the end of 1952, the committee completed four manuals for

Air Staff consideration,:'
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On 1 January 1953, Lieutenant General Idwal Fl. Edwards, Commander

of Air University, went to Washington and complained that lack of an

approved basic doctrine manual hampered Air University's mission

accomplishment. Consequently, the Air Force Director of Plans received

direction to turn out the basic doctrine manual as a number one priority.1 5

The Air Force Directorate of Plans reorganized to develop an Air

Policy Branch for doctrine tasks. Under further internal reorganizations

on 15 July 1958, the Air Force Directorate of Plans established the Air

Doctrine Branch. The Air Doctrine Branch was the single point of reference

for review of basic air power doctrine prepared by the Air University, and

for operational doctrine prepared by the major air commands. Following the

Defense Reorganization Act of 1958, on I December that year, the Air Force

Directorate of Plans recommended the Air Doctrine Branch be given all air

power doctrine responsibility."8  After lengthy Air Staff debates, this

concept was approved on 6 March 1959.37

Following an Air Staff reorganization of I July 1961, the Office of

the Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and Programs established an Aerospace

Doctrine Division, under the Deputy Director of Plans for Aerospace

Plans.38  This division produced several consecutive updates of Air Force

Manual 1-i, their latest in 1984. Shortly after publication, they began

another rewrite. When this revision reached General John L. Piotrowski,

Vict) Chief of Staff uf the Air Force, he raised several questions and

recommended the project be shelved.-9

A new twist to doctrine writing began in 1987. Early that yeat,

Lieutenant General Harley Hughes, Deputy Chief of Staff, flans Zind

Opefations, resurrected the doctrine division's eauller shelved rewrite to
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further action. Meanwhile in the summer ot 1987, CADRE requested

Lieutenant General Hughes' permission to develop Air Force Manual 1-1.

After the Air Staff denied CADRE's request, Lieutenant General Truman

Spangrud, Air University Commander, convinced General Larry D. Welch, Air

Force Chief of Staff, to allow CADRE to write this doctrine manual.

Eventually in 1988, Lieutenant General Jimmie V. Adams, Deputy Chier of

Staff, Plans and Operations, directed his division to drop their revision

eftorts.4%,

WhPre We Are Today

There are many organizations addressing doctrinal problems, but how
many of them have perfected adequate procedures to ensure that the
doctrines produced represent only the most refined distillates from
experience? I

Where are we today? We have joint doctrine, combined doctrine,

basic doctrine, operational doctrine, and tactical doctrine, to name just a

few. Air Force Manual 1-1 states that all airmen should be knowledgeable

3nd articulate in air power doctrine. 2  Where is the connection between

all these doctrine efforts and this Air Force Manual 1-1 direction? Today,

the official responsibility for air power doctrine resides at the Air

Staff. However, as the historical perspective of doctrine responsibility

highlighted, even though one particular office is tasked. doctrinal inputs

and assignments do not always come from that office. For the current

perspective, one needs to examine the Doctrine and Concepts Division of the

Directorate of Plans (USAF/XOX), that has the specific air power doctrine

responsibility, and the Airpower Doctrine Division ot the Center ior

Aeruspace Doctrine, Research, and Education (AU/CADRE), for they have a

very intriguing role in the future of air power doctrine development.
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Air Force Regulation 1-2, Assignment of Responsibilities for

Dev -opment of Aerospac" Doctrine, clearly delineates the management and

responsibilities within the Air Force:

The Directorate of Plans (HQ USAF/XOX) is responsible for the overall
policy, control, development, direction, and management of Air Force
doctrine. HQ USAF/XGX is the single point of contact for the
development of all Air Force doctrine to include the Air Force
contribution to joint and combined doctrine. (The Air Force Doctrine
and Concepts Division is USAF/XOXWD.)4S

To look at the Doctrine and Concepts Division accurately, their exact

responsibilities must be reviewed. Although they are assigned many

functions, the following are their Air Staff Office of Primary

Responsibility (OPR) doctrine-related taskings:

(1) Act as focal point (FP) for Air Force Doctrine Program.
(2) Develops. coordinates, publishes, and disseminates Air Force
doctrine.
t3) Manages, coordinates, and directs the development of Air Force
Operational doctrine to insure consistency with Air Force basic
doctrine and Department of Defense joint doctrine, as well as combined
doctrine.
(4) Develops the Air Force contribution to joint and combined
doctrine.
(5) Provides doctrinal basis for and doctrinal review of Directorate
planning documents.

44

Additionally, for the Directorate, this Division is:

The focal point for the Air University's Airpower Research Institute (ARI),

a division of Air University/CADRE. 45

But what does all this mean to a layman, The Air Force Doctrine

and Concepts Division is located in the Pentagon with ten people assigned.

The desire is that each individual will have either a masters or doctorate

degree in Military History. As the past often focuses our %iew to the

future, air power doctrine responsibility is mirroring the 1950s. The Ai

Force Doctrine and Concepts Division ijo longer originates doctrine.'" In
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fact, while still officially tasked for all Air Force doctrine, they

adamantly feel CADRE must coordinate their doctrine rewrite efforts with

them. As such, the Doctrine and Concepts Division will coordinate with all

commands and agencies for comment on both initial and final draftE, while

tasking CADRE with update efforts. 7  Summarily, they serve as a tasking

agency to assign doctrine writing responsibilities, while they act as a

filter, facilitator, and coordinator.4 6

What then, is CADRE's official role? According to Air Force

Regulation 1-2. OAir University, through the Air University Center for

Doctrine, Research, and Education (AU/CADRE) provides advice, assistance,

and research support for HQ USAF/XOX doctrinal development efforts, as

required. "4  The Air University caLalogue expands on this: "AU/CADRE

carries on the traditions of the Air Corps Tactical School where, in the

1930s, future leaders of the US Air Force were trained and the basic

doctrine and concepts of US air power were formulated.""0 CADRE is further

subdivided to include the Airpower Research Institute. Their primary

objectives include:

Conduct in-depth studies relating to air power employment concepts of
doctrine, strategy, and technology; technical, politico-economic, and
military trends that can contribute to the long-range planning efforts
of the Air Force; and challenges to military professionalism in a
changing environment.51

And finally, the Airpower Doctrine Division of the Airpower Research

Institute:

Personnel in this division concentrate on the most effective
employment of aerospace power in the joint and combined arena by
assessing aerospace doctrines and formulating concepts related to
basic and operational aerospace doctrine. This activity encompasses
the entire spectrum of war and all Air Force f nctions. Research is
conducted in all areas of air doctrine, including foreign and joint
doctrines, as well as in the nature of warfare and military
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s;trategy.52

The Airpower Doctrine Division, located at the Air University on Maxwell

Air Force Base, Alabama, has nine people assigned, eight military officers

and one civilian. This manning leaves three positions unfilled, one

military officer and two civilian slots. Seven of the nine assigned have

advanced degrees.53 Today, they are writing air power doctrine.5 4

The Air Force Chief of Staff directed the Airpower Research

Institute to research, write, and publish a "documented doctrine.""5

Designed as a doctrine manual with two volumes, the Airpower Research

Institute completed the first draft of this p~oject on 30 January 1990.

The first of the two volumes is a quick reference guide, a little over 13

pages long, that contains an outline of basic air power doctrine. While

the second volume is 27 pages long, it provides a series of documented

essays to explain the evidence and logic behind each tenet in the first

volume.56 This draft manual is currently at Air University Headquarters

awaiting coordinAtion, prior to submission to the Air Staff for approval.

Where We Should Be

It is probable that new interpretations will continue to be needed it

Air Force doctrine is to be responsive to changing national policy

requirements, the potential military threat, and developments in

military technology.'
7

As the history of air power doctrine responsibility shows, its

development was a series of fragmented efforts. While understanding that

doctrine serves as the "life blood" for air power employment, a decisive

commitment must be made by the Air Force to determine where its

resporsibility should be. As General LeMay noted in the quote above, air

power doctrine must be responsive to (I) changing national policy
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requirements such as space operations; (2) the potential threat such as the

changes in the Warsaw Pact countries, and (3) to the developments in

technologies such as carbon-carbon composites, thermoplastics, and systems

like the National Aerospace Plane (NASP). In order to Keep pace, the

"right" organization, at the "right" location, staffed with the "right"

people must be chosen. The Air Force must continue to develop air power

doctrine for it is fundamental in achieving the United States' strategy and

success in the art of warfare.

With this as a premise, the bottom line question becomes, where

should doctrine be developed? As the past amply demonstrated, the Air

Force never found the "right" organization, the "right" people, and the

"right" location permanently.

Turning first to the "right" people, Mitchell and LeMay were

certainly the "right" people in their time with their far-reaching thinking

and foresight. For today's doctrine development, specific qualities and

capabilities in people are necessary. As Chapter I explained that doctrine

is founded on history and experience, its writers therefore need an

extensive broad knowledge in military history, national policies,

technologies, other service's doctrines, and the threats to national

security. Furthermore, they need a vast understanding of the Air Force and

where it is going. They need to interface with all the commands of the Air

Force. Also, they need access to general officers past and present to

garner knowledge from their experience close proximity to Air Force

professional military education schools, and the ability to develop,

evaluate, and distribute basic concepts and ideas of air power.

For these "right" people to function effectively, they must be in
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the "right" organization. The organization should not only be free from a

daily deluge of staff work, but it should receive the backing and authority

from the Chief of Staff of the Air Force. There should be freedom for this

organization to espouse Air Force doctrine without the threat of

repeicussions or the threat of budget. justifications for doctrine.

Furthermore, they should use a well-developed process of doctrine

development as discussed in Chapter II.

Finaly, the "right" people in the "right" organization require the

"right" location. The "right" location implies a place to refine, test,

evaluate, and distribute air power doctrine. At this location there must

be an adequate research library and computer simulation facilities.

Furthermore, it must be the place to experiment with doctrinal concepts and

ideas.

The United States Army has very effectively founded their doctrine

responsibility. They established the US Army Training and Doctrine Command

(TRADOC) at Fort Monroe, Virginia. An army four-star general commands

TRADOC. What does TRADOC do?

TRADOC manages all institutional training for officers from the basic
officer courses thfough the Cummand and General Staff College, tnd for
enlisted personnel from basic t-ainlng through the Sergeants Major
Academy. TRADOC commands the Army's service schools and manages
officer procurement through the Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC)
and the Officer Candidate School (OCS). Doctrinal and matepial
requirements are deve!oped by the service schools and are coordinated
through three Integrat.ni ceaters--the Combined Arms Center at Fort,
Leavenworth, eansas; the Soldier Support Center at Fort Benjamin
Harrison, Indiana; and the Logistics Center at Fort wee, Virginla, 411
under the command i, TPADOC. Additonally, TRADOC supports Total Army
training by developing, prcd'" nQ, and distrioutfng training support
materials to commanders io the field. In acnonplishlng t he.;e
missions, TRADOC conduc(3 eytensivc coordination with AMC, FORSCOM,
sister services or tte Na,)y, AIr Force, and Marine Ccrp6, and
representatives of allied armies. TRADOC also operates a worldwide
network of liaison officers to maintain effective communication with
Aimy operational forces as well as these of true sister services and



ali Ies. e

TRADOC, then, is intimately involved in developing army doctrine, training

the soldiers who will implement the doctrine, and developing the

requirements for the weapon systems the Army soldiers need to carry out the

doctrine.59 The army for their purposes found the "right" people,

organization, and location.

Even the Soviets developed their doctrinal responsibility, over

time--the Soviet General Staff. They are their one organization to

develop, define, and improve Soviet military doctrine.60  A Soviet officer

defined the General Staff's role:

...questions of organization, training, and employment of the armed
forces in war, determining the major trends for combat employment, the
technical equipping, and the organizational structure of the armed
forces; the development of military art, and the requirements for the
combat training of troops and their combat readiness. 6

Marshal Viktor Kulikov, Chief of the General Staff from 1971-1977, further

defined the General Staff's role:

The General Staff comprehensively analyzes and Pvaluate, the
developing military-political situation, determines the trends in the
development of the means of waging war and the methods of their
application, organizes the training of the Armed Forces, and ensures
their high combat readiness to repel any aggression.62

Since 1977, the Chief of the General Staff has been second in

military protocol, ranking behind the Minister of Defense.63 The General

Staff is organized along functional lines. The most important directorate,

the Main Operations Directorate, has the broad primary doctrine

responsibility. They have a virtual monopoly over all aspects of Soviet

doctrine, as it directly relates to their combined arms approach. This

function is clearly at the highest levels in the Soviet Union.'4
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Recommendations

So where should we be? Today, the Air Force faces many doctrine

challenges, not the least of which is where to assign air power doctrine

responsibility. The importance of doctrine Is unquestionable, as all

airmen are required to be knowledgeable and articulate in it according to

Air Force Manual 1-1, Basic Air Force Doctrine of the United States Air

Force. Whoever is responsible for doctrine development must be

aggressive--for doctrine is the "life blood" of the Air Force. Doctrine

developers must be farsighted, like the Air Corps Tactical School

instructors in the 1930s. Summarily:

Doctrine must function in the present, be appropriate for the
near-future, possess flexibility and adaptability to meet changing
conditions, and be rooted in the past, in military history and
experience."'

To do so, the Air Force needs to begin by assigning doctrine to the

correct level of responsibility. The Soviets have a General Staff, headed

by a Marshal, the United States Army has a major command, TRADOC, commanded

by a four-star general--the essence of doctrine is institutionalized by

these arrangements. If the Air Force is serious, they need to place

doctrine responsibility at a similar level, not a two-star level in the

Pentagon sublet to a five-letter Air Staff office, but rather a four-star

generail officer.

Secondly, the "right" people need to personally work doctrine. It

takes three types of individuals: those who understand military history,

those who know military systems, and ttose who represent each major air

command. They should work together as a closely knit team or organization,

with no group dominating the other. They need a system to write, discuss,
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and communicate doctrinal concepts via Air Force journals. They need to

evaluate doctrine at the Air Force professional military schools and be

able to test doctrine concepts on computer simulators.

The Air University at Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama, clearly

fulfills the role as the "right" location. Firft, make the Air University

Commander responsible for air power doctrine. His facilities and resources

are top-notch, the best the Air Force has to offer. Together, Air

University's Fairchild Library and the Air Force Historical Research Center

combine to provide extensive research facilities with over a million

military documents, books, bound periodicals, and maps. CADRE's Wargaming

Center is capable of conducting simulated wargames and computer simulations

for development, testing, and analysis. Furthermore, the Air Force

professional military schools of Squadron Officer School, Air Command and

Staff College, and Air War College provide a ready resource of the

service's finest officers to brainstorm, test, and evaluate theories of air

power doctrine. Additionally, numerous active duty and retired general

officers, Congressmen, and distinguished speakers attend forums,

symposiums, and flag officer courses, and speak to professional military

education classes to update national policy nuances, measured against a

depth of experience and unique perspectives, at Maxwell Air Force Base.

The wealth of experience contained in the multi-service military course

instructors, civilian academicians, and assorted staffs can be tapped for

doctrine projects of any imagination. And finally, the Airpower Journal, a

forum to promulgate doctrine concepts to the service audience, is part of

the Air University.

The Airpower Doctrine Division of the Airpower Research Institute
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at the Air University fits the role of the "right" organization. They are

free of daily staff work and have ready access to all the superb Air

University facilities and resources. Their mission statement doesn't need

much changing. Two items are required: the authority invested from the

Chief of Staff of the Air Force through the Air University Commander giving

them responsibility needs to be articulated and sufficient numbers of the

"right" people need to be assigned.

The "right" people for the Airpower Doctrine Division should

constitute a "doctrine corps" in and of themselves. Retired government

members, civilian academicians, and active duty military officers should

comprise this corps. Military members should be identified at the 10-year

point in their career, a few from each major air command, and monitored by

an appropriate Air Force Speciality Code (AFSC). They should be the

commands' operational experts. The civilian academicians should have

doctorate degrees in appropriate areas to include military history and

international politics. Retired service members can come from military or

government duty backgrounds. The operative concept is to develop a premier

doctrine "think tank."

Doctrine is constantly evolving--the importance can not be stressed

too much. For as Dr. R. P. Hallion said at the Air Force Doctrinal

Conference at Hurlburt Field, Florida, on 5 March 1987:

In this environment, doctrine is more than a theoretical luxury of
value only in the classroom. It must be the binder, the adhesive,
Justifying our future technological research and development,
rationalizing our planned acquisition strategy, and govening our
present employment of forces....But it is a challenge that must be
faced, for at no time in the previous 40 years of Air Force history
has the service faced such a range and complexity of possible
tutures. 6 6
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CkPrM IV

AIR FORCE DCCTRINE IMPLEMENATION - ORGANIZING,

TRAINING, EQUIPPING and SUSTAINING

by Lt Col. Richard H. Zeimet. USAF

Introduction

The Air Force shall be organized. trained and equipped primarily
for prompt and sustained offensive and defensive air operations.1

Air Force Manual (AFM) 1-1. Basic Doctrine of the United States

Air Force, notes that doctrine is written at three different levels,

basic, operational, and tactical, each playing an important role in

describing and guiding the preparation and employment of aerospace forces.

Basic doctrine states the most fundamental beliefs which provide

broad guidance on how Air Force forces are prepared and employed. Air

Force basic doctrine is published in 1-X series manuals.

Operational doctrine applies the principles of basic doctrine to

distinct objectives, force capabilities, and broad mission areas. Air

Force operational doctrine is published in 2-X series manuals to provide

detailed descriptions and methods for preparing and employing aerospace

forces.

Tactical doctrine, the third level of doctrine, applies basic ard

operational doctrine by describing the proper use of specific weapon

systems to accomplish detailed objectives. Tactical doctrine is published

in 3-X series manuals.
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The question this chapter will investigate is whether Air Force

basic doctrine does in fact drive how the Air Force prepares its forces.

To answer this question we will look at the basic doctrine

implementation functions of organizing, training, equipping and

sustaining, in turn. We will first describe what basic doctrine states

about each function. then trace each function through to actual practice

to analyze whether current day Air Force activity evidences basic doctrine

implementation. We will not attempt to extend this analysis to the other

levels of doctrine except to note how they support basic doctrine, nor

attempt to assess whether the employment concepts of Air Force basic

doctrine are flawed.

Background

The preface to AFM 1-1, Air Force basic doctrine, states:

Aerospace doctrine is a statement of officially sanctioned beliefs
and warfighting principles which describe and guide the use of
aerospace forces in milit, y action. The Air Force promulgates and
teaches this doctrine as r common frame of reference on the best way
to prepare and employ aerospace forces. Additionally, aerospace
doctrine drives how the Air Force organizes, trains, equips and
sustains its forces.2

The concept that doctrine should be used as a guide for

organizing, training, equipping and sustainirnig has not always been

accepted by all Air Force leaders as one of doctrines roles. Although the

Air University espoused this concept in the early 1950's, some senior Air

Force officers were far more skeptical of using doctrine in this role.3

The Air Force "...is not bound to any fixed doctrine or concept. It grew

out of scientific achievement.", noted General Nathan Twining, Acting Air

Force Chief of Staff in 1952.4 General Hoyt S. Vandenberg warned that the

tremendoLe changes in new weapons as a result of technological development

required periodic extensive review and update of doctrine, implying that
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doctrine was too changeable to use as the basis for shaping forces.5

General Ldwerance S. Kuter noted that when looking backward he could not

see where doctrine had ever been a controlling factor in setting the rate

of development of air power. He recognized the mutual interdependence of

technological, doctrinal, political and other elements.6 However, General

Kuter did note that in order to prepare for a future war the Air Force

would have to have "proper doctrine" since in "jet age atomic warfare"

there would be little time to correct mistakes in the types of forces

provided or in their organization or training. Only proper. accepted

doctrine would ensure future preparedness.7 Finally, in the 1950's. there

was a belief that written doctrine had failed to provide useful guidelines

for the future development of the Air Force. This resulted in a general

sentiment among research and development officers that the Air Force

should abandon its attempts to develop doctrine and seek a broader field

of military science with the objective of producing models or theoretical

projections of military concepts and principles of military influence.8

Early versions of Air Force basic doctrine, while outlining the

basic missions and principles of air power employment, did not

specifically address the use of doctrine to help drive the organization,

training, and equipping of the Air Force. Though the early Air- Force

leaders did understand this role of doctrine, it wasn't until the 1979

version of AFM 1-i that these various implementing functions were all

formally addressed as a part of basic doctrine.

Because basic doctrine deals with broad basic fundamental

principles, we expect these basic principles to be relatively stable. As

a result, we then expect the evolution of doctrine to proceed in a slow



steady manner, without large, sudden changes. That is, the effect that

time. experience, and technological development have on these basic

beliefs should be relatively minor. Unfortunately, when reviewing the

history of the development of Air Force doctrine, stability does not seem

to be one of its virtues.

The 1920's and 1930's and on into World War II, marks the period

in air power's history when basic air power doctrine was first being

theorized and articulated. Prior to this period, air power doctrine did

not exist. As General I.B. Holley Jr. notes, the the experience of the

United States in World War I left the Air Service planners in precisely

the same situation they were in upon entering the war; without a clearly

defined doctrine on aerial warfare.9 General Hansel also notes that to

his knowledge, the Army Air Corps had no official body of doctrine in the

early 1930s.10 It was during this period of time the great pioneers of

air Vpwer such as Douhet, Trenchard, and Mitchell, etc.. were first

art.iculating the basic foundations upon which airpower doctrine would be

based. Within the Army Air Corps this work would be added to as the Air

Corps Tactical School taught and tested air power doctrine.

As this doctrine was first being developed and refined, it was

prone to tremendous changes in the fundamental beliefs it espoused as

experience either validated of invalidated the current doctrinal thinking.

The pre-Wor]d War II doctrine of precision daylight strategic bombardment

stressing rihe use of unescorted heavy bombers is just one example of how

this infant untested air power doctrine evolved. When the experiences of

World War II invalidated the concept of the invulnerability of heavy

bombers to fighter attack this espoused doctrine was modified to endorse
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the need for fighter escort,

World War IT also saw the first lare scale use of tactical

fighters in both air interdiction and close air support roles. The

doctrine on the employment of air forces in these roles was basically

developed and proven as the war was being fought. The tactical fighter

organization and employment principles used both during and after the

Operation Overlord landings on Normandy Beach differed significantly from

that used in support of the Allied landings and campaign in North Africa.

Thus the doctrine describing the use of air forces, both strategic

and tactical. that emerged from the war was significantly different from

that being expressed prior to World War II. However, the role doctrine

plays in the organization, training, and equipping of air forces has not

changed.

The Relationship Between Doctrine and

Its Implementation Functions

The relationship each of the basic implementation function- has

with doctrine varies with each function.

Organization

In the case of the organizing function, the relationship should be

strictly one way. That is, doctrine should provide the basis for and thus

drive the organization of the forces being employed. Organization should

never be a determinant of doctrine.

One example of the problem that can arise when organization drives

doctrine is the use of tactical fighters in support of ground operations

in North Africa. The lack of a clearly stated air-to-grounLd employment

doctrine entering the war did not allow the organization and relationship
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between gi-ound and air forces to be proven before entering combat."

As a result, the fighters supporting ground forces were placed under the

command of the army formation commanders. This organizational arrangement

resulted in the existence of organic air power in each army unit much as

each unit would have its own organic artillery or armour. This

organizational arrangement also drove the employment doctrine which caused

the piecemeal, ineffective use of tactical air power during the campaign.

It was only after analyzing the failure of the XII Air Support Command to

provide adequate tactical air support that it was recognized that tactical

air must be organized differently than artillery or armour. Centralized

command and control of air power under a separate Air Commander now became

the doctrine for organization. This new organizational arrangement was

immediately incorporated in the War Department Field Manual 100-20

published in 1943 and implemented. The manual stated that the inherent

flexibility of air power could only be effectively exploited by

cent-alized command and control through the Air Forces Commander.12  This

new organizational arrangement was then proven during the Normandy

Invasion and the following ground operations in France and Germany.

Training

Although the training function should be primarily driven by

doctrine, that is. it should be the tool for instilling doctrine into the

day-to-day operations of the forces being employed, training is also a

legitimate avenue for both validating doctrine and providing input to its

evolution. Since doctrine is both based primarily upon experience and

relies upon experience to either prove or identify changes, training, the

only means of 'employing' doctrine in peacetime, must provide this
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experience. As Colonel Dennis Drew has noted, airpower. unlike land and

sea forces with centuries of experience to rely upon. has a ve,-y limited

wartime experience base to establish and validate its doctrine.'-  Thus,

the role that training plays in the aevelopment and proving of airpower

doctrine is even more crucial than for land or sea power doctrine.

However, for the training function to operate in this manner the leaders

must be willing to critically review events and accept. that doctrine may

be called into question and shown Lo be obsolete or invalid.

In another example, an umpire overseeing full scale Army tank

maneuvers in 1940 criticized Gen George S. Patton when he failed to mass

his tanks according to the book. General Patton did so because he was

developing and testing a new tank doctrine which avoided frontal assaults

in favor of swee(ing end runs to get to the enemy's rear lines of

communication. 4 The dogmatic position taken by the umpire is exactly the

position not to take when judging doctrine via training maneuvers.

Departures from curarent doctrine that do or do not work provide the

varied experience base needed to critically review the validity of that

doctrine.

Closer to home, the Army Air Corps Tactical School's doctrine on

strategic bombing stressed nigh speed versLs defensive armament as the

primary defense against pursuit attack. To test their theory that speed

would even prevent frontal attacks by pursuit aircraft from succeeding,

they staged a trial test between a Curtis P-36 flying at 300 mph on a

collision course with a Martin B-10 flying at 200 mph. As General Holley

notes, the fighter pilot who said he barely had enough time to identify

much less attack the bomber from this frontal assault must have been
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fainthearted. During World War II. Taiftwaffe pilots vigorously and

successful ly pressed home such attacks while flying higher speed fighters

against faster B-17 bombers. However, based on this questionable test the

Tactical School continued to hold to the doctrine of speed as providing a

measure of invulnerability for heavy bomber aircraft.18  The problem

of accepting the proving or disproving of doctrine in training is

difficult when thp results are not critically reviewed.

Euppng._ and Sustainin

The implementation function of equipping and sustaining aerospace

forces, like training, requires a strong two way relationship with basic

doctrine. As AFM 1-I notes. the development of emerging technology may

well influence the development of doctrine, but the procurement of weapons

systems must primarily provide the capability to execute current

doctrine.'6 Doctrine must recognize the capability of the weapons being

provided in order to fully exploit this capability.

As General Holley notes, forces in the past have been slow in

applying the maxim that superior arms favor victory. This intransigence

according to General Holley has resulted from three shortcomings; failure

to adopt the thesis that superior arms (quality over quantity) favor

victory; failure to establish doctrine regarding the employment of new

weapons: and failure to devise techniques for identifying and evaluating

potential weapons resulting from technological advance. 7

Additionally. doctrine must be forward looking enough to help

auide the direction industry and research should take in the development

of new weapons techn'l.ogy. For example, efforts to develop breach loading

firearms were urdertaken as early as 1840. However, the Army Ordnance
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Department only half heartedly supported this development. They were so

firmly convinced of the superiority of muzzle loading firearms in combat

that they did not see the need to push development of breach loaders, nor

did Army doctrine provide any guidance or direction in this development.

It was not until 1864 that the first field tests of breach loading

repeating rifles proved their overall superiority in terms of both

offensive and defensive firepower. too late to substantially change the

course of the Civil War. 16

General Holley also notes that weapons superiority stems not only

from the selection of ideas for technological exploitation, but also from

a system which relates ideas selected with doctrine. New weapons, when

not accompanied by doctrine are just so many external accretions on the

body of an army.1 9 During World War I the elementary doctrine of aerial

warfare imposed few difficulties in developing and acquiring aircraft for

either observation or pursuit since the concept of Ioth military functions

were universally understood and accepted. However. in the case of

bombardment, doctrine was clearly lacking and uncertain with a

corresponding overwhelming influence on the production of bombers.

rendering the military organization for supplying bombers totally

deficient.20

Summary

In all three implementing functions, having clear, well defined

doctrine significantly enhances the ability to carry out each function

effectively. As the above examples show, the lack of doctrine can result

in; ineffective organizations which inefficiently t.Inpi,.iy the weipoii3 and

forces assigned; training that emphasizes tactics and concepts out of date
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and ineffective; and the expenditure of limited resources on equipment ill

designed and inappropriate to the military tasks required to be performed.

Thus. doctrine should play a important role in the Air Force's organizing,

training, equipping and sustaining activities.

Air Force Organization Policy

and Basic Doctrine

The most fundamental belief espoused by Air Force basic doctrine

since it was first published in 1953 as Air Force Manual (AFM) 1-2 deals

with the organization of its forces. AFM 1-2 stated:

Military forces with missions limited in scope to those of a theater
of operation should operate in a command system within the theater
organization which is designed to utilize most effectively the full
capabilities of the forces concerned: whereas, those forces whose
mission of capabilities transcend the responsibilities and boundries
of any one theater commander should be under the control direction of
appropriate higher authority. Assignment of control of forces at any
level other than that which is able to exploit fully their weapons is
contrary to accepted military doctrine. The effective utilization of
military forces requires that command systems be established which
will guarantee both centralized overall direction and decentralized
control of operations under appropriate subordinate commanders.212

The key to Air Force organization doctrine, according to the first

statement of basic doctrine, is the concept of centralized control

(centralized overall direction) coupled with decentralized execution

(decentralized control of operations).

The current version of Air Force basic doctrine. AFM 1--4.

continues this fundamental belief in organization. AFM 1-i states:

Centralized control is essential to positive control of aerospace
power. Centralized control is established under a single air
commander who directs the employment of forces at a level of command
from which the overall air situation can best be judged. This level
of authority and responsibility rests with the commander in chief in
specified commands and the air component commander in unified or
combined commands. Under this concept forces are appropriately
executed at the most effective level. 22

As AFM 1--i further notes this concept is part and parcel of the
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principle of war known as Unity of Command:

Unity of command, combined with common doctrine, obtains unity of
effort by the coordinated action of all forces toward a common goal.
While coordination may be obtained by cooperation. it is best achieved
by giving a single commander full authority.. .To take full advantage
of these qualities, aerospace forces are employed as an entity through
the leadership of an air commander. The air commander orchestrates
the overall air effort to achieve stated objectives.

23

Finally, AFM I-i states:

To function effectively in war, organizations. procedures. and
channels of communication must be exercised in peacetime on a daily
basis.. .Commanders must organize and exercise forces as they intend to
fight. 24

The United States Air Force. to include the Air National Guard and

the Air Force Reserve, is organized in accordance with the above noted

concepts. The Air Force is organized into major air commands (MAJCOls)

based on strategic, tactical, and mobility operations and the functional

support of these operations. The MAJCOMs are further sutdivided into

operating units. e.g.. numbered air forces (NAFs). air divisions, wings.

groups. squad-oris, etc.. as required.2 -s

Qrqniizat iona I Poiic and Guidance

The Air Force's basic doctrine on organization is implemented

through Air Force Regulation (AFR) 26-2. Oranization FPol2cy and Guidance.

As A17 26-2 notes. the Air Force is organized to provide opertiorally

ready forces to the combatant commands. In order to do this the Ai- Force

relies on the followirg principles to organize its forces: functional

grouping, unity of command, span of control, delegation of authority, and

decision making requirements.2s

.unctional Groupi_. The first principle in establishirg Air

Force organizations, functional grouping, requires that each part of an

organization be directed by a major goal, constitute a logical, separable
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field of responsibility, and have a clear cut charter definite in scope

with a single commander or supervisor in charge. Further. AFR 26-2 notes

thai. functional grouping should be combined into organizations that

provide efficient administration and command control. 27  The concept of

functional grouping is employed at all levels of organization from the

designation of a MAJCOM to the smallest work center in a unit. Each Air

Force MAJCOM represents the logical functional grouping to meet a clearly

de f j ned charter.

Unity of Command. This principle holds that each person's

responsibilities be clearly defined, each person be held accountable to

only one superior for performing specific responsibilities, and

conversely, responsibility for each task be clearly assigned to only one

person."0 This means clear lines of authority must be established and

overlapping responsibilities eliminated.

Span of Control. This concept recognizes that there is a limit to

how many people one person can effectively control. Span of control is

not based on any fixed formula, but is dependent on such variable factors

as the complexity of the mission, distance from subordinates, level of

supervision required. etc. 2 9

.Deleation of Authority. This principle holds that each commander

should exercise the most responsibility practical at that level.

Delegation of authority is designed to help streamline organizational

str.cture and results in decentralized versus centralized execution.30

Decisionmakina Requirements. This principle states that an

organization should be structured to permit rapid decisionmaking. Thus

intermediate levels of organization, usually established to reduce span of
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control. must have *1ear responsibilities and commersurate authority.31

Objectives of Air Force OrMnizational Policy

The primary objective of Air Force organizataonal policy is to

organize in peace to allow quick transition to war by avoiding

organizational turbulence and maintain a structure that operates

effectively with the least expenditure of resources. In other words.

efficient organizational structures are the goal. hit not at the expense

of wartime effectiveness. All Air Force organizations are designed with

the primary emphasis of the capability to accomplish wartime tasks without

the need for further reorganization.32  Secondary objectives include

keeping pace with technological advances, changing missions and concepts

of operation (operational and tactical doctrine), and streamlining

decisionmaking.

A cursory review of the current Air Force MAJCOM and Special

Operating Agency/Direct Reporting Unit (SOA/DRU) str.ucture reveals that

the Air Force is apparently logically organized based upon a divjsion of

basic doctrine missions and specialized tasks and their support. However.

a quick look at the history of the Air Force's organizational efforts is

needed to see if this current condition is the result of applied basic

doctrine or happenstance.

Doctrine and Early Air Force Organization

The National Security Act of 1947 charged the Air Force to

organize. train. and equip air forces for air operations to include: air

superiority: strategic air force: strategic reconnaissance: airlift and

support of airborne operations: air support of land and naval forc: z: and

air' transport for the armed forces except as provided by the Navy for its
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own use. This act combined with the Key West agreements of 1948

established the basic missions and functions around which the Air Force

organized.33

The Army Air Force's (and the soon to be independent Air Force)

post-World War II organization, however, was based largely on the wishes

of General Eisenhower, the Army Chief of Staff and General Spaatz. who was

serving as the Commanding General, Army Air Forces. Between them, they

agreed the major commands of the Army Air Force should be the Strategic

Air Command, the Tactical Air Command, the Air Defense Command, the Air

Training Command, the Air Technical Service (Air Material Command), the

Air University, the Air Force Center, and the Air Transport Command.3"

This command arrangement was not static. The Air Force soon saw a

need for greater emphasis on research and development and established the

Air Research and Development Command in 1950.3A The Tactical Air Command

and Air Defense Command were soon reduced in importance and placed under a

newly formed Continental Air Command, because of the perceived need to

place all tactical fighter operations under one command. However, the

Korean War, the Army's perception that this move reduced the support

provided to the Army. and the recognition that it would be very hard to

develop one fighter to perform both strategic intercept and close air

sup'rt functions. res,.Ilt'd in the Tactical Air Command being

reest.c-bl ished. 36

Thus. as a special Air University study goup of this perix

noted. we see the Air Force being otranized "...as a result of ideas

existina in the mirdLs ot a very few men." versus the on the basis of

sanctioned and approved doctrine. 3 7  It doctrine was involved, it was whai
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Colonel Drew has termed 'informal doctrine' which he defines as the result

of repeated experiences that produce beliefs. sometimes personal.

sometimes broadly held. about what usually works best versus formal Air

Force doctrine.Y Even during the changes that resu:ted when the

Department of Defense reorganized in 1958 the Air Force, according to

Furtrell. appeared to rely more on assumptions of future trends based on

the statements of key individuals than formal Air Force doctrine.39

We can conclude from the preceding disctssion that foramal Air

Force basic doctrine did not appear to have a major influence on early Air

Force organization efforts. This was due in part because immediately

after World War ii a separate doctrine for the Air Force had not been

formally developed. The first version of officially sanctioned basic

doctrine did not appear until 1953. Additionally, as we have noted

earlier, not all the early leaders were totally in agreement with the

notion that doctrine was useful as a tool for organizing forces. Finally.

even during the reorganization efforts in 1958 when official basic

doctrine e::isted, the Air Force seemed to rely more on informal doctrine

based on individual beliefs and perceptions than formal doctrine. The

question is, are we doing any better today?

Doctrine and Today.-Air Force Orqanization

As AFM 1-1 notes, the National Security Act of 1947 established

that the Air Force "...shall be organized, trained, and equipped to

perform prompt and sustained offensive and defensive air operatins."

AFM 1-i also notes that the Department of Defense Directive 5100.1,

Punctiors" of the Depirtment of Defense and its Major Components, aloKjg

with other policy documents such as the Defense Guidance, help to guide
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the Air Force in preparing its forces. 4 o  In order to carry out these

assigned functions, the Air Force, via AFM 1-1. has outlined the various

Air Force missions, broad military objectives to be attained by employing

aerospace forces, and specialized tasks, functions which enhance the

execution and successful completion of Air Force missions.

At the ,MAJCOM level we see functional grouping of like missions as

the basis MAJCOM organization. This overall MACOM structure is very

similar to that first set up in the early days of the Air Force. and

logically fits the basic missions and specialized tasks as outlined in AFM

1-1. The fact this structure was developed with very little doctrinal

input as we have previously seen does not mean it is not in agreement with

doctrine. However, in recent years the Air Force has seen several major

organizational initiatives that have a doctrinal basis.

The first example is the reorganization of the -Tactical Air Forces

(TAF) maintenance function from a centralized to decentralized maintenance

concept. This revised maintenance structure known as Production Oriented

Maintenance Organization (POMO) and later called Combat Oriented

Maintenance Organization (COMO) has totally revamped the TAF's approach

aircraft maintenance.

Under the old aircraft maintenance concept, organized under AFM

66-1. Maintenance Management, maintenance was highly centralized with wing

level maintenance squadrons. However, the TAF generally deploys in

squad-on size versus wing size units because of the need to disperse

f;.rc'-s and use forwai'd h.ses often limited in space ani facilities.

Thei>?fore. under the AFM 66--i maintenance concept deployments in this

manner required the wing to reorganize drawing_ specialists from the
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centralized organizations to form new smaller organizations to support the

deployed squadrons.43 Contrary to basic doctrine, the TAF was not

organized as they intended to fight. ROO changed all that.

POMP/COMO abolished this centralized maintenance concept was

a.x,li-hed f'.rmirg a new maintenance organization around a squadron concept

that placing more people on the flightline and assigned to units

designated to supporting only one flying squadron. This increase in

flightline manning has allowed the cross-utilization of maintenance

personnel and led to significant across-the-board increases in aircraft

sortie rates.42 Additionally. the TAF does not have to reorganized to

deploy but can pickup and move at a moments notice with little disruption.

Though the POMO/COMO concept is more manpower and equipment intensive the

significant increase in combat capability as a result of the greater

sortie generation capability of the maintenance organization warrants the

use of this "less efficient" organizational concept.3

The second example of doctrine playing a part in Air Force

organizational efforts concerns the creation of Space Command in 1982.

The birth of this new MAJCOM coincided with the publishing of AFM 1-6.

Military Space Doctrine, the Air Force's basic doctrine for space

operations. AFM 1-6 summarizes our national space policy and the basic

principles which govern the Air Force in fulfilling its responsibilities.

functions and missions in space.44  Using this basic doctrine as its

blueprint the Air Force has organized. trained, and equipped Air Force

Space Command.45

A third example of doctrine in action deals with Strategic Air

Command (SAC) aircraft maintenance. SAC has recently initiated a
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reorganization c.f its maintenance functions under a concept similar to the

TAF's POMO concept. This concept called Readiness Oriented Logistics

System (ROLS) is a program to decentralize in order to increase

maintenance flexibility and deployment capability. CINCSAC directed the

change in response to the need to generate more sorties and deployable

units to meet SAC's crowing conventional mission resulting from the

evolttion of strategic doctrine.46

In his analysis of thiF zoncept. Major Taylor notes that it brings

SAC back to concepts that prossi their worth during Korea and Vietnam and

is consistent with published doctrine.47  The overall result of this

chaie has been the ability to accommodate more sortie taskings increasing

SAC's overall mission and combat capability.4

Finally, the Air Force is c:,r-ently rewriting its basic doctrine

and in conjunction with this rewrite is conceptualizing new organizational

alignments that will better fit this new doctrine. One con',ept being

considered entails units that embody different types of combat aircraft

such as long range bombers, ground attack and air superiority fighters,

and electronic combat radar attack and radar jamming aircraft in one unit

versus segregated single purpose units as they are now organized.49

What's important about this endeavour is the fact that doctrine, both

current and conceptual, is serving as the basis for this look at new

organizational alignments.

Summary

Is basic doctrine playing a role in the organizing activities of

the Air Force? We believe the answer is maybe but improving.

AFR 26-2, the Air Force's directive on organizing, details
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principlo and objectives of organizing consistent with A4 1-1 basic

doctrine. Though early Air Force organization efforts do not appear to be

based on formal doctrine, several recent organizirn efforts have seemed to

strengthen the doctrinal basis of those organizations. Ful-thter, the

development and publishing of AFM 1-6. Militaty Space Doctrine,

conctu-rently with the formation of Air Force's Space Command demonstrates

the intent to use doctrine as the foundation of this new MAJCOM. Finally,

the fact that the Air Force is using current and evolving doctrine to

conceptualize new organizational structures reflects an emphasis on

doctrine that has been lacking in the past.

Air Force Training and

Basic Doctrine

The implementing function of training, unlike organizing, is not

wrapped in a fundamental belief of Air Force doctrine. but rather is an

understood task of doctrine. By that I mean how one should train is not

generally considered a part of basic doctrine. Doctrine in its simplest

terms is nothing more than a statement of the most broadly held lpliefs of

what usually works best when employing a given military force be it land,

sea, or air force. Training to employ that force doesn't have to be

spelled out in doctrine. It's a natural function or outgrowth of

doctrine.

However, our current statement of basic doctrine does address the

training function. AFM 1-1 states:

The Air Force has a primary function Lo train combat and :-spport
forces to ensure the conduct of prompt and suisLained aerospace
combat ... .Aerospace doctrine gives direction to our trainini ... ,und
military judgement and historical experience dictate the importance of
educating and training forces in the way they intend to fight. The
goal.. .is to help produce a professional force that is prepared to
apply theory and knowledge to the task of fighting and winning wars.50
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Current Air Force basic doctrine recognizes the importance of training as

a mwarr to ensure our forces are ready to fight.

AFM 1-I further notes:

Realistic training is an important element of that process. To ensjre
the readiness of our forces, commanders must develop and simulate, as
,::losely as rx:ssible. the combat environment in which we expect to
fight. This means training in simulated combat situations that impose
the operational realities of degraded command, control, and
communications; adverse environmental conditions; and intense physical
and electronic threats. When we provide this kind of education and
training.. .we maintain the highest level of readiness.51

What AFM i-I is emphasizing by this statement of basic 'training' doctrine

is that operational as well as technical competence is required in order

to properly prepare air forces for employment. Technical competence, the

development of individual skills and proficiency to perform specific

individual tasks is important. for without this technical ability our

forces would not be able to function at the most basic level. Individual

technical competence, however, is not enough. The Air Force must work to

ensure this competence is challenged to develop an 'operational'

competence as well. This is accomplished by integrating realism into the

training scenario to develop warfightirg skills versus task skills. That

is. imposina the operational realities AFM 1-1 describes will ensure that

technical competence is not just a peacetime operating skill but is

converted into a true warfighting operational competence.

AF74 1-i. however, does not address the second function of training

with respect to doctrine, the function of proving doctrine. As we noted

earlietr. tlrainirg and doctrine must maintain a two-way relationship.

Training is necessary to impart doctrine and at the same time provides the

experience base, in peacetime, with which to judge doctrine.

Doctrine muist become an integral part of this training since it
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details how to best employ forces. Additionally. as Capt Lawerance S.

Kuter noted in 1938 while serving as a member of the Air Corps Tactical

School's instructor staff.

Battles have been won too often by the judicious violation of
doctrine.. .Disagree with doctrine in the conference room--be familiar
enough with it to violate it in the conference room-but know it well
enough to know what it is and why you are violating it.52

The only way to become this familiar with doctrine is to realistically

train to employ doctrine and obtaining operational competence versus

training to achieve a level of technical competence. In getting this

operational competence one will get a chance to see doctrine succeed and

fail and, more importantly. will be given the chance to assess hy.

Additional Factors Affectincq Trainirg

Training differs from the organizingj function of doctrine in

several important aspects besides its lack of a funddmental 1i c::is in

doctrine. The type and amount of training given may be limited by outside

factors such as regulatory limitations, budget limitations. rd overall

national strategy.

For instance, in order to reduce accidents and increase overall

safety of private, commercial. and military aviation the federal

government through the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has devised a

set of flying rules and restrictions on the operation of civil anid

military aircraft in the United States. These rules have affected

military training and the potential for realism by strictly limiting

military training flights to specific restricted areas, limited altitudes

and airspeeds :hat can be used on low level tr ini-g, etc. '6h ile in

general these riles do not severely restrict the . lity to provide

realism in flight training, they do require the Air Force t- limit its
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training activities.

The second major additional factor affecting training is money.

Tra.inin costs money and any reduction in the Air 7orce budget can have an

adverse affect on the dollars available to fund training. Any reduction

in either flying hours or support for flying hours will limit the amount

of training the Air Force can attempt to provide.

Finally, the overall military strategy of the nation may result in

more importance being placed on certain aspects of doctrine at the expense

of others. This overall emph-sis on supporting the national strategy may

thus cause training programs to be tailored to the portion of doctrine

that best fits this strategy. For instance, our training may emphasis

nuclear versus conventional warfare based on an overall national military

strategy that places preeminence on nuclear warfare. Ir this case.

placing a secondary emphasis on training in the conventional role is not

the fault of doctrine, but rather, the result of national strategy.

Traininq Policies and Guidance

To analyze current training policy and guidance we will look at

several directives addressing aircrew training for tactical fighter.

airlift., and strategic bomber forces, and aircraft maintenance training.

in order to sample Air Force training policies. These directives, in

general. detail the Iasic policies guiding aircTew, and maintenance

upgrade ard continuation training.

Within the tactical fighter forces, Multi-Command Manual (1CM)

51-50. Tactical A rcrew Traininq. establishes the minimum standards for

training arxi qualifying aircrew personnel in the various fighter.

reconnaissance, and observation aircraft flown by the various TAF MAJCOMs
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and serves as the basis for each N AJCOM's trainino proqram.

As MCM 51-50 notes. the TAr training --,ncept calIs for both

MAJCOMs ard individual units te design training programs to "'ac.ieve the

highest degree of combat capability possible" within resource and safety

constraints. This training will also be tailored to individual a rcrew

proficiency and experience.z3 Since it is not possible to train aircrews

in all possible missions, the TAF has taken an incremental approach to

training using Graduated Combat Capability (GCC) levels to ot ltlne these

training increments.-5

Under this concept, GCC level A establishes the minimum sortie.

weapons qualification events, and ground training events required to

qualify an aircrew to perform the units primary Designated Operataonal

Capability (DOC). GCC level B training provides increased proficiency

over level A and is used to train some crewmembers in specialized tasks.

GCC level C training provides the highest level of proficiency in the

basic DOC and complete training in all the tasks assigned against the

.unit.s Thus. CC level A is designed to ensure individual aircrew

proficiency and develop a minimum level of operational proficiency while

GCC levels B and C provide the extra training needed to further develop

the operational proficiency of the aircrews.

MCM 51--50 also details several important training policies MAJCOMs

and units must follow in designing their training programs. Units should

develop mission scenarios based on their location, available training

facilities, and employment plans. As MCM 51-50 notes:

Training should emphasize realistic simulated combat profiles arnd
should combine intelligence scenarios briefings. target area
penetration, target acquisition and attack, reporting and debriefing.
Avoid stereotyping tactics. Aircrew competence In biasic skills is the
foundation to effective advanced training arl must be assured lfore
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advancing to mort cmplex tactical scenarios.56

The training should also include the use of live and inert training

ordnance. threat simulators. and aircrew training devices.57

Within the airlift forces. Military Airlift Command Regulation

(MACR) 51-[ . Aircrew Training Prgram (General), provides general aircrew

training policy. Unlike the TAF's MCM 51-50, MACR 51-1 does not provide

detailed guidance for dircrew training. Instead this regulation simply

esrablishes general gu.idance and sets forth minimum requirements to

maintain flight currency. Initial qualification, mission qualification.

continuation training. and upgrade training are published in separate MAC

and Air Force 51-X servis regulations by aircraft type. However, MACR

51-1 does establish general crew qualification, ground and flight training

currency requirements.58

Using the C--5 aircraft as an example, MACR 51-5 establishes MAC

training standards for transition, qualification, continuation, and

upgrade training for MAC assigned C-5 aircrew members.59  Again, while

this regulation is complete in describing what is needed for individual

proficaency it does not appear to address operational proficiency. This

is proba bly because the airlift mission does not vary much between

pea,.-'time and wartime operations. Thus, normal day-to-day proficiency

training is realistic and doesn't need special effort to add realism for

opeir-ari'nal proficiency.

Within the stratcic forces, we find that each weapon system. b-oth

air -aft a-d missile, has a separate training regulation which. in

conjunction with Air Force Regulation (AFR) 60-1, prescribes the basic

•K:licy. pr:.cedures, and Ociudance for" training SAC crew members in that

w..,p.i ,, 1. Fr oetxample. SA3R 51 ... provides this quildance for P- Ib
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SACR 51-1 states:

The Strategic Air Comnmai-K will develop anid maintain trainir~i systemfs
that prepare aircrews to perform the operational mission and maintain
mission readiness... .Training sy~ytems are dcle-ignred to mte.et precise
training~ objectives, and should be based on developmentcil standards to
er nsure the systems are as effective and efficient as possible... .The
goal of our training system as to train air-crews in the operational
tasks, tactics. and warfighting skills needed to perform the

As we can see. operational proficiency, not just individual skill

prrnficiency, is the goal of the B-1B trainingx program. This goal is

indicative of all weapon system training in SAC.

Within aircraft maintenance. AFR 66--17. Mafintenance T a in ing

P(-l 12Cv. ;,,tabl ashes Air Force aircraft, communi cat ioi-p I c'ctxonics.

munit ions. and maintenance training poia,,c-1. As descibe xd tis

regulation, the objective of maintenance trainri i o

..ensixu-e maintenance personnel have the ski 1l.! and knowledgre i-ecuired
to 61Ssure Air Force equipmfent is si-rviceable, 'ofeiy opercibi-e. and
avai Iable for sustained use in peace. war and cont ingencies ... Through

efetietaiig the maintenance wor<f or (rcr gi rs technical
knowledge and skills which enhance capability, flexibility. mr~bai ity.
and survivabil ity.61

In TAC. Multi-Command Regulation (MCR) 66--5, (omat Ct-iented

Mintenance Oruanization. and TAG Regutlation 50-2. TAC Miznttmance

Triining Progriam. outline TAF cind TAG maintenance~ triaining pollie"-.- a~'nd

s3upplement AFR 66-17. In both regulation~s the training policies detailed

reaimed aft enslarin indiviclual technical skill v--oficiency is aittained.

Policy gfuidance for integrating this technical skill into a broader

conte:,t to provide operational proficiency is not dddressed cr even

alluded to in either regulation.

Though the above examples do not detail all possible Air Force
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training programs they are indicative of those specialities closest to the

'battle'. The training policies in these examples vary in their

application of basic doctrine's direction on 'realistic' training. The

TAF aircrew training directives clearly state that training should

emphasize realistic combat profiles in order to achieve the "highest

degree of combat capability possible". In the SAC bomber crew training

directive this combat realism is strongly implied but never stated. In

the MAC airlift training directives combat realism is not even implied.

Finally, in the aircraft maintenance training programs sampled, technical

competence is the stated goal and operational competence resulting from

combat realism is not addressed. Thus, we see basic doctrine's training

realism being addressed more by chance then by design.

Doctrine and Early Trainina Activity

Following World War II, the doctrine of long range strategic

bombardment as a means to attack the warfighting industrial strength and

the will of the people remained the basis or airpower and thus Air Force

doctrine. Additionally, the concept that air superiority was essential to

control the air and the importance of tactical air power in supporting the

Army were also recognized.62

Even though the first official statement of Air Force basic

doctrine. AFM 1-2. wasn't published until 1953, early training activities

fo l-,wing World War II attempted to support these basic doctrine concepts.

These efforts were soon complicated and in some cases abandoned, however.

be'.7,,.:-:f the signifi-ant demobilization effort and re"sulting funding

limitatons following the war, and the competition among the Services to

est.ablish their roles and missions following the 1947 deferse

reoicrizat ion. t,-
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In order' to be able to review how the Air Force implemented

doctrine through its early trainina activities we must first review what

this doctrine was and more importantly how it changed during the first 15

yezars of Air Force history.

AFMV 1-2. published in 1953, noted there weri- two broad asp- ct:s of

air operat ions. The first was heart land attacks against vita] elements of

a nation's war stutaininq resources, in ot her wor'3s. stratecric

iy*mrdment.. Thet --mcoici was whaL it termed "ritrjpherai *3ctjon,-- which

inclixdts contr-..,1 vf the air (air superiority) )P'i ~9p o f aurface

forces in the achievement of their mission (air interdiction andi c103e air

suppo-rt) .6

Whiat.'s important to note is the prior)iity AHVI I4 gave each a!spect.

AFM' 1-2 states:

The cr±e1usive effects -btai.ned by attacks on the heart idrid targets,
which represent the greatest threats, require the priority ccnu:tment
of air forces to this task.. Concurrently, air forces will be
commit~ted in peripheral actions designated to neltialize the dePloyect
enemy m.,!ta~ forces... .There is a cumulative -ffect on the enemy 's
ability to: wage war when heartland arni pe, ipheriil acti: are

ut ~t~al~nSiMl taneottslIy. The impact (if successful -III- act ion
ijI~c~dagainst the heartland is immediatF-ly fel-t hy tr]E- ziarion
it-rl .its impact on depply-rl forces. ht.wever. ma--, !-t deiiv-l .. .Air

fol c's er 'xed-- in peripheral artjc'no will. nevertheless. t--idt.:] set
kip acli ionar 1 stressies and. strains.. .6

AFM 1-2. i) --of-nce, was deck-ring that s3triteciic(. txmrdmE~n vi.rs-cus

tactical support of the Army provided the greatest effect and thus s ho.uld

re con-sidered die~ priority empiloyment conusiderat io:n.

When coup ted with nuclear weapons. this eaidiasis oin StratIegic

'heartliarxi" attack usincj nurlearz vsW5iL5u -onventirnsai wjtrfe re streiqgthened

the be]liet in its primacy. By 1964 the new ver;7:~i of l-;sic *'k':trine.

AEM 1--I , ccn ned the Idea of n'tcipar warfare zind thivs the rim:i'Or

sitratec-qrcspt to its zenith.
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e i964 v, -,.n ,f AFM 1-I classified war into four cateci-ries:

Lien-, 0 tactiall itrlci w, conventio-l, A id coitnterito-utren-y. 6" AFM I 1

sis.' ri-:*ed that in this classification strategic and Lactical syrlteins

co'uid b used interchanaeably to harlle strategic and tactical missions. 67

APMA i--I then devoted nine pages describing the employment of forces in

either general (six pages) or tactical (three pages) nuclear war while

devotinr only four pages to conventional (two pages) ad counterinsurgency

(two p-, qes) operatio .1 Clearly. the emphasis of basic doctrine was on

b:,th ,aeneral arti tactiral nuclear war. Because of this emphasis. the

sti atLecic 1-)tber f,'rces received first priority in f uncing durr i

dembilization and thus was able to pursue the goal of training for

nuc i ecr war 69

In spite of this priority the strategic bomber forces immediately

atter tIhe war soon lost all operational proficiency because of the lack of

realism in their trairning. 7 0  This lack of proficiency was highlighted In

l1-. 1948 when Gener.al LeMay, the new SAC commander, ordered a maximum

effort mission agai st Wright Field to test SAC's readiness. Though

thitu-vd-rsto,rms in the-- area were a factor. not one bomber in the command was

,- complete its traswion as briefed."1 Realistic training soon became

.3 wa. :,f .fe in SA, .

ir, -or,traFt. the tactical fiqhter forces. under General Q2.esada 's

.- ,,n. startcd tfh r)ercxi with heavy emphasis on realistic training

is -upo .f th- Army. General D-iesada I*lieved the best way to convince

thP,, that 't did: 't need its own tac:tical air force was to provide the

e: :'ur,.rt .. b.......... . As a result. TAC stressed taint training with
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Aftrx thp Korea~n War. however. nuci'ea~r forcis became the dr-Minant

element of US national -oecu-tity poli~':y and Ail. Forcte, droct"InrA. This

resulted irn toct:ical nuclear ve;,v'.w~ c,(.rivent ic-ii.l tr :tiring bex~cming the

primary focus of tactical training. Tactical t~raining now omitted certain

techniqueo such a~s dive f~Wri and ie~w al titude bombinci Common t.:, bo-th

ituclear ar-d conventional we~ai delivery .73 By 1961. the t.renid in

nuclear strike tra~ining even~ual ly lead to an almr~st total ainlrocnmeit of.L

conventional training. For example. the commaDer' ,: ALiArect ive pi ibiished

in the Pacific Air Force's (PACAF) F-100 training mantual. PACAFJ4 51-6. in

j961 said:

Nuclear training will1 in every instance take precedence river
nonnuclear familiarization anid qualification. It is emphasizod that
convetional training will not be accomplishedl a.t the expense of the
higher priority nuclear training requ-ired by this manual. Nrt-MSF
units will restrict conventional familiarization to the accomplishment
of only one event per all-crew per year.7'

Additiormally, this stress on the nuclear mission was acc.:mpariied

by thie emphasis of safety at the expense of r eaIi st ic t ra ningj.

obstiix-fing the developmentt of conventional air-to-ir(iind and -ii-te,-air

training. 7 5 As a result. when the Vietnam War becian. the tactical fighter

crews were unmprepared to cornduct co~nventional1 strike operat ions, in the

high threat AAA and SAM environment of North Vietnam, or fight maneuvering

combat against Noith Vietnamese MIGs. 7 6

In summary. the Air Force trained in accordance with its doctrine

of the late 1940s. 1950s and early 1960s. This do'-ctrine evolved from one

with almost equal balance between strategic and tiactical mission.5 to one

stressing the primacy of nuclear warfare, both straitegic and tactical.

over conventional or limited war operations. As a result, the Air Force
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fcund itself superbly trained in strategic and tactical nuclear operatiorL

but i Il-prepared for the type of war fought in the 1960s in Vietnam.

Dctrine and T,:'ays Trainin Activities

Are cturent Air Force training activities in concert with basic

doctrine? As we not-d earlier, doctrine should provide the basis for

training and accordini to doctrine should be realistic. In order to

assess the role doctrine plays in trainirg we must first define the Air

For.e's current jasic' doctrinal beliefs.

Chapter 2 of AFM 1-1 outlines the Air Force's basic beliefs in

employing aerospace forces. As AFM 1-1 notes, the premise of this chapter

is that the Air Force will both prepare and employ forces according to

doctri"n e.7 7

The first furrdamental belief of Air Force basic doctrine concernr

control of the aii . AFM 1-1 states:

The first conside-ation in employing_ forces is gaining and maintaining
the freedom of action to conduct operations against the enemy...
Aerospace superiority, therefore, is a prerequisite to the success of
land ad naval forces in battle.78

in other words. air superiority is essential to conducting successful

attacks and avoid.ircJ unacceptable loss.

The secondt fundamental belief of basic doctrine concerns offensive

act,.-,n ;-j-,a jrnst the enemrv"s warfightinr potential. AFM 1-1 states:

Attacking an enemy's warfighting potential includes actions agairot
,.h,.- will of an enemy and action to deny/ him the time and space to
, -ni.-v his fo-rces effectively. This involves coordinated attacks
• .:,irst an enemy' - wcirf rlhtirnj potential riot yet engaged and attacks
:,,.a !nlt an enemy's toirces in contact...Attack the enemy relentlessly

• ." r., r lst ~ -,r,- (':--.crdinated =1ttjv*.s.7 9

Thi: metrrar aeI o.-c e .u., must att. .4. it, d'pth] both for,:'.s in contact

(r.. .. air zi)ppor-. and forces in rreserve or rear .,chelors (air

inteliirron;. 'The at+-,cks must be con-rt,'..ted continuouisly, both day an'd]
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night. with<,ut regard to weather.

Basic doctirine also etates:

While the urgency of enemy actior may require direct ttacks gainst
forces in contact. effi:ient use of air forces should emphasize attack
in depth upon those targetc that deny the enemy time and .ce to
employ forces effectively. The effort of these attacks i.3 profolund
when the enemy is engaged in highly mobile. maneuver scheme of
operations dependent on urgent resupply of combat reserves and
consumables, (0

Thus. while close air support is important and mLst br supported. doctrine

states that the preferred. most effective means V:, attack the enemy's

ground forces on the battlefield is by air interdiction. especially if

they are in battle.

The third fundamental belief of basic doctrine concerns attacks

against the enemy's heartland. AFM 1-i states:

Modern warfare has demonstrated the potential importance of straregic
attacks against targets in an enemy's heartland. Attacks against
heart] ard targets can produce benef jts beyorl the prroport ion of effort
expended and costs involved. For this reason. tne air commandor must
seize every opportunity to execute heartland attacks, but there are
many considerations in taking these actions. the attacks may be
limited by overriding political concerns, the intensity of enemy
defenses, or more pressing needs on the battlefield.81

AF74 1-I notes that in the case of strat-Nlic heortland attack,:; air

superiority, freedom to conduct effective operations. is gpiricd not by

direct application of force, but rather by a combination of factors such

as speed. maneuverability, tactics. deception. efforts to dissipite or

defer enemy defenses. and weapons characteristics and employment.02

In the tactical fighter world we see widespread evidence of

realistic. doctrine oriented training. First, in MOM 51-50 we se . the

variots missions associated with air superiority and support of the Army

(air interdiction and close air support) covered by the specific trairing

events each aircrew member must complete in each six month trainng rle.
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The amxmt and type of training in the various mission related events

differs based on the type of aircraft. but is designed to take advantage

of the primary design role of each aircraft.

More importantly. in completing the various air-to-air and

a,!r--to-i3rou dr training events, tactical realism is continuially stressed

and flown. The -standaad, box pattern used in the 1950s. 1960s and early

1970s to develop weapons delivery proficiency on a range equipped with a

bullseye type target has been replaced with tactical deliveries using

pop-up and other tactical delivery techniques against an array of

realistic tactical targets, adding realism to each sortie.

Further.)re,. the development of instrumented ranges for both

air-to-air and air-to-1_round training permittintj real time tracking and

rec')rding of aircraft as they maneuver against other aircraft and ground

target complexes provide an added a dimension to training. The ability to

playback and critique each mission during the debrief has added immensely

in the development of aircrew operational proficiency.8

In addition to realistic individual crew training, the use of

large scale exercises such as Red Flag and Green Flag help to further

develop operational proficiency in the aircrews. Red Flag, first flown in

1971. is a Tactical Air Co.mmand program .hat rotates TAF flying units as

well as SAC and MAC units through a realistic. complex. several weeks long

series of composite strikes with mork combat against real wrld Soviet

targge: arrays. 34

, ' I I',.q FI Cictjyed silmiiat to Red Flag. wt concentrated ,n

the ele'-t onic war'fare a.9pects of combat. Green Flag scenarios permit the

oz: 'z~e wild weas,-.] and other electronic combat aircraft to pr-actice
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old and develop new tactics in a realistic training environernt. "5

In addition to training. Red and Green Flag exercises help fulfill

the second role of training with respect io doctrine. validation. 'Ihese

large scale realistic training exercises permit aircrews to experiment

with new tactical doctrines and tactics by providing the experience basis

needed to validate and reinforce the value of cu-rent doctrine as well as

aid in its evolution." Additionally, after action reports describing the

exercise scenario, force employment concepts tried, and lesso-e learned

are published and distributed providing widespread exposure and

availability for other units to study and learn.

Another realistic, operational training program. called Checkered

Flag, is a deployment exercise designed to acquaint every TAC assigned

unit with their specific wartime operating area and base overseas. These

scheduled, periodic deployments allow the aircrews to concentrate on

learning all they can about their most likely wartime operating area.

This familiarization is designed to ensure that during contingency

operations, the unit would arrive ready to fight.e'

The opening of the Army's National Training Center at Fort Irwin

has enabled the Air Force to realistically train with the Army during

large scale maneuvers. Exercises which include two Aimy bhattalion task

forces, their brigade headquarters, and accompanying combat support forces

provide some of the most realistic close air support training available

today.8

The strategic forces. in addition to participating in the above

exercises to practice and develop their conventional mission, have

recently opened a Strategic Warfare Center to emphasize SAC's commitment

to realistic training. The center is designed to provide developmental,
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acdeixic. and advanced bomber crew training for F-111. B-52, and B-lB

air-crews. This centralized advanced training facility combines tactics

development and advanced aircrew training in one location. The center

develops real istic ccvbat scenarios for the aircrews being trained and

usi-t the existing Stratg.ic Training Route Complex and its associated

.n'our n threat simulators to replicate various high and low tlu-eat

enviroment mission conditions for both stxategic nuclear and conventional

tactical boaber operations.&*

While the training for aircrews stresses realism, realistic

training for many combat support functions is not as wide spread. As Lt

Col William McDaniel Jr. recently noted. Air Force doctrine is almost

exclusively aircraft employment oriented expressing a "poyjt launch"

mentality that largely assumes away logistics and other combat support

fUtnctions.-90 In the case of logistics, realistic training is marginal at

best. As Colonel McDaniel states:

Most joint and service exercises begin after deployment and end well
before sustainment, becomes an operational constraint. The magnitude
and complexity of a major force deployment or sustainment have not
been rigorously tested in either a field training exercise (FIX) or
command post exercise (CPX).91

This lack of realistic training for combat support. activities was

further higtlighted during the two week Salty Demo air base survivability

exercise held at Spanqdahlem Air Base. West Germany. in 1985. This

reai.!stic exercise replicated the environment that would be found at an

air b sp after a typical Warsaw Pact attack. Shortcomings in various

aslt-cts of base recOvei-y from rapid rinway repair to explosive ordinance

isrx~sI were highlighted in this exercise. -9 2 Many of these shortcmings

ha never been identified before because of the lack of realistic traihiq
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atd e-,ei'irc ' f these combat support functions in a -omplex, integrated

environment.

Mie above highlighted lack of combat support streets in basic

doctrine was addressed in 1987 with the publishing of AFM 1-10. 6o>3t

upport Doctrine. This basic doctrine can serve as the foundation for

civil engineering, logistics. etc., functional doctrine and this provide

the basis for doctrine based training and realism.93

SUMMARY

Is basic doctrine playing an active role in Air Force training

activities? The answer is a definite yes for the operational training of

aircrews, and a qualified maybe for most combat support functions.

The relationship between doctrine and crew training appears to

have existed since at least World War II. As we saw. post--World War II

doctrine stressed long range strategic bombardment as the primary roie of

the Air Force. with a secondazy emphasis on peripheral actions in support

of the Army's ground war. When married with the development of nuclear

weaporL9 this basic doctrine continued to evolve until, by 1964, the

nuclear strike mission. both strategic and tactical, became preeminent.

As a result. we saw both strategic and tactical forces stressing nuclear

delivery training at the expense of other more conventional skills. Thus.

when the United States entered the war in Vietiam in the mid 1960s we

fouid our conventional forces ill-trained for the type of combat

operatiors the war entailed, resulting in the need for considerable

retraining. However, this failing was not because the Air Force was not

training to its basic doctrine, tut rather, becaun,-e it was. Basic

doctrine, not training, was the reason for this unpreparedness becauLse it

proved to be inappropriate for the war being fought.
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Tcday we see our cu rent basic doctrine alive and well when we

look at our various flying training programs. The various missions and

specialized tasks outlined in doctrine are being trained. FlUrthermore

thi.:' training is some of the most realistic ever attempted. Because of

this realism, tactical doctrine is being continually revalidated and

tested and, thus, is alive and well.

However. the realism associated with combat support funlction

training is somewhat lacking. As we saw, the policy guidance provided by

AFR 66-17 and other aircraft and munitions maintenance training directives

. the development of technical proficiency versus operational

competence. This lack of realism in support training, especially in an

operational environment, was highlighted in Salty Demo when the

realistically simulated attacks on the airfield created almost

insurmountable recovery tasks. The publishing of AFM 1-10 in 1987 should

help solve this problem by providing the foundation upon which the various

comx].t support functions can structure their 'functional' doctrine. Once

written, this functional doctrine can serve as the basis for the realistic

realistic training needed to develop the operational competency needed to

fLuict ion effectively in war.

quippn and Susta AerosDace

Forces and Basic Doctrine

The equipping ary sustaining of aerospace forces, like training.

is more an understood implementing function of doctrine than a furdamental

part- o-)f Wtbsic dc.kj:, Ir. weveir, uni iko training. the equappirnr ard

-,tinc i func:t ion aJ e demarding in their reliance on a two-Way

.. nghm[ wi:h d..w,-trine. Unlike training or everi the ,.nianizing
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function, errr,- made in translating doctrine into equipment to fight

with, and, more importantly, errors in integrating advances in technology

into current doctrine are harder to correct and thus much more critical.

Therefore, it is imperative that the equipping and sustaining functions be

critically examined and pursued with doctrine being one of the key

referencing criteria.

Regarding the equipping of aerospace forces, AFM 1-1 states:

Doctrine is the very heart of warfare. Our warfare systems must be
designed to be.. .capable of carrying out our doctrine... It places a
burden on Air Force leadership... not only to know current aerospace
doctrine intimately but also to influence its refinement as emerging
technologies lead to the development of new employment concepts."

Furthermore, AFM 1-1 notes that:

The role of doctrine in the equipping process is a two-way street: the
development of emerging technologies may well influence the
development of doctrine, but the procurement of weapon systems must
primarily provide the capability to execute current dortrine.95

AFM 1-1 is saying that we cannot disregard technological progress

and the potential influence this progress may have on doctrine and

weaponry. However, when equipping aerospace forces, the capability to

execute current doctrine must be our primary concern. Buying weapons

incorporating new and emerging technologies but not based on or supporting

doctrine will only degrade rather than enhance our warfighting capability.

As AFM 1-1 warns-

In a world constantly being shaped by new discoveries, planners are
often faced with a difficult choice between the horizons of new
capabilities, as promised by future technology, and the urgent
necessity to maintain a warfighting capability that meets current
requirements...Therefore, the primary guidance in this process must be
doctrine.96

Keys to fulfilling this task of balancing new capabilities and

current requirements can be found in a basic belief of aerospace doctrine.

Doctrine has always stressed that the characteristics of speed, range, and
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flexibility provide aerospace forces with unique capabilities not

duplicated by land or sea forces.9 Therefore, the Air Force must develop

systems with the optimum mix of these characteristics. To restrict any

one of these characteristics by design is to restrict the capability of

that iystem to ful ly support doctrine. Doctrine miust be of prime

consideration in weapons design.

Part and parcel with equippinq aerospace forces is the corollary

function of sustaining those forces As AFM 1-1 notes:

The warfighting capability of aerospace forces is not credible without
the logistics capability to sustain our forces in the tasks of
preparation. execution, and fighting. This requires a total logistics
effort, both planning and implementation, that includes two prime
responsibilities - to support the design and extent of force structure
and to design the support system required to maintain and supply that
force. Since logistics could well determine the limits of our
operational capabilities, it must be given equal consideration in the
planning process with research and development, training, and force
strutcture.9 8

This means when equipping aerospace forces we must consider how those

forces will be supported in both peacetime and in war. Failure to

consider how to maintain and sustain these forces may result in their

inability to meet the demands of doctrine and ultimately their warfihtingj

capabil i ty.

AFM 1-.1 further notes:

The challenge is to equip today's forces sufficiently while developing
the aerospace forces to fight and win tomorrows war... Air Force
research and development efforts must not only exploit new
technologies, they must also push the limits of technology to
discovery and breakthrough. Commanders must control their resources
by establishing requirements based on objectives, threats,
.,pprtunit ies. 99

The challenge is to ensure doctrine is used to both push and pull the

acqusiti.in of weapon systeLs. and is pushed and pulled by our efforts to

research and develop new weapons.
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Th'1' ctvneimplemenf-ing funn'io.', of eq1zippirci a f n.-i-'ta-11ning

~r~r~ -' v fl jc'(- xv f.: ,tt eli ,i .i -k-irnc wh~h ft er

0vt1'~i.-pne :1'ctrinal crsu'tIiz. Se'v') *. :lv't imix-l-taw-: it.:; ide

itw natio:nal zk.-w,-ementc-. air i the p'nycejv t'l

Ac; w jtj, ixrainitigi lydz~Iimitati. ris :a vri cit ' iffe-r the

ability t-.' 'qu -*rd SUaI-t-ain to meret the demarg -* , i d,-tctriri-,. In t imes

, f ontrir i huleets,. thi, dec-l-on to upqradev ax ciien- Iy~tIMM "O"RIUS~

pum-haoc new equipment. or, t.arget ing rese-ai ch dt i cveh:opment effoi-vt- into,

impr:"irtq r vr~ trhnl _y vevfsus= :>,kirja r;g.W rahrgh ehn'ty

thr-ucrh par-~ ri-3earch car) have a sicwmificant bearving on how we r}iip ur

f,,ro.Addxi(.)nal lv, when moneyis limi ted the dter.-iinr ;lhw m';ch

should be spent on simtainirig cuirent fw~-e i v-sus invest i. in new

f -y- or w I I a Isc %f fee7t hlow we ?qllipr). Tin a! I cae: the uncnnsr.- rined

domn.drs of doctr-ine may have t,,- give way' to: '*-f it Id ~f Lwge I

Sorcenlly. as with triarinq, -ovel-a I nait" Itlri tafrp ay

foceetain -itp-ctS or ocrie t.- le stye -sed .i nrd suppo -ted

exot~v f o er especia) ly when 11is 1rC .; r W ; 1tr- *u' c

Th i~'c-vra emphasis on support irkj the nat ional sti-.Atp'y iray f: --! e a

r~r~rv-yeff.,,ri- on equipage ortd siis$.airnrt in suppc. i-t of that. pccri, vn of

*doctirine that best fits this -3tvate;iv. Fo:r instany*r. the emonia-i-s o:n a

vo( Ieir 'q!-, co(nvent i naI wairfmur- -trrier'e- IM.A !10.1zU I in, the .z it

j? i~*iveln U funding i-oseco ch armd *:evol1~timent *:lte 4:q' Cv'no

rilir systpmzs: the~W ' n~pniie of conv,,j~n* --i f~i'~;r '1xr~ md
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support.

The affects of international agreements limiting conventional

forces or international treaties prohibiting certain weapons such as

chemical or biological weapons may override any demands doctrine may place

on the acquisition of these weapons. In fact, the existence of such

agreements may result in a change in doctrine itself, causing the banned

weapons to loose their doctrinal basis.

Finally, the nature of the perceived threat may drive the emphasis

being placed on how the Air Force equips to meet doctrine. For instance,

if the threat of nuclear bombers attacking the US is believed to be very

high, then air defense forces, both aircraft and missile forces, may be

funded at the expense of other forces. On the other hand if this threat

is thought to be very low, then only minimal funding may be provided to

field a force to defend against this threat. While in both cases the

doctrine of defensive air power is supported. the level of support differs

based on the perceived threat.

FKuipDirng and Sustaining Policy and Guidance

Air Force policy and guidance for equipping (the acquisition of

weapons systems to meet the demands of doctrine) is provided through AF

Regulation 57-1, Operational Needs, Requirements, and Concepts, and AF

Regulation 800-2, Acquisition Program Management. Together, AFR 57-1 and

AFR 800-2 outline the Air Force policies, procedures, and responsibilities

for identifying, processing, and approving operational requirements which

result in the research, development, test and evaluation, and procurement

of new weapons systems.

AFR 57-1 details the portion of the acquisition process dealing
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with the identification of operational requirements an-d needs. According

to) ATTR 5i7-1. the vehicle for identifying new weapon 3ystem requliremnts is

the Statement of Operational Need (SON). The ~XNdescribes equtipment

needsq that cannat be met. through cha~nges -in tactics. strategy. doctrine,

or training, thus requiiring th-eseruch and development of a new we'apon

sy.Aein or th(.. upgvrade of an existing system to meet this operation-al need.

Principle uses for the FMN include: defining an operational need;

documentinq official validation of the need; flu-nishing prelim inary

requirements for research, development. test, and eva luat ion (mITU);

p)lanning; procurement; and operations and maintenance (sustainirg)

activities.' 100

The System Operational PRequirements Document (SORD). the other

major acquisition document detailed in AF1R 57-1. amplifies an-d refines the

,TIN based on the proposed solution to the idprit if led need. The SORD

explains how to operate. employ. deploy, and support the proposed system

arid is written by the command. that will operate the -:system.10 1

AFP 800-2 outlines the pol icies the Air For)ici will f'..llow in the

RTI&.E and FACqUi~it ion of weaponrj sy-stemqs to meet the operait iThnri

requirements detailed in the SON and SORD. T7his regulation also details

the mrspon-ibiI ties of the variouxs players in the ancquisition proctnco arid

the consiaderations and decisions that must be addressed by these

p layers. 102

Within oI~h regulations the concept that tho, process is need

driven, that is. based on doctrine, serves (as the basis for acquisition

th~aliel iaeulit pcA icy. It is thea operational r':ommaridis. the u.o'.who

identify clef iciencies in fulfilling their assigned missions. that generate
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n-r d~o l~~yt~wa Throuj) lUq1)t. the pro.!es~i the opx.ratirv

it nu as wtl1 I i Air FPorc- stniior leaduyhip axe~ .~et-Aro

c.' IV% tit, Fiycstom txing e'p. cmcet the. -derit if ikd o~urai io:-;i1.

d~t*-* .n~yto 1:1-1c s .-'! pi opf.nsed o Iut 100 wil1l he otx'rm~. i -n] ly i

el*z lfK'C. iVO rI fUl f - I jiliiq thP. dill icienry. iRntheitori. they aln*c -rv;La-r:-

the c-.diness arO slzupp-,-tabi1 ity (susta:inment) of tho proixmsed so'lution ii

'Yru'.~.r-d JurIing the desigjn process and is verified during test = nx

'' 1a t ion1 .

UNDo-rin arnd Early Air _ForceEuipgndSt nc Activities

The period fo~llowingc World War II iq notable for the controversy

surrroun')ng the establ ishment of the Air Force as an independent Service.

and th-e division of roles and missions concerning air power among the

throf. Srorvices. Duriric this period the Air Force vigorously defended iqhal-

it fclt were the it assigned missions fromi attempts by the Army and Navy

to n!v~r, coimilar mission capabilities.10)3

Ar- ry.--terl em,"Lirr:. Air Foce leaderv-C came ou)It of Wold Ww Tt

conviiced their lonrj held belief in strategic l~bo rmn hb he

r-cl1  during "he war. 1r114 Thig ',onvictio:n was; fixthsr kjr-ne out by fhe

i i.; jArement of the United States Strate-lic -Bombing, cSurvey whiirh

Al I ied airp:-we1- wan dri--isive in the war- in western Dirope.. .It brougiht
th:'contmyv whid, maintained the enemy's armed forces to vitu".!

o~azalthiCk~uc!h thi- flill Pffrocts of this collapse had not roacherl
tb'~t (em's ffrr-nt lfie'- wh,-en they were overruin by Al 1(:,,d forces. tO5

Did-it.iial !y. the' advent of nuclear weap-yrs at the end of the war simply

7\4 ;i ~ixi:~~:z v c-tij to have recoriie~ thttead t taility -of
Swoe-:ppc ri, to di';r 'y cifi at great distancec made the

~ii~~l iu atp±-se~t.~ndi~sdeseOan-s in thp fuiture. 1-h-, Treat,
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As rotid earlier. qu.tck rv!,vw of the Nsic doctrinal manuals

published duiring this time (AFM 1-2 in 1953. 1954. 1055. 1959. and AFY 1-1

in 1964) revr:a!.: the emphasis placed on strateq Wi pr~torns. aryi the

g.,iwin omphasi:lz being placed on nuclear ope.rat i.,ns. Additionally. the

concept that nuclear forces wuld defer war at a!! levei; let:lm to bV

stressed. Tis emphasis on deterrence and tht efficacy .,f nuclear

veratJons., 1th strategic and tactical. is especi!Ily -vident in the 1964

version of basic doctr. .e. As a reoult. the lorng r-nge strategic 1-binY-

and later nuclear- capable tactic1 fighters were given first pric,. ify in

fujnding .TC17

The greatest controversy ..narounding the strategic forre buildu1p

centered around the development of ballistic miseile.s,. Az Gene)ia White

noted it 1953. there was a deeply ing-ained prejudice in favor of manne.d.

aircraft amonj flyer-s.ioe Though the ballist - missile was finally

dieployedI in the early 1960s General LeMay noted they shoutld olly a:uImnent

,-he manned boIN-er and at some fUttu-e date Suppia at .)rly a p.,rtion .'f tl, .

b-.mbtr force. lie urged missiles be developed w4t the "utmost -ugency"

but sressed the need for more fl.52s and ithat a followorn I omi.'r be

developed at the earliest possible time.(:'(

Finally, the development of air defense systems and the vow1ri'

performarict,: sup riority of jet interceptors over b:om.hers resul,.,-d in the

demise of large bomber forces and their rr!,-Qirement for .:corting

fighters. Bomlbors would now rcly ors .;peed, dcception. evasive action,

darkness, arid bid weather while flying singly or 2n small formtations to

attack their targets. As a result of this adaption of doctrine to the

realities of technological advancement. the escort fighters were released
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to the tactical forces in and this mission abandoned."10

Though there was widespread belief outside the Air Force that the

threat of a nuclear attack would deter potential aggressors, the Air Force

be.ieved any future war would begin with an air attack of the United

Stal.s. ThuLs. the next priority for the Air Force was to provide the

earl-I warning_ radar network and interceptor aircraft needed to destroy

attackina bombers.' The Soviets explosion of their first atomic bomb in

1949 brectking the US monopoly on this weapon coupled with the outbreak ,)f

the Korean War in 1950 helped to raise the priority of air defense in

terms of funding support within the Air Force." 2

The greatest problem with equipping in this era revolved around

the tactical fighter forces. Because most of the fundir went to building

the strategic bomber forces the tactical forces bore the brunt of the

funding shortages of this period." 3 The development of a nuclear weapon

capable of being carried on tactical aircraft and the outbreak of the

Korean War helped the Air Force put more emphasis on _Trour i support. 1 14

Th-oughout this period the Air force had to persuade the Army that

jet fighters were super-ior to conventional fighters for tactical air

missin's. F urther. Army critics charged the Air Force with spending too

much on strategic air power and too little on close air apport. Tfhey

also advocated that control of tactical air should be given to the grourd

cori..iander." 5  While the Army's criticism of the support for close aiir

s31 tr,urt wa. pr obably val2d aiven the priority the tactical forces were

priu on a o nuclear versus c-unverntional force. this wrobitn

wa: not on.- of doct-ine but rather resulted from the emphasis naticnal

-'~: =r. y ~.:t~ratery wi-, placing on nuco-ar warfare.

The f ":-1 :',:.su (t ,f this 7,trly period of ,'.c'tlri-ne a l itr:
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implementation in equippirg the Air Force is best summed up by Colonel

Drew when he notes:

Military budgets. force structure, eqpjipment procurement .... were all
based on the central doctrinal belief and the deter--.. and
warfighting decisiveness of strategic bombardment. Even ti. Ictical
forces became ministrategic forces in the late 1950s and early 1960s.
The crisis came in 1965 when the United States entered the Vietnam War
and the bombing of North Vietnam began. American air power doctrine
was found bankrupt in Vietnam because its underlying assumptions were
untrue to the situation...The results were frustration, ineffective
bombing, wasted blood and treasure, and eventually the renaming of
Siagon to Ho Chi Minh City. 116

While the lack of effective airpower was not the sole or even

primary reason for the outcome of the Vietnam War. it is certainly true

that basic Air Force doctrine did not support the type of war being

fought. However. it is important to note the Air Force was fully

implementing its doctrine with its equippirk_ and sustaininq actions

throughout this early period. Basic doctrine had evolved as a result of

technology placing greater and greater emphasis on nuclear weaponry and

nuclear warfare. Additionally. as technology advanced the development of

nuclear weapons doctrine evolved to accommodate these developments. Me

two-way relationship between doctrine and technology was in operation.

Unfortunately, this evolving doctrine was not properly tested uMtil

Vietnam. As a result, both doctrine and the weapons demanded were not

appropriate for the war we finally had to fight.

Doctrine and Today's Eguipping and Sustaining Activities

Are current Air Force equipping and sustaining activities are in

concert with basic doctrine? As we noted earlier, doctrine should provide

a general direction. a foundation for both equipping ard sustaining

efforts. In order to assess the role doctrine plays in these activities

we must first define the Air Force's basic doctrinal beliefs.
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As we noted earlier. AFM 1-1 currently outlines three basic

beliefs concerning the use of Air Force forces. They are: air superiority

is essential to conduction successful attacks and avoiding unacceptable

losses: attack the enemy in depth with persistent, coordinated attacks

involving air interdiction and close air support; and attack the enemy's

heartland to destroy his industrial warmaking capacity and will. Basic

doctrine also notes that heartland attacks will have to rely on

self-generated air superiority obtained by speed, maneuverability.

tactics, deception, efforts to dissipate or defer enemy defenses, and

weapons characteristics and employment. We also noted basic doctrine

lists speed. range, and flexibility as essential characteristics that must

be considered in the design of weapon systems. Finally, we noted that in

addition to the basic beliefs, doctrine lists a number of specialized

tasks the Air Force must carry out to support its doctrine and the overall

national security strategy.

Since the end of the Vietnam War we have seen a resurgence of

conventional and nuclear capable aircraft and missile systems capable of

fulfilling the basic Air Force employment concepts outlined in basic

doctrine. The Air Force tactical fighters added since the end of the

Vietnam War are designed to provide air superiority (F--15, F-16), air

interdiction (F-Ill. F-15E, F-16), and close air support (A-10, F-16)

capability and, with the multi-role F-16, provide the airpower needed to

meet all the tactical employment roles outlined in basic doctrine.117

Wiflin the strategic forces, we also see doctrine being met by the various

stratc-ic nuclear and conventional bombers and missiles. As with tle

tactical forces, the Air Force's strategic aircraft and missiles are
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currently capable of performing the long range. strategic m1axirdment

(heartland attack) mission. These systems rely on a combination of speed,

tactics. maneuverability, deception. and weapons effects to gain the

freedom of action required to successfully penetrate enemy airspace.'1

As doctrine points out. however, force sustainment is equally as

important as the equipping of aerospace forces. Again, in terms of

readiness and sustainability, the Air Force is taking action to ensure

these requirements are met in accordance with doctrine.

The Air Force is pursuing a two pronged attack in addressing force

readiness and sustainability. The first approach deals directly with the

force readiness issue by addressing the reliability and maintainability

(R&M) of both current and new weapons systems. The second approach

continues recent efforts to fund increases in spares and munitions stocks.

The Air Force's R&M 2000 initiative has a primary goal of

decreasing weapon system downtime and thus, in effect. raising system

effectiveness and increasing overall combat capability by buying weapons

that perform reliably over time. The Air Force now considers R&M of equal

importance to weapon system cost. performance, and acquisition

schedule.119 Accoiding to General William Collins. Air Force Special

Assistant for R&M, the initiative has five main objectives: increase

combat capability, decrease support structure vulnerability, cut mobility

requirements, reduce maintenance manpower. and reduce maintenance

costs.120

On the sustainability side we see improvements in the Air Force's

spare parts and munitions stocks. The increase in spare parts stocks

since 1980 has nearly doubled the Air Force's wartime sortie generation
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capability. Furthermore. cannibilization rates are down by 50 percent and

overall mission capable rates are up by 12 percent since 1980.121

Munitions stores have also improved in the last decade. Since

1981. the Air Force has improved its air-to-air munitions by 127 percent.

Air,-t,;-round munitions stocks have increased by 55 percent in this same

period. Fathermore. though a declining trend in munitions funding is

projected through at least fiscal yea- 1992, there will be an integrated.

steady acquisition program to improve total combat capability.12 2

Though the existing air-to-ground munitions inventory permits the

Air Force to fly 100 percent of the projected wartime sorties with full

weaoons loads, many sorties will be flown with general purpose rather than

preferred munitions loads. Thus. weapons procurement has recently been

concentrating. on increasing the preferred munitions stocks. 12 3

Is basic doctrine playing an active role in the Air Force's

equipping and sustaining activities? We believe the answer is yes.

As we noted, the Air Force has. at least since World War II.

equipped its forces in line with basic doctrine. Up to the mid 1960s and

the Vietnam War, Air Force basic doctrine had evolved to a point where

both strategic and tactical nuclear operations dominated. As a result,

nuclear versus conventional capability dominated Air Force weapons systems

desm.n resulting in equipment limitations at the start of the

conventionally orient.i Vietnam War.

1ince thpn. we have seen basic doctrine return to a more balanced

convent ional war empioyment concept. Air superiority. Army support via

interdiction and close air support. and long range strategic (heartland)
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attack again form the basic employment concepts of Air Force basic

doctrine. A quick lx)k at the Air Force's cun-ent force structure reveals

all three basic employment concepts are supported by modern high

technology weapons systems.

On the force sustainment issue, we again see the Air Force taking

positive steps to ensure basic doctrine goals are met. First, the Air

Force has implemented a program designed to increase the reliability and

maintainability of its weapon systems, thereby simplifying the required

sustainment effort. Second. the Air Force has actively pursued a program

of increasing both spares and munitions stocks and is attempting to buy

preferred munitions to upgrade the quality of its munitions stocks.

Taken together, we see the Air Force's equipping and sustaining

effort actively supporting basic doctrine.

Conclusion

According to AFM 1-1. Air Force basic doctrine is supposed to

drive how the Air Force organizes, trains, equips and sustains its forces.

The question we are trying to answer is whether basic doctrine does as it

says.

In the case of organizing. we see doctrine playing only a weak

secondary role at best. The fact today's organization fits doctrine is,

in most cases. more a function of happenstance than design. However.

there have been several recent organizing activities that seem to have

considered doctrine in their implementation. Further, Air Force policy

guidance concerning organization is fully in line with basic doctrine's

general guidance.

Air Force training activities seem to car-y a strong tie to basic
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doctrine. As Air, Force doctrine evolved after World War If. we saw the

Air Force's trainijq also evolre stressing nuclear versus conventional

operatioru. The inability of the Air Force to initially fight in

Southeast Asia was not because of a fault of training to doctrine, Nut

rather, because the Air Force did. It was doctrine that was found

lacking. Today. we see training, at least for the operational aircrews,

beng pursued with ever increasing degrees of realism developing aircrew

operational competence at the direction of basic doctrine. However, away

from the fliqhtline. we see training more concerned with developing

individual technical skill proficiency. which is important. but ignoring

the reed to develop the operational competency that results from realistic

training. Hopefully. the recent introduction of combat support doctrine

will provide the doctrinal basis for bringing the rest of the Air Force up

to the same level of opearational competence now evidenced by the

aircrews.

Finally. the Air Force's equipping and sustaining activities seem

to be in line with basic doctrine's guidance. Again, as doctrine evolved

aft "r World War II we saw the Air Force's force structure evolve to remain

capable of employing in accordance with doctrine. Today's force structure

is fully capable of meeting the employment concepts outlined in basic

,octrnpi&. .-uthermore, the recent emphasis placed on readiness is fully

in line with basic dctrines direction to ensure force sustainment.

Is basic Air Force doctiine being implemented today? We believe

the arower is yes.
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CHAPTER V

CURRENT DOCTRINAL ISSUES

by Colonel James E. Andrews

Introduction

Although basic doctrine provides a timeless foundation for

the Air Force to structure, train and equip forces, and

guidance to fight--doctrine cannot be static. Doctrine must be

dynamic to keep up with changing environment, technology, and

new mediums of operations. It is this very dichotomy between

timeless fundamental principles and the need to adapt to a

changing environment that is the root of conflict both in the

past and in the future.

As we encounter nearly every issue that concerns the Air

Force today, fundamental doctrine is at the heart of every

controversy even though doctrine may not be portrayed in the

discussion. It is from a long list of controversial areas that

we have picked combat support, close air support, and space to

discuss current problems. Discussion of these areas focuses on
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forming a new doctrine, adjusting to a changing environment, or

attempting to establish a warfighting capability. Discussions

are not an attempt to, nor are they designed to be an in-depth

analysis of the current controversies. Rather, it is desired

that a review of combat support, close air support, and space

doctrinal issues will provide a good appreciation for some of

the problem areas and complexities facing the Air Force as the

changing environment and need for adjustments in doctrine

arise.

Close Air Support

Questions have arisen over the past couple of years that

challenge the basic doctrine that envelopes close air support

(CAS) as written in Air Force, Army, and the AirLand Battle

doctrine. Individuals interested in military reform have

questioned the very future of CAS on the modern battlefield and

the capability of the Air Force and Army to conduct it. John

E. Krimp, a former Pentagon Director of the DOD Office of

Operational Testing and Evaluation and currently vice chairman

of a consulting firm for defense contractors on the integration

of tactics and technology, foresees the role of CAS as only

minor in future wars on the high-intensity battlefields in

Europe because the lethality of Soviet defenses have

essentially made the concept of circling a battlefield to drop

bombs obsolete.' With the Army's development of improved

artillery, rockets, and helicopters to support troops in

contact, General John R. Galvin, the NATO Military Comitander
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has commented that the Army must take pressure off aircraft by

taking more responsibility for close in battle allowing Air

Force assets to attack deeper targets.' Senator J. Dixon#

Democrat-Illinois, sponsored an amendme-nt '4o the FY89 Defense

Appropriations Bill that directed the Secretary of Defense to

assess the feasibility of transferring the CAS mission from the

Air Force to the Army.5  The Army's growing fleet of AH-64

helicopters could possibly take over the CAS role and currently

display characteristics that out perform any Air Force aircraft

in the CAS environment. Along with the rhetoric, the hottest

issue today concerns the replacement aircraft for the A-1O.

The central issue Is whether the next generation CAS aircraft

will be dedicated strictly to the CAS role as the A-1O was or

have multi-role responsibilities. In reply to all the current

discussions, both General Carl E. Vuono, Army Chief of Staff

and General Larry D. Welch, Air Force Chief of Staff fully

agree that current doctrine is adequate and foresee no

doctrinal changes to the CAS mission nor a transfer of mission

from the Air Force to the Army. The Army will continue to

establish requirements and the Air Force will meet the demands

with fixed-wing assets. 4

Close air support doctrine has evolved from experiences

during the North African Campaign in World War II as part of

the air support mission that provided fire power against enemy

forces in close proximity to allied ground forces. The need

for close coordination between the air component and ground
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commanders that is central to the success of the mission was

established at that point. During the Korean Conflict, there

was a lack of communication equipment, aircraft designed to

perform CAS, proper ordnance needed to maximize CAS, and the

tactical air control system.' However, with the advent of the

Jet age, the F-80 and F-84 ushered in the characteristics of

increased speed, mission responsiveness and survivability that

slower propeller driven aircraft did not have. With the

passage of time, lessons learned during the Korean Conflict

were largely misplaced by experiences during Vietnam when

forward air control, the tactical air control system, and

streamlined communications procedures vastly improved the

responsiveness of CAS to the Army commanders in contact with

enemy forces. During the Vietnam conflict, a myth developed

that supported slow moving propeller driven aircraft as the

best CAS weapon system because of their long loiter time,

weapons delivery accuracy, and ability to sustain combat damage

and still fly. The myth was based on the South Vietnam

experience where the threat was relatively low and the quality

of air resources high.* It is true that slow moving aircraft

had proven more capable than faster jet aircraft to deliver

ordnance and meet the demands of the ground commander in

Vietnam, but all aircraft of the period except the A-7 bombed

using manual s1,stems that delivered weapons without the aid of

computer directed weapons delivery systems used today. The

slower the speed, the more accurate the delivery of the weapon
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and since propeller driven aircraft flew substantially slower

than Jets, weapons were dropped with greater precision and with

better results. To the ground commander, the precision of the

delivery was all important for his troops in close contact with

the enemy and survival of the aircraft and crew became

secondary. It was because of this mind-set apd the ability of

CAS to operate in a relatively low-threat area when compared to

the European high-threat environment, that the Air Force

developed the A-1O as the primary CAS aircraft of the 19709 and

1980s. After Vietnam, military doctrinal thinking returned to

Central Europe and developed a doctrine of using both the slow

moving A-iO plus fast, multi-role F-16 and F-LS fighters to

support the CAS mission. Today, the Air Force maintains 10

tactical fighter wings of A-lOs and A-7s designated

specifically to the CAS mission totalling 28 percent of the

tactical air forces. Additionally, 50 percent of all

multi-role aircraft can fly CAS and battlefield air

interdiction missions.' By contrast, there are currently less

than three fighter wing equivalents dedicated to deep

interdiction missions and seven wings designated for air

superiority. "The bulk of the fighter force is essentially

multi-role because the United States lacks the ability to

perform all potential TACAIR missions simultaneously."'

Close air support is upheld in Air Force and Army doctrine.

Although AFM 1-1, Air Force doctrine notes the primacy of air

superiority, the manual recognized the importance of CAS by
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stating "close air support can create opportunities, protect

maneuver, and defend land forces."' Army doctrine references

CAS in Fundamentals of AirLand Battle by stating that "all

ground operations above the level of the smallest engagements

will be strongly affected by the supporting air operations of

one or both combatants."'* The Army's dependence on Air Force

support is further emphasized in the Army's FM 100-5,

Operations, where it states that "cooperation with the US Air

Force will be vital always ..

The Army views CAS as critical to their ground operations

because of the ability to deliver a variety of weapons at

critical times and places to fill in gaps between artillery and

helicopter missions. To meet CAS requirements, the Army

considers fixed-wing aircraft as essential assets. Helicopters

are organic maneuver units designed to destroy enemy armor.

Although this role may place helicopters in the same close

proximity of troops as CAS aircraft, the CAS mission is

secondary. The Army's Joint Air Attack Team concept requires

attack helicopters, artillery, forward air controllers, and

fixed-wing CAS aircraft to be employed in concert to maximize

the firepower effectiveness of all weapons systems.1 2

Furthermore, Army doctrine provides for decentralized command,

control, and execution of attack helicopter missions.

Originating at the brigade level, responsiveness to the overall

battle cannot be guaranteed as with centrally controlled Air

Force assets at the theater command level.
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Close air support must be massed against regiments and

divisions and not dissipated in a piecemeal fashion against

small, t i ' , or non-vital targets. Only fixed-wing

aircraft can mass the required ordnance over the necessary

distances in a timely manner to perform the theater CAS

missions.'3 When the requirements to perform the CAS mission,

such as weapons capabilities, loiter time, flexibility, etc.,

are considered, it becomes clear that Army and Air Force CAS

systems and methods have unique, but complimentary capabilities

to provide air-delivered fire support to land forces.

There are two possible approaches for a new CAS aircraft.

One, optimizes the aircraft's speed for the penetration of

enemy defenses, uses sophisticated avionics for survivability,

and incorporates the CAS mission into the overall battlefield

air interdiction (BAI) mission. The second approach maintains

the traditional characteristics of a dedicated CAS aircraft

requiring slow air speed, capability to sustain damage and

survive, and have long loiter capability. These two courses of

action are at the heart of future CAS doctrinal controversy and

are at the center of selection of the next generation of CAS

aircraft.

Whatever the final decision, the next CAS weapon system

must meet the needs of the Army and AirLand Battle doctrine.

To meet the challenges of a fluid, non-linear FLOT, the CAS

aircraft must be responsive to commanders and flexible enough

to accomplish both CAS and interdiction missions under all
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weather conditions and at night. Not only must it be able to

locate and identify the target accurately, it must be able to

carry a wide range of weapons to ensure target destruction.

Finally, it must be able to survive the full spectrum of enemy

defenses.' Close air support can not be viewed as an

independcnt mission, but its succcss is tied to the success of

Aimy forces at the FLOT, air interdiction sortiep, and the air

superiority campaigt.'8

Most of the rationale for a dedicated CAS aircraft emanates

from the impression that the most significant element of the

high-threat area is aircraft vulnerability to enemy small arms

ground fire.', Proponents believe that the ideal weapon system

to ;1t this profile is a slow, armor plated, stealth aircraft

that can ensure target acquisition, take hits, and still

survive. Since today's defenses are so pervasive on the

battlafie!d, avoidance of hits in the high-threat environment

Is impossible, the. fore the aircraft must be able to survive

tha hics. However, "the added weight of this armor ensures the

fulfillment of the piophecy of considerable 'punishment' as it

contributes tc rodiced speed and reduoes maneuverability, thus

making it considerably more vulnerable to enemy fire."' 7  Not

only coes this line of thought fail to account for the vast

majority of Soviet defensive waponey that cannot be countered

by armor plating, but that the aiecraft must be able to teach

the tprget area through an extended area cf varied lethal

defensive weapons i. iat no amount of armor v'ating can protect
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against.

Far better than being able to accept being hit by enemy

weapons is the ability to avoid contact in the first place. To

survive in this intense European environment, aircraft must

avoid the threat rather than absorb hits. Although the cold

reality must be accepted that there are high-threat areas that

no aircraft can survive regardless of its capabilities; the

intensity at the FLOT will have to vary due to the movement of

force, degraded enemy air defenses, munition expenditure, chaos

of war, and attrition due to defense suppression and extended

combat.1' Areas along the FLOT will change as the battle flows

along - non-linear line of troops. It is into the non-static

battlefield that CAS aircraft will perform its mission using

avoidance of lethal enemy defensive systems as their primary

defense. Success will require the ability to be highly

maneuverable, sustain high speeds and "G" forces, and possess

an integrated, automated threat protection and countermeasures

avionics package in addition to standoff target engagement

capability.''

The current debate over the procurement of a dedicated CAS

aircraft or development of a new multi-roled aircraft can not

be narrow sighted and must take the overall, picture into

consideration. The commanders of forces engaged in combat are

not only concerned with the results of CAS mission, but are

greatly affected by targets designated for BA! which are

largely determined by the Army. As a follow on, even the air
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interdiction campaign has a significant affect on the battle,

although of lesser impact for those at the FLOT. The CAS and

air interdiction (Al) missions are mutually dependent,

inseparable, and both are totally integrated into the land

battle in a combined arms scenario at the FLOT, in the rear

areas, and well as beyond the FLOT.2 0 The fact that an

aircraft has the capability to engage in air-to-air combat, and

interdiction does not negate its support for ground forces.

Air superiority is essential to the Al mission and the defense

of ground forces and air bases to attacks from enemy air

forces. The combination of all tactical air missions is

required for the successful prosecution of the AirLand Battle.

Apportionment and taskings for all missions is the

responsibility of the Joint Force Commander (JFC), usually an

Army general, based on the requirements of the situation, not

on the desires of any particular service. Just as CAS supports

the Army, both the Army and Air Force support the objectives,

missions, and strategies of the JFC who is responsible fir the

overall theatre campaign. 21  As part of the theatre operations,

all TACAIR missions are coordinated to support the land battle

and execution of the air war including CAS missions against

high-priority targets will be in conjunction with BAI. Since

CAS and BAI support the land battle in tne immediate and near

term, BAI must be closely coordinated with the interdiction

campaign resulting in the potential for close, deep, and rear

TACAIR support at the same time. The major distinction between
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CAS or BAI will be the proximity to friendly forces and

required procedures--not the location of the mission.22

Systems and procedures required to perform the GAS mission

are unique and cannot be confused with those of the BAI

mission. The use of a multi-role fighter will require special,

dedicated training in CAS. However, the multi-role tighter

will greatly increase flexibility and responsiveness to the JFC

to prosecute the battle at several levels. As such, the CAS

mission is essential not only at the tactical level, but at the

operational levels of war. Although striking against armor and

tanks may be critical to the battalion level, the ability to

mass against regiments and then combat support elements is

critical to the theater battle. It is the responsiveness to

move from one priority to the next that is the strongest

attribute of air power. 23  The necessity to meet a wide

spectrum of taskings requires a high-degree of flexibility and

a force structure capable of shifting between missions

depending on the Army's requirements and battlefield

situation.24

To be effective in combat, close air support assets must be

able to survive the wide array of enemy defensive weapons

encountered in the area of the FLOT. Neor the front lines, CAS

aircraft will encounter improved surface-to-air missiles,

antiaircraft artillery, and small arms weapons that have longer

range and lower altitude engagement capability than previous

weapons.2 3 Significant improvementA have been made regarding
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"G" capability, lethality of the warhead, accuracy of the

guidance system, jam resistance, envelope expansion, and the

potential for multi-target engagement.2' Additionally, the

air-to-air threat with all-aspect look-down, shoot-down

capability, small arms, and antiaircraft threats must be

considered.

Survivability in the intense defensive environment of today

depends on five factors. Speed, maneuverability, electronic

countermeasures, force packaging, and hit tolerance must all be

combined as characteristics of the CAS weapon system to

maximize the ability to ingress to the target, destroy the

target, and successfully egress the high-threat area.2 7 At the

same time, the aircraft must be able to locate and destroy

designated targets. "The main goal in survivability is to

avoid getting hit. Speed and maneuverability make the biggest

contribution to this end."3 Speed and maneuverability create

as much distance as possible between the aircraft and missiles

or bullets to defeac their tracking. A CAS airoraft flying

Into a densely defended target at high speeds and low altitudes

needs the added protection of electronic countermeasure and a

support package to provide local air superiority, SAM,

anti-aircraft suppression, and jamming of enemy threat radars.

A critical point to remember is that to be effective, the

entire force package must be compatible in speed and

maneuverability. Today's slow moving A-1O cannot perform in

the speed range where the faster aircraft that wouid be part of
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its support package display their optimum combat performance.

Finally, redundant systems, rtructural paths, and ability to

keep flying even though major portions of the flight control

surfaces may be damaged are necessary to aid the aircraft to

successfully complete a mission. AirLand Battle doctrine

depend' on the Air Force for a survivable attack force. "A

fast maneuverable aircraft, capable of using ECM and compatible

with force packaging will give us the greatest chance of

destroying any target that the Army identifies on the front

lines or deeper within enemy territory."2 '

The Army's Training and Doctrine Command designed the

AirLand Battle doctrine for the perceived battlefield of the

1990s and beyond based upon a Soviet and Warsaw Pact threat.

The basic philosophy "is to make the enemy react to us, denying

his objectives of gaining numerical advantages on the ground

and superiority in the air at the forward line of troops." 0

To accomplish this task, advancing Soviet troops and

reinforcements must be subjected to as much firepower as

possible before they reach the FLOT making the value of BAI and

CAS equally important. The next battlefield will no longer

have stable well-defined fronts, rather a non-linear line of

troops with the FLOT ebbing and flowing through a chaotic and

highly lethal environment where the ability to assume any air

space is safe or to distinguish linear battle lines is history.

A dynamic non-linear battlefield will require CAS !n the

traditional role and at the same time, strikes will be called
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in deeper into the enemy territory and to the rear of the FLOT.

This new concept will make it essential that CAS assets be

capable of carrying out Al or battlefield Al missions in

addition to traditional CAS missions.3 I By virtue of the

multiple requirements, CAS aircraft will have to be a

multi-roled fighter that is survivable on all sides of the FLOT

and posses characteristics that will enable it to exist with

the multi-role Al fighter. In developing AirLand Battle

doctrine, TRADOC has transformed from the once dogmatic

requirement for a dedicated CAS aircraft that would only

perform the CAS mission such as the A-1O to an appreciation of

the importance of the Al and, especially BAI missions. This

has led to a doctrinal statement supporting tactical fighter

aircraft performing both CAS and A1. 3 2

Space

The Department of Defense (DOD) became involved in space

over forty years ago. The services pioneered th, research and

evaluation of captured German V-2 rockets when both the Army

Air Corps and Navy were tasked with the investigation of a

possible earth circling satellite. As part of the study, the

RAND Corporation completed the Preliminary Design of an

Experimental World Circulating Spaceship study in 1946 that

included the first detailed examination of the military

potential of using satellites for surveillance, communications,

attack assessment, and weather forecasting.3 3  By 1955,

national policy advisors called for the peaceful exploration of
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space to preserve freedom of action in space for the

development of future military satellites.

In 1957, the Soviet Union demonstrated advanced missile

technology with the launching of Sputnik I. Sputnik I, in

conjunction with a growing Soviet nuclear capability, motivated

President Eisenhower to place space objectives relating to

defense as his highest priority. As a result, DOD was placed

as the central organization responsible to oversee all space

activity and one year later, the National Space Administration

(NASA) was created to oversee civilian space research.

Responsibility for the space program then vacillated for the

next twenty years from centralized control by the Advanced

Research Projects Agency, to the individual services, to the

Air Force for research and development and operation of DOD

satellite systems, to individual services with the Air Force as

lead in development, acquisition, and operation of systems.3 4

There was no clear cut objective of the military space program

until the 1980s which left behind an absence of defined space

doctrine directive enough to "generate military requirements

for space or to design, or redesign, an organization

appropriate to plan for and operate space weapons and then

space-based support systems."3 3

By the 1970s, space systems were able to provide real time

operational requirements for surveillance, intelligence,

command and control, navigation, and early warning of ballistic

missile attacks. An anti-satellite system was under
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development, but it was cancelled due to nuclear treaty

requirements. Each year, space became more vital to the

national security of the United States, and finally President

Reagan issued a national space policy statement that emphasizeO

the importance of military space roles to enhance national

security in 1980.3' This historic statement foreshadownd the

requirements that space systems must be survivable, access to

space must be assured, and that space should be exploited for

military purposes. As a result, Air Force Space Command was

activated followed by Naval Space Command and culminating in

their merger as a unified command in 1985 as the United States

Space Command. "he new US Space Command finally placed the

responsibility for all military operations in space under one

central organization.

Current US policy requires that: (1) There be assured

rights of passage for space systems; (2) The sovereignty claim

to outer space by any nation be rejected; (3) The United States

has the right to pursue activities in support of self defense;

and (4) International cooperation is encouraged in the

scientific and economic exploitation of space.3 7  In support of

US policy, the DOD recognizes that space is a medium like land,

sea, and air in which military operations might be conducted.

Control of space is therefore a vital element of US national

policy in the use of force enhancement and force application.

The DOD policy toward space is three pronged: (1) Enhance

deterrence or, if necessary, defend against an enemy attack;
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(2) Assure that forces of hostile nations can not prevent our

own use of space; and (3) Enhance the operations of US and

allied forces by space systems.30

Although the Air Force has a succinct policy concerning

space, the develupment of a space doctrine has become an issue

of controversy In 1959, Air Force doctrine replaced the word

"air" with "aerospace" in AFM 1-1. With this simple change,

space doctrine was tightly bonded to air operations and the

aerospace environment was defined as an operationally

indivisible medium consisting of the total expanse beyond the

earth's surface.3 ' The term "aerospace" in Air Force and space.

doctrine incorporated the characteristics of space and air into

one neat package and has become a battleground of controversy

within the Air Force and Space Command.

Proponents of separate air and space doctrine argue that to

force fit the term "aerospace" to include all mediums above the

earth's surface does not agree with over a quarter of a century

of space experience in peace, crisis, and conflict. The

differences in environment, characteristics, capabilities,

missions, and specialized tasks between air and space make

doctrine precepts in AFM 1-1 applicable only to air forces and

not space forces. 40  The space environment is physically

separate from air, both in flight capability and forces

required for flight. The physics of orbital flight that is

required outside the earth's atmosphere are distinctive from

the physical parameters of flight in the atmosphere and define
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a boundary of space. "The absence of gravity and a molecular

environment provides a distinctly different operation regime

than the atmosphere. "4  The threshold established when the

atmosphere changes to a hard vacuum where weightlessness occurs

provides a distinct operating regime far more vast and governed

by a completely separate set of physical laws than the

atmosphere. Although AFM I-i states that "each force derives

its intrinsic capabilities from the characteristics and medium

in which it operates." 42  The medium and characteristics of

space and air forces are so fundamentally different that the

capabilities of each is fundamentally different.'

Doctrinal application towards space went through several

changes through the years that finally resulted in the deletion

of space operations from the list of Air Force missions and

fully integrated space into the remaining nine missions. The

results of the integration of space and air principles into a

single comprehensive list of aerospace principles has caused

current space doctrine to be constrained by national policy and

the misapplication of air principles to space. There have been

"few if any statements of unalterable truths regarding the

conduct of military operations in space." 4 4  Current space

doctrine reflects a political reality formulated and, promoted

by senior Air Force officers who have a base of operational

knowledge rooted in the air experience not space.4  Instead of

broad timeless fundamental doctrino dealing with the purpose of

the military, the nature of war, and the relationship of space
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to other national instruments of power, current space doctrine

is constrained by national policy. As late as March 1989, when

USAF/XO circulated a proposed draft for a new AFM 1-1, Air

Force Space Command replied that, "The draft inadequately

addresses the unique characteristics of the space environment

and space operations, and the important role space forces play

in our national security posture today."4'

AFM 1-1 states that "aerospace allows potentially unlimited

horizontal and vertical movement for aerospace warfare systems.

The capacity to maneuver freely in three dimensions allows our

forces to exploit the characteristics of speed, range, and

flexibility." 4' These three characteristics are at the heart

of air doctrine for aircraft, but are not the key

characteristics that should be used to describe the military

capabilities of satellites as effective military assets.

"These characteristics in no way capture the global context and

unseen but ambiguous nature of satellite operations that should

comprise the very core of space doctrine. "4 8 Space systems are

capable of very little movement in either the horizontal or

vertical vector once they are placed in orbit due to laws of

physics and are particularly unmaneuverable due to energy

requirements. Speed is of value to space forces and must

essentially remain constant to keep the space vehicle in a

stable orbit to perform its mission. Range is inconsequential

as distance around a space orbit has very little meaning to the

overall value of a satellite. Since satellites are mostly
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oriented to the accomplishment of a specific mission, there is

very little flexibility if any. "Technologically

sophisticated, highly reliable space forces are essentially the

antithesis of flexibility ascribed to aerospace forces in Basic

Aerospace Doctrine.4'

The characteristics that should be applied to satellite

operations are complacentcy, pervasiveness, and timeliness.

Satellites, in addition to manned or unmanned spacecraft can be

employed in earth's orbit for an extended to indefinite period

of time. Space systems are complacent because they are

maintained in their wartime position and In a high state of

readiness and are capable of immediately providing support

throughout the continuim of conflict.50  With space systems,

there is no requirement for generation of forces, deployment,

nor training in the wartime mission. Once in orbit, the space

vehicle is ready to perform its mission. Space forces are

pervasive because they operate in a medium that is

all-encompassing, surrounding the media of land, sea, and

air.51 This characteristic enables space vehicles to operate

over both enemy and friendly territory making possible the

continuous monitoring of the status and readiness of the enemy.

The element of surprise is diminished and the ability to gain

sanctuary by the enemy is greatly reduced except for weapons

that may also use the medium of space. Since satellites are

constantly ready to perform their mission and can provide

near-instantaneous information, they exhibit the characteristic
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of timeliness.52  From this, they can aid in the speedy

application of force by providing instantaneous information to

the battlefield commander.

AFM 1-1 assesses the capabilities of aerospace forces as:

"responsive, mobile, and survivable; able to show presence,

deliver destructive firepower, and provide unparalleled

observation.53  Although some of these capabilities may apply

to space forces, a more accurate assessment is "to provide

accessment and linkage; capture the high ground and elude the

enemy and transfer large volumes of information to facilitate

application of precise, unimpeded force on the enemy."5 4

The principles of war as defined in Basic Aerospace

Doctrine, establish one of the foundations that doctrine is

built upon should apply equally to all aerospace systems, both

air and space. One question to ponder here is whether or not

the aerospace principles of war are compatible with the

characteristics of the space medium. The principle of the

objective is the primary element in the successful conduct of

any battle or operation. AFM 1-6, Hilitar). Space Doctrine,

states that the US has not yet determined our real military

objective in space, but it does provide for the basic

philosophy of free access to and transit through space for

peaceful purposes by military and civilian sectors. Also,

space weapons should be able to directly damage earth based

counter force and counter value targets, and suppress

earth-based enemy defenses to improve penetration by other
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weapons.*$ Conflict over the support of thi Space Act of "1958

that declared space open for peaceiul exploi-aion and the use

of space fo) strateg.c purposes has caused d~vergent doctrine

that has delayed the development of space capabilities and

solidification of a single objective. The principle of the

offense coeld apply in space, but present orbital forces offer

little if any capability to be used as an offensive weapon

because of technology and policy constraints. Economy of force

is particularly important in space because of the high price of

equipment and the specificity of function for each satellite.

The impact is that as few satellites as possible to do a Job

for as long as possible are employed in space leaving little

resources for backup on the ground or in space to be used in

case of destruction or failuire of the primary system. Today,

space systems must service more than one user and therefore

violate the principle of centralized control. The formation of

US Space Command as a unified command should help solve this

problem, but as long as space systems service several agencies,

the problem will remain in varying degrees. Although space

systems require large amounts of energy to maneuver, attacks

against orbiting space craft will be a one-to-one engagement

and therefore negates the advantages of the principle of

concentration of forces in the terrestrial environment. Only

through building a wartime surge capability of spacecraft on

the ground at great cost could forces be concentrated at a time

and place critical to the success of a battle. Flexibility and
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maneuverability are nearly nonexistent in space. Space systems

are anything but simple and represent the highest expression of

technology in order to survive the hostile space environment,

maintain communications, provide power and maintain altitude.

Today's satellites are almost defenseless and cannot exploit

the principle of defense. If an aggressor has enough time to

observe a satellite, he can determine an appropriate attack

against its inherent weaknesses. The great distance satellites

are from the earth contribute to their inaccessibility and some

security, and if they are broken or fail to function, they

continue in orbit, thereby providing some uncertainty to the

earth-bound target planner as to the appropriate target to

destroy. Surprise can be achieved by deception and attacks

that bypass the restrictions of orbital mechanics. Any attack

through the movement of orbital trajectories is observable and

predictable. Because of the current state of technology and

limited number of tracking stations, the battle commander

cannot have a constant picture status and location of an

enemy's satellites. As a result, any decision made by a

commander will be on past information and constrained by

tracking station capabilities which will deny him the advantage

of timinf and tempo. Moving, supporting, and maintaining

warfighting capability in space is a problem central to every

mission. Successfully completing a mission with logistic

constraints is as applicable in space as in the terrestrial air

environment. Finally, the principle of cohesion will be
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required in space, but becomes more difficult to maintain as

forces disperse.

Although the principles of the objective, economy of force,

control, logistics, and cohesion, which are very broad, fit the

space environment, the principles of concentration, flexibility

and maneuver, and simplicity do not. Currently, the principles

of offense and defense do not apply in space because of the

state of technology. Security, surprise, timing, and tempo are

applicable to space, but in a completely different manner than

in the air environment.

AFM 1-6 recognizes the benefits of exploiting space for

military advantages by chartering the Air Force "to provide

forces for controlling space operations and gaining and

maintaining space superiority.""" From this premise, clear

objectives must be formulated to focus on the in-space

destruction of enemy satellites and by terrestrial destruction

of earth-based laser ASATs. To meet these objectives, US Space

Command must develop clear operational doctrine derived from

basic doctrine that defines "the types of personnel and

equipment needed to fight a war in space, given a certain level

of technology."5 7  To support the AFM 1-1 requirement to get

enough men and equipment to the right place at .the right time,

operational doctrine should lead to the development of

reliable, responsive, flexible, on-demand access to space."

Without this capability, a superiority doctrine is not possible

and its development may very well change the nature of space
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operations. Finally, specific weapons systems must be

developed to support tactical doctrine derived from operational

doctrine requirements and not based on current technological

levels.

In the future, "the evolution of space operations away from

a solely peacetime orientation to one stressing warfighting

requirements must continue in order to deter aggression and, if

deterrence fails, succeed on 'he battlefield."'' Military

doctrine and warfighting capability must be integrated to keep

In step with new technology incorpor;%ting the same principles

of sustainability to air, land, and sea forces. Commanders of

future forces will depend on space for timely and flexible

surveillance, communication, and navigational support. "Space

control must become an integral part of tactical operations."'6

Combat support from space systems will provide the tactical

advantage needed for success on the modern battlefield. Space

will be a battlefield or potential battlefield in the future

for the same reasons that the oceans and air became

battlefields. Once a medium has been exploited for military

purposes, it can no longer be a sanctuary. The nation's

security requirements of free passage, secure lines of command,

control and communications, surveillance, navigation, and

strategic warning are all fundamentally tied to space

operation. Space power will assume a decisive a role in future

combat operations. The enemy's capabilities must be negated

using the space medium through space-based surveillance,
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warning, and attack assessment for the national command

authorities. Finally, space programs must be understood and

attainable to ensure that space remains an area of operational

responsibility for the Air Force.

AFM 1-6, restates current policy instead of explaining how

US space forces will employ in future conflicts.'1  When

doctrine is externally constrained in defining principles, it

becomes merely another statement of national policy. Space

doctrine Is still young and needs to establish fundamental

doctrinal theories before being constrained into organizational

and environmental doctrine. By forcing environmental doctrine

into air doctrinal thinking, three compromises to a pure space

doctrine had to be accomplished. The characteristics of the

systems, capabilities of space farces and the environment

itself greatly differ from those associated with air.

Potential warfighting missions are acknowledged in AFM I-6:

"Space-based weapon systems could contribute to deterrence in

peacetime and to more rapid conflict termination or increased

survivability in war."' 2 However, the effectiveness of space

systems must be compared to alternate solutions and the, impact

of combined surface and space operations on national security

objectives. At first glance, it would appear that space

doctrine is free to expand to develop itself along the lines of

military necessity, but in reality, it remains subjected to the

constraints of national security policy that ,.ould close

avenues of thought and revolutionary concepts of space before
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pure space doctrinal concepts are conceived.

AFM 1-6 recognizes the changes that must occur to ensure

the benefits of space are available for national security and

military purposes. The Air Force is "to provide forces for

controlling space operations and gaining and maintaining space

superiority."' 3  To accomplish these requirements, the Air

Force must develop space systems that integrate national

security policy with military structure to increase

effectiveness, readiness, reliability, survivability, and

sustainability.'4  Additionally, military goals must be clearly

understood and there must be close cooperation with NASA and

the civilian sector.

The Air University Space Handbook, AU-18, condenses four

areas of future growth that AFM 1-6 specifies for military

space activities:

Expansion of space support operations with on-
orbit resources that include space stations,
shuttle, orbital transfer vehicles, energy
generators, and manufacturing processes.

Development and continued evolution of quick
reaction launch capabilities with short turn-
around from more survivable launch facilities.
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Development of the capability to support multi-
purpose operations in space (such operations could
include space-to-space, space-to-eazth, and earth-
to-space activities.

Development of space systems for rapid termination
of any military conflict.,.

Space systems and supporting forces must be within the

unified and specified command structure and used to develop

plans, programs, policy, and employment strategies for the

unified and specified commands. Training and education for

those directing the space program must also be included. The

Air Force must manage all phase%- of the space operations from

launch through refurbishment and coordinate with other

government agencies. Superior space-related technologies must

be applied to update space forces. This requires the

integration of a strong research and development base, a

responsive acquisition cycle, and encouraging innovation to

take advantage of science and technology."6 With the potential

for enemy attacks as airpower has today, the future of the Air

Force is inextricably tied to space.

Combat Support

The aerospace system is composed of the aerospace vehicle

or weapon system (aircraft, missile, or space system) and

aerospace forces consisting of people, materiel, facilities,

and information that provide the specified and unified

commanders the capability to fight.'' As part of the aerospace

system, forces perform two basic functions: combat operations

and combat support. It is combat support that creates and
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sustains combat forces during wartime and in peace, throughout

the entire spectrum of conflict and extends from the combat

theater to the national defense industrial base. Fundamental

to the success of aerospace forces in conflict is the survival

of operating, support, and industrial bases which are the

responsibility of the combat support forces under the broad

definition of "logistics."

In the early 1980s, Lt Gen Leo Marquez, the Air Force

Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics and Engineering (DCS/L&E)

directed the development of an Air Force combat support

doctrine. He believed that Air Force doctrine, as written in

AFH 1-i, was exclusively operations oriented and that the void

left by an absence of logistics doctrine had to be filled at

the basic doctrinal level. He formed a team that began with

the formulation of a basic definition of logistics based on the

premise that the Air Force had a very limited view of logistics

and that there was no universally accepted logistics definition

to build a Loctrinal foundation upon. After studying the

principle of logistics in AFM 1-i, the team modified it to

read: "Logistics is the act and science of preparing man and

machines for combat by obtaining, moving, and maintaining

warfighting capability, " "4 With this definition as guidance,

logistics became, in the broadest sense of the word, all of the

combat support functions that contribute to the warfighting

capability.
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Based upon General Marquez's recommendation, tie Air

University Center for Aerospace Doctrine, Research, and

Education (AU CADRE) joinsd the Deputy Chief of Staff for

Logistics and Engineering and formally agreed to encompass all

logistic and support functions under the umbrella of Combat

Support. Prior to the agreement, logistic's doctrine was

formulated by the Air Force DCS/L&E while combat support

doctrine was developed by the AU CADRE. The combination of

both concepts into a single combat support definition provided

for the creation and sustaining of combat capability in

addition to training, organizing, and equipping of aerospace

systems for employment."9 At this point, a long-term goal was

established to fully institutionalize combat support doctrine

at a level commensurate with that of employment doctrine in the

basic, operational, and tactical manuals.'°  The result of

Lieutenant General Marquez's efforts was the publication of AFM

i-10, Combat Support Doctrine.

Since the publication of AFM 1-10 in 1987, there have been

several areas of controversy. One area is the possible

disconnect between Combat Support Doctrine and AFM i-1, Basic

Aerospace Doctrine of the United States Air Force. First,

proponents of combat support believe that combat support should

be employed in the same manner as operational forces as

discussed in AFM 1-1 under the elements of war. Proponents

beiieve the AFM 1-10 does not align itself very well with our

basic doctrine and that it is written in isolation, perhaps as
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a stand alone document that does not consider the relevance of

support to actual employment.?'

A second area of controversy concerns the applicability of

the characteristics of aerospace forces to support functions.

Since speed and flexibility are characteristics defined in AFH

1-i, they should apply to all support functions as well as

operational forces. However, discussion on the Planning

Program and Budget System (PPBS) and the acquisition system in

AFM 1-10, does not address these characteristics and may

further perpetuate the already cumbersome contracting

bureaucracy instead of directing the way they should contribute

to fighting and winning a war. 72  Too much is concerned with

the industrial process as it applied to World War II and not

enough direction is given to the relevance of acquisition

throughout the spectrum of war from low-intensity conflict to a

possible short, violent war in Europe.

Thirdly, there appears to be an imbalance between the

services desires for new glamorous exotic weapons and the real

world planning for support equipment and spare parts that are

essential to provide combat capability for the operational

forces. One reason for this imbalance can be partially

explained by the dominance of the services in logistics

activities and their inclination for 'equipping' their forces

in preference to 'organizing' and 'tr ning' them." 7  Results

of this imbalance affects the unified and specified CINCs who

have only a limited control over logistics matters despite
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requirements to deploy and employ forces and lack programmatic

authority to influence the imbalance between modernization and

force structure on the one hand, and readiness and

sustainability on the other. 7 4 Moreover, program success is

many times judged on the merits of costs, numbers and equipment

instead of real combat capability. Correcting this problem

becomes a matter of doctrine that directs military capability

through a balanced program for creating a modern force

structure that is both ready and sustainable.

Although AFM 1-10 reflects industry's reliance on foreign

resources and the possibility of depleting those resources

during periods of conflict, it does not direct methods of

preventing or overcoming the doletion of the resources. For

example, over 25 percent of all aircraft spare par.ts were

produced by foreign sources in 1984t which showed a rise of 12

percent in 4 years."5 This reliance on foreign sources makes

it imperative that doctrine be spelled out to provide guidance

throughout the spectrum of war to counter an embargo with

varying degrees of action. Doctrine should not only act as a

guide for Air Force action, but as a warning to aupplier

nations who could read the text and understand the consequenues

of their actions prior to implementation of resource reduction.

Also critical to our ability to acquire new weapon systems

is the reliance on subcontractors. Between 50 and 60 percent

of all new weapons systems are made up of parts produced by

subcontractors. For example, the F-15 is produced from
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components manufactured by over 300 different contractors and

all parts must be available from the myriad of contractors to

complete the manufacturing of each aircraft. This greatly

diversified base becomes very significant when the industry is

requested to surge during periods of hostility and contributes

to a lack of responsiveness. Furthermore, it is estimated that

to add one additional F-IS to the current production schedule

would take 39 months because of the nonavailability of

component parts.7" This inability of the aerospace industry to

expand could become critical during times of war when the

industrial base must mobilize to support the warfighting

effort.

;ithough the PPBS and acquisition processes are explained

in detail in AFI 1-10 , they do not actually concern the

requirements of combat nor adequately prepare the combat

support commander to fight a war, prepare for war, or employ

his forces."? The far-reaching result of combat support

doctrine should be to prepare the commander for the employment

of resources in war and none of the combat support principles

adequately address this fact other than in a peripheral sense.

Overall, combat support has been treated like a life cycle

analysis, an acquisition process, promotions and assignments,

raw materials and maintainability initiatives, not as a direct

and immediate effect of forces employed in combat."9 AFM L-10

should take a much simpler look at the doctrinal issue and

discuss all support functions at a level to provide guidance to
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build policy that supports doctrinal ideals and provide the

combat support commander the foundation necessary -to employ

forces In war.

Overall, AFM 1-10 provides the basic doctrinal support for

combat support functions, but there must be a link to connect

the established doctrine with plans, policies, and programs

required to sustain combat capability. The development of this

linkage has been under consideration for several years now and

will result in the publication of the Air Force Logistics

Concept of Operation.7'

The process to develop a concept of operations for the

logistics community began in 1987 when General Marquez formed a

tiger team of the most experienced and senior logisticians in

the Air Force. They formulated four principles to support

doctrinal concepts concerning the wartime environment that are

to become the foundation of the logistics concept of

operations. First, the Air Force must overcome high levels of

attrition in both weapons systems and support infrastructure.

Second, there will be high levels of unpredictable consumption

of items at all levels and the industrial base will not be able

to make any meaningful contribution for a long period of time.

Third, the fog of war will cause tremendous uncertainty that

will have to be compensated for by support forces. Finally,

augmentation will be required to compensate for attrition.00

The framework provided by these principles will help ensure

that the logistics system responds directly to operational
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requirements, recognizes the uncertainties of war, provides for

maximum self-sufficiency at the unit level, and the ability to

operate in a resource constrained environment. The Air Force

Logistics Concept of Operations will provide the vital link

between doctrine and planning, focusing on the development of

strategic planning objectives that wil! provide for a viable

policy that supports the control capability of the theater

CINCs.01

An important part of combat support is performed by civil

engineers. Although AFM 1-1 and AFl 1-10 provide an umbrella

for combat support doctrine, current doctrine has neglected

elements such as the recognition of change, impact of military

technology, and the vulnerability of base infrastructure that

may be a limitng factor in combat effectiveness in future

warfare.'2 Responsibility for the base infrastructure is with

the civil engineers.

Civil engineers have been intimately involved in every

conflict since World War i. They were responsible for the

buildup of forward bases in both world wars and scratched

together air fields in Korea in a war that no one was prepared

for. Civil engineers again met the massive demands for faci-

lities and infrastructure during the Vietnam conflict and

today, meet civic action, contingency support, and disaster

relief missions around the world in addition to their

day-to-day mission of maintaining Air Force facilitiesA 3

Although armed with a long and successful history, very few
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engineers have recorded their fundamental lessons and

,warfighting principles gained from decades of experience and

this has led to a void in the development of civil engineering

doctrine.,4

In an effort to fill the doctrinal void, several studies

have been conducted that recognize the requirement for a strong

civil engineering doctrine. The Theater Air Base

Vulnerability (TAB VEE) Study determined the need for

defending air bases in Europe and resulted in an increase in

spending for both the United States and allies of substantial

sums for passive air base defense, including measures such as

aircraft shelter facilities hardening, alternate runways, and

tone-down.03 The study eventually evolved into the Air Force

Air Base Survivability Program. In 1979, the Joint Contingency

Construction Requirements Study highlighted the struggle of

Air Force engineers to formalize their roles and missions.

Finally, the Air Force 2000 study has emphasized mobility,

flexibility, and survivability to provide a basis for civil

engineering doctrine.

Since air bases are fixed targets they are very vulnerable

to attack by an ever increasing array of lethal weapons systems

(nuclear, chemical, biological, and conventional) that are

becoming more accurate, faster, and more effective over longer

ranges.' Soviet doctrine emphasizes air base attack and

forces are structured to destroy air bases before aircraft can

be launched to counter the offensive. Doctrine must provide
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the engineer with the where-with-all to prepare for war while

maintaining the base infrastructure. Major General George E.

Ellis, DCS/Engineering and Services, has rr jiri.' the civil

engineers to prepare for war as their number uae priority

ensuring that "the air base must do much more than survive--it

must perform under fire."8 7

Decisions based on the historical perspective of Air Force

leaders and an emphasis on performance during the development

stages of a new aircraft have resulted in today's high

performance aircraft being the best in the world but requiring

a very vulnerable and extensive support system of long hard

runways with large sophisticated maintenance facilities. AFM

1-1 acknowledges the concepts of aerospace vulnerability, but

it does not address the operational environment in terms of

increased danger or lethality and excludes discussion of the

terrestrial environment where aerospace systems are based.

Without a strong, encompassing doctrine delineating the

vulnerabilities of current basing requirements and the effects

of tech'iology on air base survivability, viable strategies

cannot be developed to protect the facilities nor can adequate

plans and programs be written. Instead of relating aerospace

power in terms of a warfare system consisting of the integrated

application of weapon systems and basing systems, we plan and

program as if they were independent entities.*#

SununatY

The fact that doctrine consists of time-tested principles
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that may be altered as changes in the environment, technology,

or threat occur while at the same time maintain unalterable

truths concerning the use of air power provides strength to Air

Force doctrine. Along with this strength, any change in

doctrine will be accompanied by some level of controversy. The

areas of combat support, close air support, and space are

excellent examples of current controversial areas.

First, combat support which is defined as that part of the

aerospace system that creates and sustains combat forces during

wartime and peace was essentially without a doctrine until the

1980s because AFM i-i concentrated on the operational aspects

of doctrine. After an aggressive study and the integration of

support functions with logistics functions under the umbrella

of "combat support," AFM 1-10, Combat Support Doctrine was

written to fill the gap. However, with the defined doctrine,

debates were initiated as to the proper direction the doctrine

should follow. AFM 1-10 may not provide adequate support to

the real warfighting requirements, but perpetuate an old

cumbersome system that may be unable to meet the requirements

in time of war. Although there is no definitive answer as yet,

discussions are underway to address these concerns. As part of

the link between doctrine and the operational requirements, the

Logistic Concept of Operations has been produced to ensure that

combat support is made part of all plans and programs. The Air

Force Civil Engineers are well aware of the need for doctrine

to provide guidance for their portion of combat support. Their
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efforts along this line and dedication to the warfighting

spirit are steps towards a more comprehensive, useful doctrine.

Second, the very doctrinal basis for CAS is under fire

today with concerns of the true place for the CAS mission--Air

Force or Army. Two issues are central to this discussion,

should the Army assume the role of supporting troops in contact

with the enemy and should the USAF fixed-wing aircraft continue

to provide CAS considering the lethality of air defenses on the

modern battlefield. An outgrowth of these issues are concerns

about the selection for the next generation of CAS aircraft as

either a dedicated CAS asset or multi-roled fighter. At the

very heart of all controversy is tho Army's concern that the

Air Force will not be there when needed. However, Air Force

doctrine of centralized control and decentralized execution to

support the ground commander with fast fixed-wing aircraft

capable of massing firepower and surviving a high-threat

environment should meet Army requirements.

Finally, space provides unique doctrinal problems.

Although the United States has been in space since the late

1950s, the development of space has lacked direction, insight

into the true potential of a completely new medium of

operation, and doctrinal development constrained by those who

have more experience in the terrestrial environment than the

boundlessness of space. Although the development of AFM I-6,

Space Doctrine and organization of the US Space Command are

steps in the right direction, it is the very national policy
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that the support that confines space doctrine to policy instead

of allowing the freedom to explore the full scope of

possibilities and potential space. Space should be viewed as a

completel-y new medium with a pure doctrine that then provides

uasis for national policy rather than the other way around.

Solutions to controversy over proper direction of space

doctrine will be a long way off, but necessary to the

development of a proper doctrine as capabilities and knowledge

of space expand.

Many areas of concern suggest that Air Force doctrine is

not perfect, but it Is also not stoic or dogmatic. It is the

strength to recognized the need for doctrinal refinement by

those fighting or supporting the war while maintaining a strong

basic doctrinal foundation that makes Air Force doctrine able

to continue to provide the proper guidance for the Air Force

today. Without a viable doctrine articulating considerations

of the basing infrastructure, the effectiveness of Air Force

strategy, for acquisition and employment of warfare systems

cannot be optimum."9 One example of current shortfalls is the

large sums of money spent on procurement of tactical aircraft

and the relatively small amounts dedicated to wartime repair

capabilities.'0  Air Force civil engineers must recognize the

consequences of a vulnerable basing system and develops a

coherent doctrine driven by technological advancement. This

doctrine should be based on the principles of war that reflect

axioms and universally-accepted truths concerning the best way
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to employ engineer forces, develop missions and tasks that are

fully integrated into the Air Force mission throughout the

spectrum of war, and provide a vehicle for furthering an

engineering professional code of ethics.''
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